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SEPT. 11 Registration for Freshmen, 9:00 A.M.
SEPT. 12 Freshmen classes begin
SEPT. 15 Registration for local Upper-Classmen, 9:00 A.M.
SEPT. 18 Registration for out-of-town Upper-Classmen, 9:00 A.M.
SEPT. 19 Instruction begins, 8:30 A.M.
SEPT. 21 Reorganization of societies and study clubs
OCT. 3 Final date for registration
OCT. 25•..... Subjects for Senior theses approved
Noy. 1 All Saints Day-holiday
NOY.1I. Requiem Mass for deceased benefactors, professors,
alumni, and alumni veterans, 8:30 A.M.
Noy. 13 Mid-semester grades due
Noy. 30 Thanksgiving Day-holiday
DEC. 1. President's Day-holiday
DEC. 7•...... Reception into the Sodality
DEC. 8 Feast of the Immaculate Conception-holiday
DEC. 15 Christmas recess begins (after the last class)
1940
JAN. 3 Classes resume 8:30 A.M.
JAN. 18 Oratorical preliminaries
JAN. 22 Semester examinations begin
JAN. 29-31 Annual retreat
FEB. 1. Registration for Seniors and Juniors
FEB. 2 Registration for Sophomores and Freshmen
FEB. 5 Instruction begins, 8 :30 A.M.
FEB. 8 Verkamp Debate preliminaries
FEB. 15 Oratorical Contest
FEB. 22•..... Washington's Birthday-holiday
MARCH 8 Senior Theses due
MARCH 14 Verkamp Debate
MARCH 20 Easter recess begins (after the last class)
MARCH 25 ClasseR resume, 8:30 A.M.
APRIL 1. Mid-semester grades due
ApRIL 19 Masque Society production
MAY 2 Ascension Thursday-holiday
MAY 23 Semester examinations begin
MAY 30 Memorial Day-holiday
JUNE 2 Baccalaureate Exercises
JUNE 5 Commencement




DENNIS F. BURNS, 8.J., President
CELESTIN J. 8TEINER, 8.J., Vice-President
JULIAN A. GARRITY, 8.J., Chancellor
JOHN J. BENSON, 8.J., 8ecretary
ALOYSIUS A. BREEN, 8.J., Treasurer
EDWIN J. VOLLMAYER, 8.J.
RAYMOND B. WALSH, 8.J.
Executive Officers
DENNIS F. BURNS, 8.J., President of the University
JOHN J. BENSON, S.J., Dean, College of Liberal Arts
JOHN C. MALLOY, S.J., Associate Dean, Evening Division; Director
of Summer Session
JULIAN L. MALINE, 8.J., Associate Dean, Milford Division
LAURENCE J. LYNCH, S.J., Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts
EDWARD J. BRACKEN, 8.J., Dean of Men; Chairman, Board of
Athletic Control; Director of Elet Hall
JOHN H. GROLLIG, S.J., Chaplain
PAUL J. SWEENEY, 8.J., Director of Library
EDWIN J. VOLLMAYER, 8.J., Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings
A. M. HARPER, Major, F.A., Director, R.O.T.C.
RAYMOND J. FELLINGER, A.B., Registrar
ALBERT J. WORST, A.B., B.S., Librarian
MRS. CATHERINE A. MCGRATH, Bursar
CLEM F. CROWE, B.S., Director of Athletics
EDWARD P. VONDER HAAR, A.B., Director of Public Relations;
Alumni Secretary
FJ. J. BABBITT, A.B., LL.B., LL.D., Legal Adviser
CHARLES MURRAY, A.B., M.D., Physician
GEORGE TOPMOELLER, M.D., Physician
WESLEY L. FURSTE, M.D., Physician
Faculty Committees
The President of the University is ex-officio a member of each
committee.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS. John J. Benson, S.J., Edward J.
Bracken, S.J., Aloysius A. Breen, 8.J., Edwin J. Vollmayer, 8.J.
ADMISSIONS. John J. Benson, S.J., Chairman; Raymond J.
Fellinger, John C. Malloy, 8.J.
ATHLETIC CONTROL. Edward J. Bracken, S.J., Chairman; Albert
J. Camenzind, S.J., William E. Chancellor, Owen J. Englum, 8.J.,
Frederick N. Miller, S.J.
BULLETINS. Laurence J. Lynch, S.J., Chairman; John J. Benson,
S.J., Raymond J .. Fellinger, John C. Malloy, S.J.
COMMENCEMENT WEEK. Edwin J. Vollmayer, S.J., Chairman;
Edward J. Bracken, 8.J., Raymond J. Gray, S.J., Edward P. Vonder
Haar.
CURRICULAR ADMINISTRATION. John J. Benson, S.J., Chairman;
Raymond J. Fellinger, Laurence J. Lynch, S.J., Julian L. Maline, S.J.
John C. Malloy, S.J., Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J., Charles F. Wheeler.
LIBRARIES. Paul J. Sweeney, 8.J., Chairman; John J. Benson,
8.J., Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J., Albert J. Worst.
PRE-MEDICAL 8TUDIES. Victor C. Stechschulte, 8.J., Chairman;
John F. Deupree, Frederick G. Middendorf, 8.J., Frederick N.
Miller, 8.J., James C. Perry.
PUBLIC RELATIONS. Edward P. Vonder Haar, Chairman;
Edward J. Bracken, 8.J., Raymond J. Fellinger, Laurence J. Lynch,
8.J., Paul J. Sweeney, 8.J.
RELIGIOUS WELFARE. John E. Mahoney, S.J., Chairman;
John H. Grollig, 8.J., Leo A. Hogue, 8.J.
8CHOLARSHIPS. John J. Benson, 8.J., Chairman; Aloysius A.
Breen, 8.J., Victor C. Stechschulte, 8.J.
STUDENT PROBLEMS. John J. Benson, 8.J., Chairman; Murtha
J. Boylan, 8.J., Edward J. Bracken, 8.J., Owen J. Englum, 8.J.,
John V. Usher, S.J.
Officers of Instruction"
DENNIS F. BURNS, S.J., A.M., PH.D., S.T.D Hinkle Hall
President of the University, 1935.
A.B., 8t. Louis University, 1914; A.M., 1915; Ph.D., 8.T.D.,
Universita Gregoriana, Rome, Italy, 1931.
"The year after the academic rank and official position indicates the date of the
original appointment.
FLORENCJ;J C. ALBERS, M.S.C., A.M. . ..... 2522 N. Ingleside Avenue
Dean of Women; Lf'cturer on Secretarial Practice, 1934.
B.S.C., Xavier Universit.y, 1921; M.S.C., 1922; A.B., 1927'
A.M., University of Cineinnati, 1934. '
JOHN J. BENSON, S.J., A.M Hinkle Hall
Dean of t.he College of Liberal Arts, 1938.
A.B., St. Louis Univ(~rsity, 1921; A.M., 1922.
HENRY F. BIH.KENHAUER, S.J., A.M Hinkle Hall
Instructor in Mathematics; Assistant Director of Seismological
Observatory, 1938.
A.B., West Baden College, 1935; A.M., 1938.
SALVADOR BONILLA-SOSA, A.B 944 Lenox Place
Instructor in Spanish, 1936.
B.L.S., Colegio de Belen, 1931; A.B., University of Cincin-
nati, 1935.
MURTHA J. BOYLAN, S..I., A.M., PH.D.. . Hinkle Hall
Professor of Philosophy; Dif(!ctor, Department of Philosophy
and Psychology, 1928.
A.B., Campion College, 1900; A.M., 1903; Ph.D., Ignatius
College, Valkenburg, Holland, 1910.
EDWARD J. BRACKEN, S.J., A.M Elet Hall
Dean of Men; Director of Elet Hall; Chairman, Board of Athletic
Control, 1938.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1910; A.M., 1911.
ALFRED E. BRAUN, n.s.c. . . 4357 Haight Street
Lecturer on Accoun ting, 1927.
B.S.C., Xavic!r Univprsity, 1921.
CARL L. BUMILLlm, COM.I·;., L1•. Il. . ..... 8429 Ruther Avenue
Lecturc!r on Taxation, 1988.
Com.K, University of Cineinnati, 1fl28; LL.B., 1932.
WILLIAM I. BUNDSCHUH, S.J., A.M. . . Milford, Ohio
Assistant Professor of Ji~nglish, 1935.
A.B., Campion College, 1911; A.M., St. Louis University, 1915.
WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B., LL.D.. . Hotel Anderson
Professor Emeritus, 1912.
A.B., Xavier University, 1892; LL. D., Xavier University, 1936.
JAMES F. BUTLER, S.J., A.M Hinkle Hall
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1929.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1920; A.M., 1921.
EDWARD J. CALHOUN, S.J., A.M., PH.D.. '" Hinkle Hall
Professor of Religion; Assistant Librarian, 1936.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1900; A.M., 1903; Ph.D. Fordham
University, 1931. '
ALBERT J. CAMENZIND, S.J., A.M.. . Hinkle Hall
Professor of Classical Languages; Director Department of
Classical Languages, 1934. '
A.B., St. Louis University, 1911; A.M., 1912.
FRANK CAMM, MAJOR, F.A. . . .. 25 Shaw Lane, Ft. Thomas, Ky.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and 'l'actics, 1936.
LL.B., University of Virginia, 1917.
JOSEPH T. CARNEY, LL.B 1609 Rose Place
Lecturer on Business Law, 1921.
LL.B., McDonald Educational Institute, 1914.
PAUL W. CAVANAUGH, S.J., A.M Milford, Ohio
Instructor in Classical Languages, 1936.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1926; A.M., 1928.
WILLIAM ESTABROOK CHANCELLOR, A.M., LL.B.. 1934 Williams Avenue,
Norwood, Ohio
Professor of Economics; Director, Department of Economics
1927. '
A.B., Amherst College, 1889; A.M., 1895; LL.B., Xavier Uni-
versity, 1934.
FRANK J. CROW, A.M. . 1217 Delta Avenue
Lecturer on I~eonomics and Salesmanship, 1933.
A.B., Ohio State University, 1913; A.M., Columbia Univer-
sity, 1915.
CLEM F. CROWE, B.S. . 7200 Hamilton Avenue, Mt. Healthy
Professor of Physical Education; Assistant Director of Campus
Activities, 1932.
B.S., University of Notre Dame, 1926.
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FLORENCE C. ALBERS, M.S.C., A.M.. " ... , .2522 N. Ingleside Avenue
Dean of Women; Lecturer on Secretarial Practice, 1934.
B.S.C., Xavi~r U~iversity, 1921; M.S.C., 1922; A.B., 1927;
A.M., Umverslty of Cincinnati, 1934.
JOHN J. BENSON, S.J., A.M , , , , , Hinkle Hall
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, 1938.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1921; A.M., 1922.
HENRY F. BIRKENHAUER, S.J., A.M Hinkle Hall
Instructor in Mathematics; Assistant Director of Seismological
Observatory, 1938.
A.B., West Baden College, 1935; A.M., 1938.
SALVADOR BONILLA-SOBA, A.B , , .944 Lenox Place
Instructor in Spanish, 1936.
B.L.S., Colegio de Belen, 1931; A.B., University of Cincin-
nati, 1935.
MURTHA J. BOYLAN, S.J., A.M., PH.D , .Hinkle Hall
Professor of Philosophy; Director, Department of Philosophy
and Psychology, 1928.
A.B., Campion College, 1900; A.M., 1903; Ph.D., Ignatius
College, Valkenburg, Holland, 1910.
EDWARD J. BRACKEN, s.J., A.M Elet Hall
Dean of Men; Director of Elet Hall; Chairman, Board of Athletic
Control, 1938.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1910; A.M., 1911.
ALFRED E. BRAUN, B.S.C , .4357 Haight Street
Lecturer on Accounting, 1927.
B.S.C., Xavier University, 1921.
CARL L. BUMILLER, COM.E., LL.B... " .... , .... 3429 Ruther Avenue
Lecturer on Taxation, 1933.
Com.E., University of Cincinnati, 1928; LL.B., 1932.
WILLIAM 1. BUNDSCHUH, s.J., A.M Milford, Ohio
Assistant Professor of English, 1935.
A.B., Campion College, 1911; A.M., St. Louis University, 1915.
WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B., LL.D Hotel Anderson
Professor Emeritus, 1912.
A.B., Xavier University, 1892; LL.D., Xavier University, 1936.
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JAMES F. BUTLER, S.J., A.M , Hinkle Hall
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1929.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1920; A.M., 1921.
EDWARD J. CALHOUN, S.J., A.M., PH.D , , .Hinkle Hall
Professor of Religion; Assistant Librarian, 1936.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1900; A.M., 1903; Ph.D., Fordham
University, 1931.
ALBERT J. CAMENZIND, S..I., A,M , Hinkle Hall
Professor of Classical Languages; Director, Department of
Classical Languages, 1934.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1911; A.M., 1912.
FRANK CAMM, MAJOR, F.A 25 Shaw Lane, Ft. Thomas, Ky.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 1936.
LL.B., University of Virginia, 1917.
JOSEPH T. CARNEY, LL.B , , 1609 Rose Place
Lecturer on Business Law, 1921.
LL.B., McDonald Educational Institute, 1914.
PAUL W. CAVANAUGH, S.J., A.M , Milford, Ohio
Instructor in Classical Languages, 1936.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1926; A.M., 1928.
Wn,LIAM ESTABROOK CHANCELLOR, A.M., LL.B .. 1934 Williams Avenue,
Norwood, Ohio
Professor of Economics; Director, Department of Economics,
1927.
A.B., Amherst College, 1889; A.M., 1895; LL.B., Xavier Uni-
versity, 1934.
FRANK J. CROW, A.M , , 1217 Delta Avenue
Lecturer on Economics and Salesmanship, 1933.
A.B., Ohio State University, 1913; A.M., Columbia Univer-
sity, 1915.
CLEM F. CROWE, B.S 7200 Hamilton Avenue, Mt. Healthy
Professor of physical Education; Assistant Director of Campus
Activities, 1932.
B.S., University of Notre Dame, 1926.
GREGORY J. DERSCHUG, S.J., A.M.. . . . M'lf d.... " '" I Or Oh'
Professor of Classical Lanp;uages, 1925. ' 10
A.B., St. Louis University, 1909; A.M., 1910.
JOHN F. DEUPREE, A.M., PH.D. .. . 1025 Dana Avenu
Instructor in Chemistry, 1936. e
A.B., Indiana University, 1932; A.M., 1933; Ph.D., 1936.
OWEN J. ENGLUM, S.J., A.M.. . . . . . .. . Elet Hall
Instructor in History, 1938.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1928; A.M., 1937.
LOUIS A. FELDHAUS, A.M 2705 Euclid Avenue
Instructor in EngliRh, 1984.
A.B., Xavier Univf~rsity, 19H2; A.M., University of Cincin.
nati, 1937.
JOHN L. FRICKER, n.s.c., LL.B 2724 Shaffer Avenue
Lecturer on Accounting, 1937.
B.S.C., Xavier University, 1925; LL.B., 1933.
THOMAS F. GARTLAND, B.S 24 Silver Avenue, Ft. Mitchell, Ky.
Graduate Assistant in Chemistry, 1935.
B.S., Xavier University, 1935.
JAMES P. GLENN, A.B.. . . .. Dixie Highway, Florence, Ky.
Lecturer on English and Speech, 1935.
A.B., Xavier University, 1926.
JOlIN F. GRABER, PlI.M.. . 3376 Reading Road
Professor of German, 19:1O.
Ph.B., University of WiScollsin, lfJOH; Ph.M., 1910.
RAYMOND J. GRAY, 8.J., A.M., 1'11.1). . ............• , •Elet Hall
Associate Proff!Rsor of Hislory; Dirednr, Department of History
and Political HdfHlC'f', I !J35.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1922; A.M., 1925; Ph.D., Yale Uni·
versity, 1937.
JOHN H. GROLLIG, S.J., A.M. . Hinkle Hall
Assistant Professor of ReligifJD and Philosophy, 1934.
A.B., Xavier University, 18!J5; A.M., St. Louis University, 1903.
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HAROLD G. GUSHING, A.M., PH.D 3445 Woodburn Avenue
Instructor in Economics, 1938.
B.S., Purdue University, 1918; A.M., University of Pittsburg,
1931; Ph.D., St. Louis University, 1937.
FRANK K. HARDER, A.B., M.D 3702 Brotherton Road
Lecturer on Sociology, 1937.
A.B., University of Cincinnati, 1926; M.D., Harvard Univer-
sity, 1930.
A. M. HARPER, MAJOR, F.A 1544 Herald Avenue
Professor of Military Science and Tactics; Director, Department
of Military Science and Tactics, 1936.
B.S., United States Military Academy, 1917.
WILLIAM R. HENNES, s.J., A.M., PH.D Milford, Ohio
Assistant Professor of Classical Languages, 1936.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1924; A.M., 1925; Ph.D., 1937.
STANLEY A. HITTNER, B.S.C., C.P.A 45 Arcadia Place
Lecturer on Accounting, 1920.
B.S.C., Xavier University, 1917; Certified Public Accountant,
State of Ohio, 1921.
LEO A. HOGUE, S.J., A.M., S.T.D Hinkle Hall
Assistant Professor of Religion; Acting Director, Department of
Religion, 1938.
A.B., College of St. Aloysius, Jersey, England, 1925; A.M., 1927;
S.T.D., Universita Gregoriana, Rome, Italy, 1937.
KENNETH P. JORDAN, B.S.Coo .44 Barrington Road, Ft. Mitchell, Ky.
Instructor in Accounting, 1937.
B.S.C., Xavier University, 1934.
PHILIP J. KENNEDY, A.B., LL.l:l 2901 North Bend Road
Lecturer on Business Law, 1935.
A.B., Xavier University, 1925; LL.B., Harvard University, 1928.
TIMOTHY J. KILDAY 3727 Woodford Road
Lecturer on Insurance, 1936.
URBAN H. KILLACKY, S.J., A.M Hinkle Hall
Assistant Professor of English, 1935.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1909; A.M., 1911.
11
. 5776 Wayside
OSCAR J. LAPLANTE, S.J., A.M.. . . . . . . H'
. ' " Inkle Hall
Assistant Professor of PhilOilOphy, 1937.
A.B., Gonzaga University, 1928; A.M., 1924.
LAURE:NCIiJ J. LYNCH, s.J., A.M. . . . H' k............... " In Ie Hall
Assistant Dean, College of Liboral Artw Dean of F h
. . . . . , res men, 1938.
A.B., St. LOUIH Umverslty, 1923; A.M., 1924.
GE:O!WEl B. MAGGINI, A.B.
Lecturer on Insurance, 193fi.
A.B., Xavier University, 192 I.
JOHN E. MAHONEY, S.J., PH.D., S.T.L Hinkle Hall
Student Counsellor; Instructor in Religion, 1938.
Ph.D., 1!nive;sita. Gregoriana, Rome, Italy, 1930; S.T.L. St
LoUIs Umverslty, 1937. ' ,
JULIAN L. MALINE, S.J., A.M., PILl). . , .. Milford, Ohio
Associ~te Dean, Milforrl Division; Professor of Education;
DJr(~ctor, Dppartment of Education, 1934.
A.B., G~nza?a University, 1920; A,M., 1921; Ph.D" Ohio State
UnJV(mnty, 1934.
JOHN C, MALLOY, S.J., A.M , , Hinkle Hall
Associate Dean; Diredor of Evening Division and Summer
Session; Instructor in Philosophy, 1931.
A,B., St, Louis University, 1923; A,M., 1924.
ROBERT E. MANNING, S.J., A,M. . ""'" ,Hinkle Hall
Professor of Classical Languag(~s, 1931.
A,B., Gonzaga University, 1922; A,M., 1923.
THOMAS A. MCCOURT, s.J., A.M, " , '" .' .. :Hinkle Hall
Prof(!ssor of French, 1936,
A.B., St. Louis Univprsity, IlJ02; A.M., 1904.
JOHN G. MCQUH:l'fON, S..I., A.M.. . """""" . Milford, Ohio
Instructor in SI)P(!ch, HJa7.
A.B., St. Louis University, 192H; A.M., 1929,
FREDERICK A. MgYIiJH, S.J., A.M., Pfl.lJ, , Hinkle Hall
Professor of Sociology; Dirpc!.of, !)ppartment of Sociology, 1938.
A,M., St. Louis University, 1914; Ph.D" Universita Gregoriana,
Rome, Italy, 1936.
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LAWRENCE T. MEYER, S,J., A.M..... """"""'" .Milford, Ohio·
Instructor in Classical Languages, 1936.
A,B., St. Louis University, 1908; A.M., 1914.
FREDERICK G, MIDDIiJNDOlUC, S.J" M.S , , . , , ., .Hinkle Hall
Instructor in Biology, 1938.
Litt.B" Xavier University, 1933; M.S., University of Detroit,
1938.
FREDERICK N. MILLER, S..I" A,B , , , , , . , .Hinkle Hall
Professor of Chemistry; Director, Department of Chemistry,
1933.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1917.
JAMES E. O'CONNELL, A.B., LL.B., LL,M ,. ,4422 Schulte Drive
Lecturer on Political Science and History, 1922.
A.B., Xavier University, 1914; LL.B., University of Cincinnati,
1918; LL,M" 1933.
ROBERT L. O'fTO, A.B , , 4425 Hamilton Avenue
Lecturer on Journalism, 1935.
A.B., Xavier University, 1930.
JAMES C. PERRY, A.M" CAND. PH.D.. , , ... , ... 3535 Larkspur Avenue
Assistant Professor of Biology, 1931.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1924; A.M., 1925.
WILLIAM SAVAGE, A.B , , .. , 1847 Andina Avenue
Lecturer on Advertising, 1937.
A.B., Xavier University, 1926.
HUGH F. SMITH, S.J., A.M...... , , , . , ... , ... , . , , ..... Milford, Ohio
Instructor in English, 1938.
A.B" Gonzaga UniverHity, 1928; A.M., 1929.
VICTOR C. STmCHSCHULTm, 8 ..1., A.M., M.S., PH.D., .. , . , , .Hinkle Hall
Professor of Physics; Director, Department of Mathematics and
PhysieH; Director of Seismological Observatory, 1932.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1918; M. S., 1919; A.M" 1920; Ph.D.,
University of California, 1932.
PAUL J. SWEENEY, S.J., A,M,. . , , ,. Hinkle Hall
ProfeSHor of r<:nglish, 1929.
A,B., Xavier University, 1912; A.M., St. Louis University, 1917.
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RICHARD E. TISCHT.Iom, S..I., A.M.
Instl'uetor in EngliRh, 1938.
A.B., .John Carroll University,
19:37.
. Hinkle Hall
19:32' A M X ., . ., aVler University, General Information
............. 2223 Kenton Street
JUHN V. USHI~I{, S.J., A.M..
. . . Hinkle H II
AssIstant Professor of Spanish, 1!J:31. a
A.B., Xavier UnivnrRity, 1897' AM St L . U .
, • .". OUIS nrversity, 1911.
.JOHIWH A. WALSH, S.J., A.M. (CANTAB)
, . . " Milford, Ohio
Professor of ClassICal LanguageH, 1929.
A.B., St. Louis University 1917' AM G .
1919 AM' .' "" onzaga Unrversit
; . ., Camlmdgf! Univ(~rsity, England, 1931. y,
LEOPOLD C. WI~RTHImMgR, B.S. M.D.. 2122 St J. .' .... ". . ames Avenue
Lecturer on SOCIOlogy, 1939.
B.M., B.S., University of Cin('innati, 1933; M.D., 1934.
CHAULES F. WHEI~LIm, A.M., PILIJ. .... 1836 C. . . . . . . . . . hase Street
ASSOCIate ProfpHsor of Jt;nglish, 1929.
A.B., Xavier UniV(!l'l,ity, 1928; A.M., University of C" .
1929; Ph.D., 1935. mcmnatl,
M. MARCILLA WILKINS, S.N.D., B.S.R St. Joseph Heights,
S . I ' Covington, KypeCIa nstructor III German, Summer Session, 1938. .
B.S.E., Notre Dame College, 1935.
ALBERT J. WORST, A.B., B.S...
Librarian, 1932.
A.B., Xa:,ier Univer~ity, 19:3(); B. S., Columbia University School
of LIbrary Servlcn, 19:32.
GEOIWI'] K WUOCKI,IWI", CAPTAIN I" A B s 1047 Da A' .., ... .... na venue
Assistant Professor of Milit.ary S(~iell(~l' and Tactics, 1936.
B.S., Unit.ed Stllt.(!S M i1itary A(~ad('my, 1924.
WILLIAM .J. YUUNG, H.J., A.M. . . . Milford, Ohio
Professor of R(!ligion and Edu('a1 ion, 1927.
A.B., St. Louis UnivC'l'sit.y, jfj()fj; A.M., 1910.
ALl'HONSm M. ZAMIAUA, S.J., A.M. PII.IJ. . M'lf dOh', . . . . . . .. I or, 10
Assistant ProfeHsor of Classical Languages, 1930.
A.B., St. Louis University, 1915; A.M., 1917; Ph.D., 1936.
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Historical Sketch
The history of Xavier University begins on October 17, 1831,
when the Right Reverend Edward D. Fenwick, O.P., D.D., the first
bishop of Cincinnati, opened what was called "A Literary Institute"
for the higher instruction of youth. This was a daring undertaking
for the times, because the census of 1830 gave Cincinnati a population
of less than 25,000, and of that number Catholics were a small and
not a very influential minority.
The new institution bore the classic name, "The Athenaeum,"
and in the prospectus issued we are told that the "college course will
embrace the Greek and Latin authors·-both historians and poets-
which are usually read; the Hebrew, Spanish, French, and English
languages; the various branches of mathematics; reading, writing,
geography, and the use of the globes." The carrying out of this
fairly ambitious program was entrusted to the diocesan clergy from
1831 to the summer of 1840. Their efforts met with considerable
success, but the growing needs of the diocese in other directions
made it difficult to staff the college with members of the diocesan
clergy, and the Right Reverend John B. Purcell, the successor of
Bishop Fenwick, saw that the stability and progress of the institution
would be better provided for by entrusting it to the care of a religious
order.
Accordingly, he applied to the Provincial of the Society of Jesus
in St. Louis and on receiving a favorable reply turned over to the
Jesuits "forever, on condition that they should be held ever sacred
for church and school, the college, seminary, church, with the real
estate on which these buildings, which I now occupy, are located-
that you may have there a college and parish church to be served by
your Society, in pprpetuity."
The .Tesuits took OWl' thp institution on October 1, 1840. The
name was changed t.o St. Xavinr College, though the building con-
tinued to be callnrl "The Athenaeum" until it was removed fifty
years later to makP rllom for a new structure. The Reverend John
Anthony Elot, S..I., W ilK the first president of the reorganized college.
A charter of a temporary kind was granted to the College in 1842
by the. General Ass9mbly of Ohio, and a perpetual charter in 1869.
Under the presidency of Father Elet and his immediate successors
St. Xavier College made rapid progress. It was originally conducted
as a boarding school and had a very considerable patronage in the
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states of the West and South. But the limited campus space in the
growing city soon made it impossible to continue this feature of the
College. The dormitories therefore, were, abolished after the summer
of 1854 and accommodations for out-of-town students were not again
provided until the erection of Elet Hall in 1924.
The years 1853 to 1865 were years of hard struggle for St.
Xavier College. Many causes contributed to this, not the least of
which were the cholera epidemic, the Know-Nothing movement, and
the Civil War. But better times came for the College when the war
was ended. Property had been secured in 1863 on the corner of
Seventh and Sycamore streets, and on this site in 1867 was erected
the faculty building, called the Hill Building, after the Reverend
Walter Hill, S.J., the president of the College at that time. This
additional accommodation served the needs of the institution for the
next twenty years, but again the need of expansion was felt and in
1885 the Moeller Building on Seventh street to the rear of the Hill
Building was erected by the Reverend Henry Moeller, S.J., president
of the College from 1884 to 1887.
St. Xavier College celebrated its golden jubilee in 1890, fifty
years from the time the Jesuits assumed control of the Athenaeum.
The following year the classroom building facing on Sycamore street
was built as well as the College Chapel and Memorial Hall. At the
same time the old Athenaeum was torn down after having served for
college purposes for sixty years.
While the situation such as the College occupied in the very
heart of the city has many advantages in the matter of accessibility,
it has, also, the disadvantage of preventing the ready expansion of
accommodations for buildings and campus. Accordingly, shortly
after his installation as president, the Reverend Francis Hiermann,
S.J., purchased the building and grounds of the Avondale Athletic
Club. This property is situated on Victory Parkway, between
Winding Way, Dana, and Herald avenues. The opening of the Fall
Session of St. Xavier College in 1919 marked an epoch in the history
of the institution. A complete separation of the college students
from the high school students was established. The high school
courses were concentrated at the old St. Xavier on Seventh and
Sycamore streets. The college classes were moved to the new property
in Avondale, and in September 1920, they were permanently located
in their new building.
By an act of the State Department of Education, under date of
August 4, 1930, St. Xavier College was advanced to university
rating, under the name of Xavier University.
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Buildint1s
Alumni Science Hall, erected in 1920, was the gift of the Alumni
of St. Xavier College to commemorate the diamond jubilee of their
Alma Mater. It contains the chemical laboratories and classrooms,
as well as the administrative offices of the Dean, the Registrar, and
the Bursar.
Hinkle Hall, erected in 1920, houses the Faculty. It is the gift of
Mrs. Frederick Hinkle and forms the central unit of the group of
buildings of the University. Besides the necessary administrative
offices and reception rooms, it provides accommodations for the
faculty with dining room, library, chapel, and recreation rooms.
The vValter Seton Schmidt Library Building was erected in 1926
between Hinkle Hall and Alumni Science Hall. It houses the Uni-
versity Library and contains the high vaulted Mary G. Lodge Reading
Room, the Bellarmine Chapel, classrooms, and the seismograph
station.
The Biology Building, dedicated in 1929 is the gift of an anony-
mous benefactor. In this building are the classrooms, laboratories,
and offices of the departments of Biology, Military Science, and
Physics, the administrative offices of the President, and the Director
of Public Relations.
The Union House is the old Avondale Club. It is now used for
the students' cafeteria and recreation rooms.
Elet Hall, erected in 1924, is the first unit of the students' dormi-
tories. It is a well-furnished student residence with accommodations
for one hundred students in single and double rooms.
The FieldHouse and Gymnasillm was erected on the Campus in
1928. This building was made possible by a magnificent gift of Mr.
Walter S. Schmidt, A.M. In addition to the large indoor stadium,
it contains pistol ranges, handball courts, boxing ring, shower and
locker romns, and basketball court.
The Stadium which seats 15,000 people was built in 1928 by
public spirited citizens. The drive for funds was under the direction
of Hon. Myers Y. Cooper.
The MiljordNovitiate Building erected in 1925 on an hundred
acre plot of ground in Milford, Ohio, contains the dormitories, dining
hall, chapel, library, and classrooms for the young members of the
Society of Jesus.
College of Liberal Arts
The College of Liberal Arts is the heart of the Jesuit system of
education. The college holds this place because it is the unit of a
university wherein the distinctive purposes of Jesuit education are
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mure fully realized. The first two yeal's of the Liberal Arts College
arl, llevot(,ll to genoml education; thp last two years to advanced and
specialized study ill fiolds oj' Imowlpllgp upon which the stUdent
wishes to eoncentrate.
Ultimate ()/JjlwliI1e. TIH~ CollIW~ of Lib(~ral Arts has the same
primary purpose as the Catholic educational system taken in its
entirety. 'l'his is !wst expresspd in tlw words of Pope Pius XI: "The
propl>r and immelliatt~ ellli of Christian education is to cooperate
with divine grae(~ in forming till! tl'lle and perfect Christian, that is
to form Christ Himself in thllf;e rl>gellPrated by Baptism.... The
trm~ Christian, produd of Christian education, is the supernatural
man who thinks, judges and ads eOllstantly and consistently in
accordance with right reason ilIumine!1 by the supernatural light of
the example and teaching of Christ; in other words, to use the current
term, the true and finished man of eharacter."
Immediate Objectives. Thl~ Collegp of Liberal Arts, in its teaching,
aims at reaching the whole mall, his int<~lIect, his will, his emotions,
his senses, his imagination, his lll'sthetic Rlmsibilities, his memory,
and his powers of (,xprc~ssion. '1'111' pdueational program at Xavier,
therefore, takes into consideration three types of training, the in-
tellectual, the moral and religious, and tho physical.
The intellectual training at Xavier is guided by principles set
forth in the Ratio Studiorum, a body of principles and suggestions
outlined and revised over the space of nearly three hundred and
fifty years by the most prominent .Jesuit educators. The Ratio
postulates that studies, falling into certain groups, have distinct
educational values, so that the speeific training given by one group
cannot be supplied by another. Mathnmatics, the natural sciences,
languages, and history arc! complnmentary instruments of intellectual
development and arn considered basie for a general. education.
Mathematics and the natural Heilmel'S bring the student mto contact
with the material aHppdH of IHltllm, and exercise the deductive and
the induetivl' pow!!rs of ]'(~asoll. Language, history, and .the so?ial
scicmces effl!ct a higher union. By thdr study and for their requll'e·
ment thn who!l) mind of man is brought into the widest and. the,
suhtlest play. With thp introdudioll of t.hp Htudent to these subjects
the gl~rwral edueation is considprpc! l~ompleted. The student may
then terminat!! hiH formal !·cltwa!.ion, or hCl may go on to a~vanced
and spl!eialized stucliPH in any EpIc! for which his preparatIOn and
qualifications indieate that 111' baH a H!)I~eial aptitude. The pu:rpose
of the advanc!!d and s!)('cializ'·c! st.llllil's is not proximately t~ fIt~~e
student for some spPeial nmp}oyllll'lIt or profession, but to .glve 1m
such an intensive vigorous, allli roundl,cl development as wlll e?able
him to cope sue~pssfullY pven with t.he unforeseen emergenCle~.o~
life, as well as to preparn him for higher intellectual research w lC
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the complexity of modern life lays open to him. As a background for
his higher studies the Ratio stresses mental and moral philosophy, as
well for the influence such study has in mental development as for
the power of discrimination which it gives the student. The emphasis
is not upon a history of the philosophies but upon a study of Neo-
scholastic Philosophy wherein is to be found a logical, unified, com-
plete system of mind-eulture in accord with the laws of human
thought.
The Ratio establishes as a fundamental principle that knowledge,
though it energizes and refines the intellectual powers, does not of
itself perfect the moral powers; that religion alone completely and
perfectly purifies the heart and strengthens the will; that to be
effective, religion must be taught so as to become a continuously
vital force in education and the core-subject and integrating basis
of all' knowledge. In its moral and religious training Xavier aims
at building the conscience of its students for the right fulfillment of
their civil, social, and religious duties. To gain this objective Xavier
provides: (a) required courses in religion for all Catholic students,
and courses in morality and character development for non-Catholic
students; (b) an annual retreat, held between the interval of the
first and second semester during which time the Spiritual Exercises
of St. Ignatius are given; (e) chapel exercises which consist in attend-
ance at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, at least on Thursdays or
Fridays, during which time moral and doctrinal sermons are given
to impress on the minds of the students the practical aspects of
Catholic living. Attendance at all religious exercises is of obligation
for Catholics.
The health and physical training of the student is amply pro-
vided for by health examinations, well-planned athletic programs,
both inter-collegiate and intra-mural, and by the R.O.T.C., which
adds to the benefits of physical education in college life. The Campus
is well-equipped for football, lJaseball, basketball, track, tennis, hand-
ball, and boxing.
Every student who is a eitizen of the United States, under
twenty-six years of age, and physically fit is obliged to take military
science during the first two ynars of attendance. Upon successful
completion of the basic courses the student may enroll for the ad-
vanced courses if his application is approved a,nd accepted.
Evening Division
In 1911 an Evening Division of the College of Liberal Arts was
organized to aid adults of Greater Cincinnati in obtaining a more
advanced education by means of courses of cultural and practical
value. This division renders particular service to those who wish to
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carry college work toward a degree while working during the day;
and to those who wish to pursue subjects which will better fit them
for special services or vocations.
In addition to the liberal arts courses, technical and vocational
courses are offered. All courses are open to men and women. Be-
sides the individual course offerings, there are groupings and pro-
grams of courses leading to certificates, diplomas, and degrees.
The Evening Division is administered by an associate dean, and
all classes are conducted in the "Downtown College," 520 Sycamore
Street. Information regarding the Evening Division will be found
in Bulletin No.4 of the University.
Milford Division
A division of the College of Liberal Arts is located at Milford,
Ohio, about fifteen miles east of Cincinnati. It is the humanistic
training school for those new members of the Jesuit Order who are
assigned to the Chicago Province. The courses are open to Jesuits
only. This division is administered by an associate dean. The names,
title, and rank of the faculty, and the register of the students are
contained in this catalogue.
Summer Session
A Summer Session of six weeks is held to afford opportunities
to those who wish to make up certain deficiencies, and to those who
desire to obtain credits toward a degree or to shorten the time neces-
sary for completing the .requirements for graduation. The Summer
Session is under the administration of the Dean of the Evening
Division.
Accredita tion
The University is accredited by the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a degree-granting institution,
and is approved by the Department of Education of the State of
Ohio, by the Board of Regents of the University of the State of New
York, and by the University of Illinois.
Memberships
To stimulate active interest in matters educational and to afford
both faculty and students the value of recent research, the University
maintains membership in the following educational and learn'ed
organizations:
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The Jesuit Educational Association
The National Catholic Educational Association
The American Association of Collegiate Registrars
The American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia
The American Catholic Philosophical Association '
The American Council on Education
The American Historical Association
The American Library Association
The Association of America,.n Colleges
The Association of Ohio College Registrars
The CathOlic Library Association
The Mississippi Valley Historical Association
The National Conference of Church-Related Colleges
The National Education Association
The Ohio College Association
The United States Catholic Historical Society
The United States Field ArtiIlery Association
The University is represented in many other associations and
societies through the individual memberships of its faculty.
Libraries
The University Library is housed in the Walter Seton Schmidt
Library Building on the Evanston Campus. It contains many
interesting and valuable collections among which are the original
manuscripts of Francis J. Finn, S.J., a fourteenth century vellum
manuscript of the sermons of St. John Chrysostomi a fifteenth
century antiphonary; several incunabula; letters of Andrew Jackson,
Martin Van Buren, and others; and a complete set of the Jesuit
Relations. The total number of bound volumes is 45,000. The Uni-
versity has been a constant beneficiary of many friends whose con-
tributions have aided considerably in increasing the number of
volumes. During the past fourteen years the organization known as
the Booklovers of Xavier University has been outstanding in its
generous gifts and contributions.
With the exception of Sundays and holidays, the Library is
open to the Faculty and the students from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The Jesuit Faculty Library is a branch of the University Library
and is housed in Hinkle Hall. Its three thousand volumes are limited
to works of an ascetical and theological nature. The library-room
is used at times as the meeting place of the Faculty for formal and
informal discussions on religious and educational topics.
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The St. Thomas Library, a branch of the University Library,
is situated in Milford and is for the service of the Faculty and students
of the Milford Division of the College of Liberal Arts. In keeping
with the humanistic curriculum of this division a great part of the
thirty thousand volumes is in the field of English and classical
literature. Very noteworthy collections of ascetical and theological
works are distributed in the buildings of the Milford Division.
Laboratories
The Biology Laboratories, located in the Biology Building, are
standard for undergraduate students. There are facilities to accom-
modate one hundred and twenty-five students at one time. A large
collection of museum specimens provides opportunity for a wide
knowledge of living organisms. An animal room affords the advanced
students an opportunity to conduct protracted experiments. Fine
records of experimental investigations are made possible by complete
photographic equipment.
The Physics Laboratories are on the second floor of the Biology
Building. More than twenty-five hundred square feet are given
over to two large and well-equipped laboratories for General Physics,
and to a third, for advanced work in optics.
The Seismology Laboratory, used for research in seismograms
and seismology, is connected with the Physics Laboratories. For
the purpose of advancing the science of seismology, Xavier University
maintains a first class seismographic station and observatory in the
network of the Jesuit Seismological Association. The vault containing
the instruments is situated in the basement of the Library Building.
On massive concrete pillars, structurally independent of the building
itself, are four Wood-Anderson torsion seismographs which register
the horizontal components of the earth's motion. A fifth instrument,
a Galitzen-Wilip electromagnetic seismograph, galvonometrically
registers the vertical motion of the earth. A special master-clock,
regulated by the Arlington radio time signals, records the exact time
and continuations of earthquakes.
The Chemistry Laboratories occupy more than eight thousand
square feet of Alumni Science Hall. There are separate laboratories
for physical, organic, analytical, and general inorganic chemistry.
These laboratories have standard equipment to serve more than two
undred students at one time.
The Military Department is well supplied with apparatus for
lboratory and field work in military science. It possesses two
Jatteries of the celebrated French 75 mm. guns equipped for high
speed traction. Transport facilities for these batteries consist of
sixteen motor vehicles classed as prime movers, detail cars, supply
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trucks, and wire trucks. There are, too, the required complement of
voice radio sets, motor reels, switchboards, field telephones, range
finders, and aiming circles. Two pistol ranges, a motor room with
motor parts for demonstration purposes, maps and aerial photo-
graphs, and other equipment make for a thorough knowledge of the
science of field artillery.
Scholarships
At Xavier University a scholarship for one year is provided by
the donation of $150.00 A permanent scholarship, which entitles
the founder to keep one student who is a candidate for a bachelor's
degree free from tuition during a four year period is provided by the
gift of $5000.00. If the founder fails to name an incumbent, the
scholarship will be conferred at the discretion of the Committee on
Scholarships.
In addition to any other requirements peculiar to particular
scholarships, the following conditions must govern the awarding or
holding of any scholarship:
'a. A general minimum average of 85 per cent or B must have
been maintained in the last two years of high school or the last year
of junior college.
b. Holders of scholarships must maintain a quality-point ratio
of at least 2.5 in their freshman year and 3.0 in the sophomore, junior,
and senior year.
c. A scholarship applies to tuition only and does not excuse the
designee or holder from payment of other fees.
d. Scholarships must be accepted for the year or years they
are awarded. They may not be transferred by the holder and may
not be resumed at will after having been relinquished.
Honor Scholarships
Upon request of the principal.or dean of any Catholic high school
or Catholic junior college in the southern half of the state of Ohio,
and in the states of Indiana and Kentucky, or the principal of any
public or private high school in the metropolitan area of Cincinnati,
Xavier University will award one honor scholarship for one year to
the designee (male) of the principal or dean. The designee must
have graduated in the upper 10 per cent of his class. The award in
aU cases will be made by and at the discretion of the Committee on
Scholarships. This honor scholarship is renewable in favor of the
holder for each successive semester of his four-year college period.
Renewal in all cases will be made by and at the discretion of the
Committee on Scholarships.
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Foundational and Annual Scholarships
St. Patrick ?ouncil, Knights of Columbus Scholarships. Two
annual scholarships are awarded by the St. Patrick Council N
1747, Knights of Columbus, Cincinnati, Ohio, on the basis of'co o~
petitive examinations. Entries into the competition are determin:r
by scholastic attainment and finandal need.
The William P. Poland Endowment Fund. Juniors and Senior
who have been in continuous attendance at Xavier University Wh~
are acceptable in attendance and demeanor, who have maintained
an average of "B," and are active members of the Poland Philopedian
Society, merit the enjoyment of the William F. Poland Endowment
Fund and are granted free tuition; they must, however, pay all
incidental fees in advance. For the present, however, this Endow-
ment Fund is not active.
Service Grants
A limited number of service grants are available at the present
time. Such service grants as are financed through funds allotted to
Xavier by the National Youth Administration will enable a student
to earn from twenty-five to one hundred and fifty dollars during the
school year. The award of N. Y. A. service grants is made according
to the conditions defined by the fed(~ral government. Applications
for these grants should be filed with the Registrar not later than
August 15. The Committee on Scholarships will consider the applica-
tions of only those applicants who are financially unable to pay
tuition. A student who fails to work the number of hours required to
earn the amount allotted is obliged to pay the balance of the service
grant on his tuition.
Evening Division Scholarships
The/(appa Sigma Mu Accounting Sclwlar.~hip is awarded to the
student in the Sophomo]'(l Class of Accountancy who for his two
years in the study of Accounting has attained the highest average.
The J(appa Sigma Mu A cwlmn it: A ward is merited by the diploma
student who has attained the highest average throughout his course.
The Kappa Sigma Mu M cmlwr.~hi[! Scholarship is awarded to the
student-member of the Kappa Sigma Mu who attains the highest
average in his studies for the eurrent year.
To be eligible for a Kappa Sigma Mu Scholarship, a student
must be in attendance at sehoo] at ](:ast two evenings each week.
Each scholarship provides tuition for the: first four credit hours taken.
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Prizes
The ArchlJighop McNicholas Medal. A gold medal is offered by
the Most Reverend John T. McNicholas, O.P., D.D., to that member
of the Senior Class who has excelled in the study of philosophy.
The Intercolle(Jiate English Priz(!. A purse of $100 ($50 for' the
first prize, $20 for the second, $15 for the third, $10 for the fourth,
and $5 for the fifth) is offered yearly by Mr. David F. Brenner of
Chicago for excellence in English essay writing. The purse is open
to the competition of the Jesuit Colleges and Universities of the
Missouri and Chicago Provinces.
The Intercolle(Jiate Lalin Prize. The Very Reverend Provincials
of the Chicago and Missouri Provinces offer a prize of $25 annually
for the best translation of classical English and classical Latin. The
contest is open to male students of the Jesuit Colleges and Univer-
sities in the Chicago and Missouri Provinces.
The Martin G. Dumler Medal. A gold medal is offered by Mr.
Martin G. Dumler, LL.D., to that member of the Junior Class who
has excelled in the study of philosophy.
The Joseph B. Verkamp Medal. A gold medal is offered by Mr.
Joseph B. Verkamp for award to the member of the Poland Philo-
pedian Society who has delivered the best speech in the annual
Public Debate of the Society.
The Ragland Latin Medal. A gold medal, founded in 1935, by
Mr. Howard N. Ragland, '04, in memory of his mother, to be awarded
to the participant who ranks highest in the Intercollegiate Latin
Contest.
The David Snyder Religion Medal. A gold medal, founded by
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Snyder, Portsmouth, Ohio, in memory of
their son, David William Snyder, '31, for the best catechetical essay.
The Alu.mni Oralorical Medal. A gold medal known as the
"Washington Medal" is offered by the Xavier University Alumni
Association for the best original oration delivered in the annual
contest in oratory, held on February 22, Washington's Birthday.
The !H(llo!llnd Soci(!ty Ke!!. This key donated by a friend, is
annually awarded to the member of the Xavier Biological Society
who has complet.ed his major in the Department of Biology with the
highest distinction.
French Mcdu(. A gold medal, the gift of Mrs. Frederick Wallis
Hinkle, LL. D., is offered annually to the student of the University
who excels in the study of French literature.
The Colonel Charles F. Williams Scholarship and Prize. A
gold medal and a $200 cash prize are offered annually by Colonel
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Charles F. Williams to the R.O.T.C. student who ranks highest in
scholarship in the military department.
Xavier Fourragere. This military decoration is presented to
R.O.T.C. students as an honor for military attainment. .
The J. D. Cloud Prize. This prize is awarded to the student
(~vening Division) ~n th~ Senior Accounting Class attaining the
hIghest average for hIs JUUlor and Senior years.
The Philosophy Prize. In honor of William T. Burns, LL.D.,
P~o~e~sor Em:r~tus, a pr.ize is p:-esented to the student (Evening
DIVISIon) mentmg the hIghest dIstinction in research work in the
Department of Philosophy.
Th~ English Prize. This prize, in memory of Peter J. O'Donnell,
Ph.D., IS offered to the student (Evening Division) for superior work
in the Department of English.
The Advertising Prize. An award is made to toe student (Evening
Division) conceiving and designing the finest advertising campaign.
3tudent Or~anizations
Xavier University has provided several forms of student activities
and or~anizations for the purpose of promoting religious, social,
academIC, and cultural relations among the student body. All student
organizations are under the general supervision of the Dean of Men.
Approval for meetings and programs must be secured from him
directly or through the appointed faculty moderators. With the
exception of activities and organizations of a purely religious nature
only such students as are free from disciplinary censure and the
scholastic censure of probation are eligible for active membership.
The University reserves the right to discontinue, or moderate any
student activity or organization. By means of its committees and
agencies the University also has the right to limit the extent and
degree of the individual student's participation. Active membership
in one of the approved organizations, exclusive of religious and
athletic organizations, is required of all upper-c1assmen.
Sodality of the Immaculate Concept?:on. The Sodality was estab-
lished and affiliated to the First Sodality in Rome on December 8,
1841. Its purpose is to promote a special and filial devotion to the
Tmmaculate Mother of God, to imitate her virtues, and to encourage,
?th by word and example, an eminent purity of morals and a manly
ielity to the practices of our religion. The University Sodality
!sires to produce Catholic gentlemen, outstanding for their life of
iirtue and their apostolic spirit; leaders in the field of Catholic
thought and action. The Office of the Blessed Virgin is recited in
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the University Chapel. Meetings are held in which pertinent Catholic
problems are discussed.
The Apostleship of Prayer. The Apostleship of Prayer in League
with the Sacred Heart is a world-wide organization, of which there
e~ists in the University a distinct and duly-erected Local Chapter,
WIth membership open to all the students. The object of the asso-
ciation is to foster a manly and practical devotion to the Sacred
Heart of Our Lord and Its interests in the world, and to put in practice
the law of universal charity by mutual prayer for the intentions of
all associates.
Catholic Students' Mission Crusade. At the organization of the
Catholic Students' Mission Crusade, held at Techny, Illinois, in 1918,
the Sodality was represented, and its mission section became a senior
unit, and consequently, a charter member of this great movement.
In January, 1921, the unit assumed a more definite form as the
Crusade Unit of the Liberal Arts College, and adopted the name
"The Henry P. Milet Unit" in honor of Rev. Henry P. Milet S.J., a
former director of the High School Sodality, now a missioner id Patna,
India. The first Sunday of the month is Mission Sunday, observed
by the reception of Holy Communion for the welfare of the missions.
The St. Aloysius Self-Denial Fund. In September 1926, a
marble statue of St. Aloysius was erected on the occasion of the
second centenary of the Saint's canonization. The purpose of the
organization, formed at that time, is to honor and invoke St. Aloysius
as the patron of purity and of a choice of a state in life; to maintain
an $8,000 burse for the education of a missionary priest; to maintain
the following spiritual fund for Masses:
1. Five Masses to be celebrated each year for the deceased
students of Xavier, beginning with the Class of 1926.
2. Five Masses to be celebrated for each student who dies while
a member of the student body.
3. Three Masses to be celebrated each year for the deceased
parents of Xavier students who have been members of the student
body after 1926.
4. Three Masses to be celebrated for each parent who dies
While the student is a member of the student body.
The St. Aloysius Self-Denial Fund is administered by the
Moderator of Mission Activities.
The Student Council of the Evanston Division. This representative
body undertakes to promote student activities whether athletic,
social, scholastic, or religious; to maintain a healthy spirit of interest
and comradeship among the students; to impart, foster, and exemplify
the ideals which the University strives to realize. It attempts to
meet local student problems chiefly by creating a sane public opinion.
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The ex-officio members of the Council are the Dean of Men or
his representative, and the president of each class. The other ten
members are chosen as follows: the Freshmen choose one from their
class; ~he Sophomores, two; the Juniors, three; the Seniors, four:
respectlvely. The purpose of this method is to give the weight of
numbers to the Upper-Classmen who are better acquainted with the
spirit of the school, and to make the Council a thoroughly representa-
tive body.
The Student Council of the Evening Division. Recognizing the
need which the students have of proper relaxation, the Evening Divi-
sion makes a distinct effort to cultivate better social relations among
its students. Organizations in individual classes, as well as among the
students generally, contribute largely to bring about this effect.
The Student Council is the principal student organization in the
Division. All students are eligible for membership in it.
Its purpose is to bring members of the various classes into close
contact with one another, to provide a common meeting ground for
the entire school, to enable the students as a body to wield an influence
In the social and civic affairs of the community. The Student Council
is the students' instrument for undertaking, promoting, and con-
:lucting affairs of interest or importance to the student body. It
will likewise supervise the teas, smokers, and dances held at regular
intervals.
The Xavier Masque Society. This society was organized in 1923.
Its purpose is to foster the undergraduate dramatic, literary, and
musical interests of the University, and to promote social intercourse
among the members. During the course of the scholastic year the
Society produces at least one full length play.
The Xavier University Clef Glu.b. All students, who have the
necessary qualifications, are eligible to membership in the Clef
Club. Two hours each week are given to vocal culture, accompanied
by instruction in musical theory and correct interpretation. The
Clef Club will furnish one or more numbers for all public or semi-
public entertainments of the University.
The Poland Philopedian Society. The Philopedian Society,
organized in 1841, is the oldest student organization on the Campus.
The principal aim of the Society is to offer opportunity for public
address and debate. Though the programs have varied through the
years, the present biweekly meetings are usually taken up with
'ebate and discussion. From the membership of the Philopedian
lciety are chosen the varsity debate squads, which carry out a
'ogram of home and out-of-town intercollegiate debates. In 192'7
e Society became known as the Poland Philopedian Society in
"lemory of Reverend William F. Poland, S.J.
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The Mermaid Tavern. The Mermaid Tavern is a writers' club,
founded in February 1931. Its purpose is to foster association of
graduates and undergraduates actively interested in writing. Its
undergraduate membership is limited usually to thirteen members,
who meet weekly for the reading and criticism of original literary
effort. One meeting each month is open to the entire membership of
honorary, graduate, and undergraduate members. The Tavernacular,
a privately circulated magazine, is issued quarterly.
The Dante Club. 'rhe Dante Club is a student organization, the
purpose of which is to spread the knowledge and appreciation of that
greatest of Catholic classics, The Divine Comedy, through the medium
of popular lectures. It was founded in 1921, the six hundredth
anniversary of Dante Allighieri's death. The Jesuit Martyrs, The
Crusades, Shakespeare, A Pilgrimage to Lourdes, St. Joan of Arc,
The Madonna in Art, are now being offered by The Dante Club.
The Science Club. The Science Club, organized in 1929, has for
its purpose the developing and maintaining of interest in science.
All candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree are eligible for
membership. It is composed of three sections: Biology, Physics,
and Chemistry.
The Economics Club. This group of students, organized under a
constitution and directed by a member of the Faculty, holds bi-
monthly meetings for the discussion of current problems in economics.
The discussions are conducted in the manner of a forum and are
semi-public.
The Heidelberg German Club. It is the purpose of this club to
foster an interest in the history, culture, and language of the German
people. The meetings, which are held monthly, are devoted to papers,
discussions, and lectures.
The Xavier R.O. T.G. Band. The aim of the band is to promote
interest in music among the students as well as to enliven the football
and basketball games, to give concerts, to aid in the presentation of
University programs, and to provide R.O.T.C. Military Music.
The Xavier Order of Military Merit. An honorary organization
to be composed of R.O.T.C. students who have received one or more
citations and who have been further recommended by the Professor
of Military Science and Tactics. All members are tc! wear the four-
ragere as a decoration.
The R.O. T.C. Pistol Club. This club is open to all members of
the R.O.T.C. who are interested in pistol firing and marksmanship.
The University has two pistol ranges with multiple firing points and
target returns. A Staff Sergeant of the Regular Army supervises all
target practice.
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Jes~Lit Honor Society. The purpose of the Alpha Sigma Nu,
chapters of which have been established in most of the colleges and
universities under Jesuit supervision, is to honor students WllO have
distinguished themselves by scholarship, service, and loyalty to the
University, as well as to constitute an advisory group of seniors who
will offer suggestions touching student needs. Each year four juniors
are selected by the Dean and approved by the President of the Uni-
versity and after due initiation, these appointees become members
of the national organization.
The "X" Club. The "X" Club is composed of all those who have
merited the athletic award of the University. It has as its object the
preservation of continued interest in the athletic activities of the
University among the lettermen.
The Sword and Plume. This is an alumni society organized to
honor students in their Senior year with membership. The honor
of membership is conferred only on Senior students who have dis-
tinguished themselves in activities and who pledge themselves to
impress the ideals of Jesuit education on their fellow men.
The Xavier Booklovers Club. The Xavier Booklovers Associa-
tion, organized in 1925 by friends of the University Library, has for
its purpose promotion of the reading and research facilities of the
library by the purchase of books and periodicals. Funds are raised
by means of membership fees, benefit parties, and special gifts. In
1932 the Association was organized on a formal basis, with a written
constitution and regular meetings. A Ladies Group, recruited largely
from mothers of students, meets monthly during the academic year
for lectures, card parties, and entertainments. Membership in the
Association is open to any student of the University or to any friend
of the University Library on payment of the one dollar annual fee.
Kappa Sigma Mu. Kappa Sigma Mu is the official soror-
fraternity of Xavier's Evening Division. Composed of present
students and of former students, Kasimu is a student as well as an
alumnal organization. Men and women students are eligible for
membership. Membership is open to students who have been in
attendance for at least four semesters and who are leaders in curricular
and extracurricular activities.
The purpose of this organization is, first, to promote greater
loyalty to Xavier University Evening Division; second, to foster
friendly social relations; third, to promote the interests of the mem-
bers of this organization provided they redound to the honor and
glory of Xavier University and to the good of this organization.
Xavier University Alumni Association. This association was
organized in 1888. Its purpose is to strengthen and perpetuate college
friendship; to preserve in the former students a warm regard for
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Alma Mater and a lively memory of the sUbstant~al ?enefits she
bestowed; to cherish and advance her interests, to mamtam her honor
and sustain her reputation by manly and honorable conduct.
Xavier University Alumnae Association. Established in 1926,
this alumnae group has for its purpose the fostering. of ~he same
loyal spirit and helpful interest toward Alma Mater WhICh IS charac-
teristic of the Alumni Association.
Student Publications
The Xavier Athenaeum. This literary magazine of "Old Xavier"
was revived in March 1926, after a lapse of seven years. The
Athenaeum was issued quarterly, but in 1927-28 it was reduced to
three editions a year. It is intended to foster literary effort among
the students. Honor students in English form the staff.
The Xavier University News begun in November 1918, as a
fortnightly newspaper, was changed in 1928 into a weekly publica-
tion. It is published by a board of student edito~s, und~r the super-
vision of a Faculty Director. The editorial staff IS appo~nted by ~~~
Director on recommendation of the Department of Enghsh a~d WI
the approval of the Dean of the College of .l:iberal Arts. Appomtment
to the staff is a recognition of literary ablhty.
U . 't dThe Musketeer is the official year-book of the mverSI y, an
is edited and managed by the student body, It ,is issued in the la.tter
part of May and besides containing a pictorIal record of Ya~],Qus
school events, social functions, athletics, and campus or~anizatlOns;
it aims to furnish a permanent record of student hfe durmg the fou
years of the class being graduated.
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in mathematics to form a major sequence. Applicants for the pre-
engineering program must present lY2 units of algebra, 1 unit of plane
geometry and Y2 unit of solid geometry for a major sequence in
mathematics.
Group D. Science. Not more than one unit in anyone science
may be offered. Physics may not be counted toward a science sequence
if it is counted in the mathematics group toward a major sequence.
If biology be included neither botany nor zoology may be counted.
Group E. Social Studies. The subjects and the number of units
ill each subject which are acceptable from this group are as follows:
The remaining five units not included in the four sequences may
be in any subjects counted toward graduation by an accredited high
sehool. However, single half units in languages will not be acceptable.
Applicants who have a deficiency in their sequences not to
exceed two units, and who meet all other requirements will be ad-
mitted as deficient. This deficiency, however, must be removed
before admission to Sophomore standing.
Admission on Probation. Graduates of non-accredited high
schools will be admitted on probation if they meet in every other
respect the admission requirements for graduates of accredited high
schools. This probation will continue for at least one semester.
Applicants who are high school graduates but whose principals
are unwilling to recommend them for college on the basis of a part
or the whole of their high school record may be admitted on proba-
tion at the discretion of the Committee on Admissions. The applicant,
however, must pass successfully whatever examinations shall be
regarded by the Committee as a necessary basis of estimate.
Adults. Applicants who are not high school graduates but who
are at least twenty-one years of age may be admitted by examination.
The Committee on Admissions will require the applicant to pass
successfully such examinations as will enable the committee to
determine the equivalents of high school graduation and qualifica-
tions for college.
All applicants admitted by examination will be admitted on




Application for admission is made in form. A form for this
purpose can be had on request.
Applicants must arrange to have an official transcript of credits
sent to the Registrar from the high school from which they graduated
or from the colleges attended. The arrangement must be made at
such a time as to have the transcript on file with the Registrar not
later than one month prior to registration, or about August 15 of
each year. All credentials which are accepted for admission become
the property of the University and are kept permanently on file.
All communications regarding admission and registration should be
made to the Registrar.
Admission by Certifica te
Graduates of Accredited High Schools. The usual method of admis-
sion for high school graduates is by certificate of graduation from an
accredited high school together with an official record of units and
an official recommendation from the principal. A unit is the equiva-
lent of a subject extending through a school year of thirty-six weeks
with five recitations per week.
A minimum of fifteen units is required. Ten of these units must
fall into certain sequences selected from the five groups of subjects
listed below. A minimum of four sequences, two major sequences
(three units each) and two minor sequences (two units each), must
be offered. Nat more than one of the required sequences may be
accepted from anyone group, except Group B, where sequences
may be offered in each of two languages.
Group A. English and Speech. A major sequence must be offered
from this group.
Group B. Language. The languages acceptable in this group are
Greek, Latin, French, German, Italian, Polish, and Spanish. Any
sequence must be in a single language and no more than two sequences
will be acceptable.
Group C. Mathematics. A minor sequence in this group must be
offered and must include one unit of algebra and one unit of plane
geometry. For all applicants, except applicants for the pre-engineering
program, a unit of physics may be combined with a minor sequence
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Subjects Units
History 1 to 4





Sociology 72 to 1
Admission to Advanced Standing
Applicants from other institutions of collegiate rank must
arrangp. for the transfer of credentials so that their credentials may
be on file one month in advance of the day of registration. The
following credentials must be filed with the Registrar:
An official transcript of all high school and college credits show-
ing the entire scholastic record; honorable dismissal or dismissals;
and satisfactory completion of financial arrangements with the
institutions or institutions attended. No applicant may disregard
his college record and apply for entrance in Freshman standing.
The rank of advanced standing to which the student will be
admitted will depend upon the quantity and quality of the work
done in the other institution or institutions, the accreditation of the
institution, and the conformity of the work to the degree program
for which the student wishes to register. Courses in which the appli-
cant has received the lowest passing grade will not be acceptable.
These courses need not be repeated unless repetition be deemed
necessary by the Dean or Directors of the Departments. In all cases
evaluation of credits for advanced standing will be provisional for
at least one semester. The last thirty-two hours of work with C
average must be completed in the University before receiving any
degree.
Students dismissed for poor scholarship from the University or
from other institutions will not be eligible for admission or readmission
until after the lapse of at least one semester. In all cases admission
or readmission and the conditions of such will be determined finally
by the Committee on Admissions.
Regis tra tion
Fixed dates in each semester are reserved for registration and are
to be found in the academic calendar in this catalogue. A late regis-
tration fee of five dollars ($5.00) will be charged if applicants or
students do not register on the prescribed dates. After the beginning
of classes any change in schedule of courses can be made only with
the consent of the Dean or adviser. No change in schedule may be
made later than two weeks after the inception of classes. A fee of
one dollar ($1.00) will be charged for each change unless the change
be made upon recommendation of the Dean or adviser. A student's
program of studies may be restricted in the number and choice of
courses or total number of credit hours if for any reason the Dean
or adviser shall consider such restriction necessary.
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College Year
The college year begins the third week in September and includes
thirty-six weeks, which are divided into two semesters of eighteen
weeks each. There is a Christmas and an Easter recess. Classes are
not held on legal holidays nor on the more solemn religious festivals
of the Catholic Church.
Freshman Week
Recognizing the need of glvmg newly entering students an
introduction to their work and University life, an orientation pro-
gram is arranged and designated as Freshman Week. The program
provides for conferences with members of the Committee on Student
Advisement; aptitude and placement tests; registration and payment
of fees; lectures on the use of the library, the existence and nature
of student activities; health and military provisions; and the tradi-
tions of the University. All Freshmen must register at 9:00 a.m. on
Monday, September 11, in the Lobby of the Biology Building.
Freshmen who fail to register at the prescribed time will be charged
a late registration fee and also such special fees as are incurred by
those who fail to take all prescribed tests and examinations at the
designated time.
Student Housing
The student residence (Elet Hall) is under the supervision of the
Jesuit Fathers and can accommodate one hundred students in single
and double rooms. It is required that out-of-town students reside in
Elet Hall. Any exception to the rule is made only by the President
with the consent of the parent or guardian.
Counselling Service
The University strives to give each student as much individual
attention as is possible. All students entering the College of Liberal
Arts are required to consult with a member of the Committee on
Student Advisement prior to registration for the purpose of selecting
a suitable program of studies. At the time of registration the student
is assigned an adviser and is called each month by this adviser for
consultation in all that concerns his scholastic work. Freshmen are
interviewed once each semester by the Dean of Freshmen. For













Freshmen students are given a health examination. On the
basis of this examination each student is advised of any need of
medical attention which may exist and is restrained from participation
in extracurricular activities if necessity requires. Students ill the
advanced courses of military science receive the medical attention
prescribed by the rules and regulations of the R.O.T.C.
A unit of instruction is one hour a week for one semester. The
unit is called a credit hour and is the measure of work in the College
of Liberal Arts. A weekly two- or three-hour period of laboratory
work is considered equivalent to one credit hour.
At the end of each semester the parent or guardian receives by
mail an estimate of the quality of the student's work in each of the
courses which he has pursued. This estimate is based upon the com-









A candidate for a bachelor's degree must earn not only the
number of credit haUl'S (128) required for the bachelor's degree, but
his work must possess a certain excellence which is measured by
quality points.
The number of quality points is determined partly by the grade
received and partly by the number of credit hours attached to the
course. The grade points are as follows:
A--Four points per credit hour C-Two points per credit hour
B-Three points per credit hour D·-·-One point per credit hour
The number of quality points which will be received for any
course is the number of points attached to the grade received multi-
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plied by the number of credit hours attached to the course. The
scl10lastic standing of the student at the end of any semester is the
ratio of the total number of quality points received to the total
number of credit hours carried in that semester.
Examinations
If a student claims knowledge of a subject for which he cannot
furnish an official record, a special examination may be given with
the approval of the Dean and the Director of the Department.
Examinations in all courses are regularly held at the close of the
semester. A student who has been absent from a closing examination
will receive a grade of X if the excuse for the absence is acceptable
to the Dean, otherwise the absentee will receive an automatic failure.
Absence, however, does not excuse a student from the requirement of
a special examination at a time determined by the Dean.
In continuous courses (two semester courses) a freshman student
may receive a grade of E for the work of the first semester. This
grade is given only when the instructor is of the opinion that a
student's examination is below the standard of the student's class
work. Such a student will be granted a period of six weeks to make
up the deficiency. During this time the student will be given special
instruction and direction by the instructor. At the end of the period
a special examination will be given the student. The subsequent and
substitute grade for E will always be D or F.
Censures
Any student whose scholastic standing does not attain a quality
point ratio of 1.5 for each semester of the first year and of 1.7 for
each semester of succeeding years is automatically placed on scholastic
probation. This censure excludes the student from participation in
any form of extracurricular activity with the exception of those
activities which are of a religious nature, and demands a reduction
in the hours which the student may carry. The censure will continue
for at least one semester.
A student, whose quality point ratio is not so low as to warrant
the censure of probation but which does not reach 2.0, will auto-
matically be placed on the "warned" list. This censure does not
demand a reduction of the student's load nor does it positively
exclude the student from participation in extracurricular activities
but such participation may be restricted at the discretion of the
adviser or the Dean.
General failure in a majority of courses or continued low standing
(below 2.0) is regarded as poor scholarship. At the discretion of the
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Dean, such a student will be excluded from registration in the Uni-
versity for at least one semester. Permission to return after one
semester or at any subsequent time will be granted only at the dis-
cretion of the Committee on Admissions.
If a student is placed under scholastic censure, the University
assigns the right to change or limit the student's program of courses
to the student's adviser or to the Dean. The same right will be
exercised in the case of poor health or other circumstances unfavor-
able for study.
The University reserves the right to censure the conduct of any
student on or off the campus in accord with the generally accepted
norms of good behavior, Catholic practice, and Catholic principles
of morality. This censure will be regarded as purely disciplinary and
may take the form of correction, suspension, or dismissal which the
President of the University, upon advice of the Committee on Student
Problems, may deem appropriate. Suspension will carry with it the
scholastic loss resulting from absence, and dismissal will mean the
loss of that semester's credit. When a student incurs the disciplinary
censure of dismissal, or withdraws while under the censure of sus-
pension, the University has the right to declare, at the discretion of
the President, the fact of disciplinary censure to the admissions
officer of any educational institution to which the student may
subsequently apply. In such cases the reason or reasons of censure
will be stated only with the consent of the parent or guardian.
Withdrawal
If the student withdraws from any or all courses without per-
mission of the Dean he receives an automatic failure. The student
who withdraws from any or all courses with the requisite permission
will receive a grade of W, if the withdrawal takes place within the
first six weeks of the semester, or a grade of WP (withdrew passing)
or WF (withdrew failing) if he withdraws after the first six weeks of
the semester. Permission will be given only when application is
made within thirty days after discontinuance. The grade WF is
accounted as a failure in computing scholastic standing.
Honorable Dismissal
Honorable dismissal is voluntary withdrawal from the University
with the consent of the Dean. All indebtedness to the University
must be adjusted before a statement of honorable dismissal will be
issued. The statement indicates that the student withdrew in good
standing as far as character and conduct are concerned.
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Student Classifiea tion
Students are classified as Sophomores who have at least twenty-
four credit hours and forty-eight quality points; Juniors, who have
sixty-four credit hours and one hundred and twenty-eight quality
points; Seniors, who have ninety-six credit hours and one hundred
and ninety-two quality points. The Freshman and Sophomore years
are grouped as lower division years, Junior and Senior as upper
division years.
Students are also classified as Part-time who carry less than
twelve credit hours of work in any semester; as Unclassified, if they
have not declared themselves as candidates for a degree; as Auditors,
if their courses are not taken for college credit.
Attendance
No "cuts" are permitted in any of the classes or laboratory
sessions. Tardiness is defined as absence when the roll is called.
Tardiness will always be counted as one-half of an absence and,
should the student fail to report his tardiness to the instructor at the
end of the period, will be recorded as an absence.
When the number of absences exceeds the number of credit
hours attached to a course, the student is automatically suspended
from the course and will be excluded by the instructor until reinstated
by the Dean. If reinstatement is made, subsequent absences again
exceeding the number of credit hours will automatically drop the
student from the course. Readmission by the Dean after a student
has been dropped from any or all courses will be made only in cases
where there was a grave reason for the absences, such as serious
illness. Permission to reenter any course, after the student has been
dropped from the course, will never be granted, without special action
and recommendation of the Committee on Absences, when accumu-
lated absences have exceeded three times the number of credit hours.
If readmission is refused to an absentee who has been unavoid-
ably absent, the instructor will assign a grade as in the case of a
withdrawal with permission of the Dean. If the majority of absences
were avoidable, a student, if reinstated after suspension, will not be
able to earn more quality points for the course than are attached to
a D grade. Readmission will not be granted to a student who has
been dropped from a course for absences, the majority of which were
avoidable, and the instructor will assign a grade as in the case of a
withdrawal without permission of the Dean.
Avoidable absences on the day preceding or following a holiday
will be doubled. Every absentee must report his absence to the










day of return, and the reason of the absence must be filed with the
report. Neither parent nor student will be warned of accumulating
absences.
Transcript of Records
The University will send one complete transcript of a student's
scholastic record to any educational institution to which a student
may wish to transfer either before or after graduation. Requests
for such transcripts cannot promptly be complied with, if made during
the time of registration or examinations. If more than one educational
institution be designated, a charge of two dollars will be assessed for
each transcript after the first.
Tuition and Fees
All communications concerning tuition and fees should be
addressed to the Registrar of the University.
Tuition and fees must be paid in advance and on the day desig-
nated in the calendar as registration day. Attendance will not be
permitted until all financial obligations have been completed. A
deferred payment plan is available in meeting tuition, but this plan
does not operate in favor of any fee. The tuition of each semester,
seventy-five dollars ($75.00), may be paid in two or five equal
installments, but always in advance of the installment periods. A
service charge, payable in advance and covering the entire college
year, will be made for deferred payments. A refund of tuition may
be claimed in the case of withdrawal or dismissal. The amount
refunded, however, will be diminished by twenty per cent of the
total initial amount for each two weeks of attendance. Therefore,
no refund will be made after the student has been in attendance for
more than eight weeks. Pees will not be refunded.
The tuition and fees are as follows:
First Semester
Tuition $76.00
Matriculation (payable once) " 6.00
Fee for each laboratory science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.00
Laboratory materials deposit (partially returnable). . . . . . . . .. 6.00
R.O.T.C. bond and deposit (partially returnable) 20.00
Activities fee (includes health examination; subscription to The
Xavier University News, The Xavier Athenaeum, The Muske-
teer; admission to all home games; participation in intramural
and intercollegiate athletics; library; membership in some




Fee for each laboratory science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.00
Activities fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.00
The incidental and contingent fees are as follows:
Late registration (exclusive of special examinations, etc.) .
Each special examination .
Special and extra courses (per credit hour) .
Part-time students (per credit hour) .
Annual service charge (two instalment plan) .
Annual service charge (five instalment plan) .
Duplicate transcript .
Graduation fee .
All fees are subject to change as conditions necessitate. Such
changes take effect at once and apply to all students unless other-
wise exempted.
Dormitory Expenses
A room in Elet Hall may be rented for one or two students. The
rental charge of a room includes heat, light, water, furnishings (with
the exception of blankets), and care. A deposit of ten dollars ($10.00),
not included in the rental charge, must accompany the verbal or
written application of each prospective resident. This deposit will
be kept as a damage fee and is, therefore, returnable when the student
withdraws or is graduated. It will not be returned if notice o~ ca~~
cellation of reservation is received after August 15. ReservatIOn IS
made for one school year only, so that residence in a preceding year
will not operate as a reservation for the following :veal'. In case ~f
withdrawal or dismissal any refund will be made strIctly on the baSIS
of a proportionate number of weeks of residence.
The dormitory expenses for the year 1939-40 are as follows:
Reservation deposit (returnable) $ 10.00
Single room (per semester) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100.00
Double room (per semester). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75.00




Courses are grouped according to their basic or advanced
t t B . h' h 1" con-en . asIC courses, w IC are orc manly open to Freshmen and
Sophomore students, are regarded as lower division courses U
d· . • J' IS' PPertVt8Wn courses are open to ulllor ane enior students.
a. A mastery of English expression, both written and oral, and
an adequate acquaintance with the masterpieces or types of English
literature,
b. A religious knowledge and religious orientation adequate for
personal and apostolic Catholic living,
c. A reading knowledge of at least one modern language,
d. An acquaintance with scientific and mathematical thinking,
e. An acquaintance with the history and principles of social
institutions.
Curricuiar Divisions
There is a larger grouping of departments into three curricular
divisions. These divisions are made to facilitate inter-departmental
administration and to integrate fields of study. The divisions are
as follows:
Lower Division Objectives
Before admission to upper division classification a student shall
have completed a minimum of sixty-four hours with a C average.
Excess quality points earned the first two years may not be applied
to remove a quality point deficiency the last two years. Moreover,
the student shall have attained:
Departments of Instruction
For the purposes of faculty administration and of classificat'
f d· h Iona courses ac~or mg to t e nature of their subject matter, all courses
are grouped In departments. In the college of Liberal Arts there
f d B· areourteen epartments: lOlogy, Chemistry, Economics English
History, Classical Languages, Modern Languages, M;thematics'
Military Science, Philosophy, Physics, Psychology, Religion, Soci~
ology.
Upper Division Objectives
At the close of his Sophomore year and with the approval of the
adviser the candidate for a degree will select a field of study in which
he will' complete approximately half of his upper division courses.
This field of study will be referred to as the field of concentration.
The purpose of the field of concentration is to give the student a
comprehensive grasp of some field of knowledge, to grant a wider
scope to his particular interests and talents, and to lay an adequate
undergraduate foundation for graduate or professional study. The
student will come under the scholastic supervision of the director of
the department in which the concentration emphasis or major is
placed.
The content of upper division courses is suited to the mature
student. As a consequence, the student's approach and methods of
study shall be such as to display in all fields self-activity and sanely
independent work and thought, and in the field of concentration a
penetration and organization which will obtain for the student an
undergraduate but thorough grasp of the field. After the completion
of his lower division work, to obtain the upper division objectives, a
student is required to carry a minimum of sixty-four credit hours
with a C average. No credit will be granted toward a degree for more
than forty hours in anyone department.
Field of Concen tratlon
This term is used to signify an upper division student's specialized
study. Taken in its entirety and in terms of credit hours it constitutes
approximately half of the student's upper division work; t~ere~ore,
from thirty to forty credit hours. The field of concentratIOn IS so
organized under the direction of the student's ~dviser that .about
two-thirds of these credit hours (not less than eIghteen) are In the
upper division courses of some one department. The remain~ng

























courses, that is, directly or indirectly contributing to the scope and
breadth of the field, and may be taken in one or more departments.
Concentration Major
The term concentration major is used to signify the particular
emphasis in a field of concentration, and is understood to embrace
those upper division courses which constitute the student's principal
study and are found in one department. 'fhe minimum quantity of
work required for a concentration major in any department is eighteen
credit hours of upper division courses, approved by the director of
the department and completed with an average of C. The concentra-
tion major will suppose the completion of at least six credit hours
(0 average) of lower division work in the department in which the
student is concentrating. In the Department of Modern Languages
this six credit hour requirement, however, is not satisfied by beginning
courses or their equivalent.
Major and Minors
The term major is sometimes used synonomously with concentra-
tion major. It is also applied to the student himself who has selected
a particular department of instruction from which to choose the
major portion of his concentration courses. The term is also used to
designate a selected group of courses representing a student's speciali-
zation, w~ich group, taken in relation to two other groups, constitutes
the "major and minors system" for distributing and restricting a
student's academic interests within a particular curriculum.
According to the system of major and minors, the major repre-
sents four years of work in some one department, amounting in
quantity to not less than twenty-four credit hours of work and
possessing the quality of a 0 average or better. The minors ar~ two
other groups of courses; one called the first or related minor, the
other, the second or unrelated minor. The related minor requires
three years of work (not less than eighteen credit hoUl's) in a depart-
ment which is in the same curricular division with the department
from which the student has selected his major.
The unrelated minor is also a sequence of courses pursued over
the space of three years to the amount of at least eighteen credit
hours. The unrelated minor, however, is ordinarily selected from a
department which is not in the same curricular division as the major.
Students who anticipate a teaching career will be required to
plan their programs of studies according to the major and minors
system. Their choice of major and minors, however, must be made
with the approval of the Dean.
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General Graduation Requirements
In addition to the requisites of a particular program, a candidate
for the bachelor's degree must fulfill the following requirements:
The candidate shall have completed an accepted program of
studies in which the quantity of academic work, measured in credit
hoUl's, is not less than one hundred and twenty-eight credit hours,
and in which the quality of academic work, measured in quality
points, has a minimum value of two hundred and fifty-six quality
points, or an average of C in the hours earned.
The candidate shall have completed all lower division objectives.
The candidate shall have fulfilled the lower division and upper
division objectives in the matter of distribution of courses.
The candidate shall have successfully completed not less than
eighteen credit hours in philosophy courses.
The candidate, if a Catholic, shall have successfully completed
eight credit hours in formal Religion courses and eight credit hours
in Christian Culture courses.
The candidate shall have completed the last thirty-two credit
hours (C average) in the University and in courses accepted by the
College of Liberal Arts.
The candidate shall have submitted, on or prior to March 8, a
written thesis. The topic shall have been approved or assigned on
or before October 25. The thesis shall fulfill all general and particular
prescriptions of the adviser and shall be accepted or reject~d on or
before April 1. With the approval of the Dean, the adVIser may
substitute a comprehensive examination written or oral or both,
covering the student's field of concentration. The examination shall
be given between the first and fifteenth day of April.
Application for degrees shall be filed in form with the Registrar
not later than April 15.
No student will be considered a candidate for a degree who has
any deficiency at the beginning of the second semester of his Senior
year, and who has less than one hundred and twelve credit hours ?r
less than the number of quality points equivalent to a C average 1ll
the hours passed.
The University reserves the right to modify its graduation and
other academic requirements as may seem necessary from time to
time. It will be obligated only during the academic year of the




Latin , ., 12
Military Science. . . . . . . . . .. 8




The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred on the can~idate
whose field of concentration has been in anyone.of the three currlcu.lar







Modern Language or Greek.. 8
Mathematics or Science..... 6-8
Graduation HOllors
Honors are awarded on the basis of outstanding moral and
intellectual attainment. A student who has earned a quality point
average of 3.75 in his last two years at the University is graduated
Summa Cum Laude; one who has earned 3.50, Magna Cum Laude;
one who has earned 3.25, Cum Laude. These honors are announced
at Commencement and are inscribed on the diplomas of those students
meriting the honors. Honors are conferred only when the student has
completed the last two years in the University. An exception will be
made in the case of students transferring from another Jesuit insti-
tution.
Residence
The subject requirements and the corresponding min!mu~
uantities for the Bachelor of Science degree with con?entratlon m
~ccounting and economics in the Division of Social SCIences are. as
follows:
Subject Hl's.
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Military Science 8
Philosophy and Psychology .. 18





Accounting. . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 8
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
English , , 12
History. .. . 6
Modern Language. . . . . . . . .. 8
Subject Hl's.
Concentration 30
Chemistry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 8
English 12
History 6
Modern Language. . . . . . . . .. 8
Bachelor of Science
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred on th~ can~idate
whose field of concentration has been in the Di~sion of SOCIal ~c:ences
th D· . 0 f Mathematics and Natural SClences. The mllllmumor e lVlSlon 0 • • h
program requirements for such a degree. with concentratlOn. In t e
Division of Mathematics and Natural SCIences are as follows.
Subject Hl's.
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Military Science 8
Philosophy and Psychology .. 18




All candidates for degrees must be present at the Commence-
ment Exercises to receive their diplomas.
Candidates for degrees must spend at least the last year in
residence at Xavier University. Residence is the personal presence
at the University of a student carrying a normal weekly load. To
establish residence of a year for a bachelor's degree at the University,
a student ordinarily must complete one fourth of the total number of
hours required for graduation.
Degrees
The University will confer a bachelor's degree upon any candi-
date of the College of Liberal Arts who has successfully completed
an accepted program of studies, and who has fulfilled, prior to gradua-
tion, all degree requirements, both general and particular. The under-
graduate degrees conferred by the University on candidates of the
College of Liberal Arts are the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor
of Philosophy, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Literature; and
Bachelor of Business Administration (Evening Division).
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Bachelor of Philosophy
The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy is conferred on a candidate
whose concentration has been in the Division of Languages or the
Division of Social Sciences and whose program has included the
following subjects and corresponding minimum quantities:
SUbj(ll:!, Hrs.
Concentration 30
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 8
English , 12
History, . , , .. , , .. 12
Modern Language .. , , . . . . .. 8
Mathematics. , . , 6
SUbject Ill's.
Military Seienee . . . , . .. 8
Philosophy and Psychology .. 18
Religion , . , . , . , " 8
Science, .. , , , , . , " 8




Fir8t Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
History , . ' 3 History '" 8
Latin. , , .. , , , . , , .. " 4 Latin " 4
Mathematics 01' Science.. , . ,3-4 Mathematics or Science 8-4
Military Science .... , . , ... ,. 2 Military Science.. . . . . . . . .. 2
Greek or Modern Language, ,4 Greek or Modern Language.. 4
Religion, . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Religion , . .. 2
The degree of Bachelor of Literature is conferred on a candidate
whose concentration has been in the Division of Languages and whose





Concentration, , .. , , , . , , , . , . 30
English. , .. , , , , , , , , .12
Greek , , 12
History. , . , , .. , , , .. " 6
Subject Ilrs.
Modern Language , . , , ,. 6
Latin .. , .. , .. , , ' , .. , ... 12
Science. , , , , . . . .. 6
Speech , , 4
18-19
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
English 3
Language (Elect.) , .3-4
Military Science , . . .. 2
psychology (Gen.) 4
Religion. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
17-18
18-19
Economics. , , . . . . . . . .. 3
English, . , , . . . . . . . . .. 3
Language (Elect.) 8-4
Logic .. , , , . . . . . .. 2
Military Science 2




Philosophy (Metaphys.) ..... 8 Philosophy (Rat'l. Psych.) ... 8
Christian Culture , , . . .. 2 Christian Culture. . . . . .. . .. 2
English, , , " 3 English. , . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Latin.. , , , . . . .. 4 Latin, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 4
Concentration, , , . .. 6 Concentration , 6
18 18
SENIOR
Philosophy (Ethics) . . . . . . . .. 3 Philosophy (Ethics) 3
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2 Christian Culture, . , . . . . . .. 2
Concentration. , , 9 Concentration, , " 9
Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Elective.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
17 17
Bachelor of Philosophy,




Mathematics.. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 3






Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3






History " .. '" 3
MllLhpmatics 3










Modern Languagf>.. . . . . . . . .. 4





Economic.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
English :J
Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Psychology (Gen.) 4
Religion 2







Eleetive or U. S. History 3
SOPHOMORE
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
S . 2 Logic " 2Military Clence .
4 Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2Physics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h . 4
P YSleS .
Psychology (Gen.) 4 Religion 2
Religion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
S · ce 4 Speech 2men .
17 17 19 19
.JUNIOR
Philosophy (Metaphys.) . a
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2
English. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. a
Concentration. . . . . . . . . 6
Elective .. , . . . . . . . . . . . :I






h (M t h) 3 Philosophy (Rat'I. Psych.) ... 3Philosop y e ap ys. . ....
Ch . t' Culture 2 Christian Culture " 2rlS Ian ..
E l· h 3 English.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... 3ngls " ..
C t t1'on 6-8 Concentration 6-8oncen 'ra' .
Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
.17 17 17 I!l 17-19
SI·JNIOlt
8I'JNfOlt
Philosophy (Ethics) . , a
Christian Culture. . . . . . . . . .. 2





J<;Jedivp. . '" 3
Philosophy mthies) . . . . 3
Christian Culturn 2
Concentration. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Elective 3
Philosophy (Ethics) 3
Christian Culture.. . . . . . . . .. 2






Bachelor of Science (Accounting and Economics)
FRESHMAN
First Semeste!' Hrs. Second Semeste,. Hrs.
History.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 History ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Mathematics " 3
Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Modern Language 4 Modern Language '" 4
Religion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Religion , , " 2







Mathematics of Finance " 3
Military Science. , 2





History , . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics of Finance 3
Military Science 2




Students applying for admission to law schools must have com-
pleted a minimum of two years of collegiate work, i.e., sixty-four
hours at Xavier University. Many law schools now demand a mini-
mum of three years of collegiate preparation before beginning law.
The following outline of curriculum will meet the two or the three
year requirement.
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Accounting. , , . .. 3
Economics 3
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .. 3
Logic , 2




Accounting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
English, '" 3
Military Science , . , " 2
Psychology (Gen.) 4
Religion, , , .. 2
JUNIOR
Philosophy (Metaphys.) . . . .. 3 Philosophy (Rat'!. Psych.)... 3
Christian Culture ..... , . . . .. 2 Christian Culture.. . . . . . . . .. 2
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 English. . , , . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,. 8
Concentration, " 6 Concentration , 6
Elective, . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 Elective.. , , 8
17 17 Economics " 3
English 8
History (U. S.) 3
Military Science 2
Psychology (Gen.) , , " 4
Religion 2
17
Economics. , .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
English, 3
History (U. S.) , 3
Logic, 2
Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2





Philosophy (Ethics) , . . . . . . .. 3 Philosophy (Ethics) ,. 3
Christian Culture , . . . . . .. 2 Christian Culture " 2
Concentration , . . . . . .. 9 Concentration " 9
Elective , , , 3 Elective , ,. 3
Accounting , .. 3
Christian Culture , . . . . . .. 2
English 3
U. S. Const. History 3
Philosophy (Metaphys.) . . . .. 3
Philosophy (Ethics) , 3
Accounting .. , , 3
Christian Culture , 2
English '" 3
U. S. Const. History , 3
Philosophy (Rat'!. Psych.).,. 3








Biology. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Chemistry. , , , . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
History , . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics (Alg.) , ., 3
Military Science. , . . . . . . . . .. 2





Chemistry.. .. .. .. .. .. . 5
History. , , , .. 3
Mathematics (Trig.) " 3
Military Science " 2
Religion, , . .. 2
Pre-Denta(Currlculu m
Since dental schools frequently have certain special ~ntrance
requirements in accordance with State Board regulations, the student
should acquaint himself with these by corresponding with the registrar
of the school he intends to enter.
The minimum requirement for entrance to standard schools of
dentistry is two years of collegiate preparation. The college work
must include a year of biology, English, inorganic chemistry, physics,
and a semester of organic chemistry. The following curriculum will




:History. , , a
Mathematics (Trig.)., ,. 3
Military Science , . . .. 2
Modern Language '. 4
Religion , , .. 2
Pre-Medlcnl Curriculum
The minimum requirement for admission to standard schools of
~edi~ine is two yea;s of collegiatf! p;epara~ion i? an ap~roved college,
I.e., sIxty-four credIt hours at XavIer UnIversIty. ThIS preparation
which presupposes the regular high school units, prescribes a year
of English, biology, physics, and inorganic chemistry; a semester of
organic chemistry; and electiw'H to make up the sixty-four hours of
academic studies.
Many medical schools now require a minimum of three years of
collegiate preparation; others require a Bachelor of Science degree
before beginning medicine i still oth(~rA have special entrance require-
ments. Hence, each prospective medical student is advised to acquaint
himself with the requirements of the medical school by corresponding




Chemistry , ., 5
History , " 3
Mathematics (Alg.) .. , .. , 3
Military Science ,. 2
Modern Language. . . . . . . . .. 4
Religion , .. 2
19 19
SOPHOMORE SOPHOMORE
Biology. , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Chemistry (Organ.) . , 4
English, , , , ,. 3
Military Science. 2
Psychology (Gen.) 4
Religion ..... , .. , . . . . . 2
Biology 4
Chemistry (Quant.) '. 4
English 3
Logic , , 2
Military Science 2
H,eligion , , , , 2
Spc(,ch, , .. , , ,. 2
Chemistry (Org.) . , , . . . . . . .. 4
English 3
Military Science. , , , .. 2
Physics. , 4
Psychology (Gen.) . . . . . . . . .. 4
Religion. . , . . . . . . . .. 2
Chemistry (Quant.).. . . . . . .. 4
English , 3




Speech , .. , 2
19 19 19 19
JUNIOR
Biology (Camp. Anat.) . 4
Christian Culture ,. 2
Philosophy (Metaphys.) 3
Physics , . , , ..... , . . . . . .. 4
Elective , .. , . , . . . . . . . .. 4
17
Biology mmbry.) , ,. 4
Christian Culture ' ,. 2
Philosophy (Rat'1. Psych.) .. , 3
Physics , , .. , 4






Strictly speaking there is no collegiate preparation demanded b
colleges of engineering. However, many of the engineering colle Y
have basic ~repar~ti?n be~ore the engineeri~g students take up ~~:
work of theJr speclahzed fIelds. The follow1l1g curriculum will me t
the two-year requirements of such engim~ering colleges as that of t~
University of Detroit. e
SOPHOMORE
First Semester lInl.
Chemistry. . . , " 5
History , . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics (Alg.) " 3
Mathematics (Trig.) 3
Mechanical Drawing. . . . . . .. 1
Military Science ... , . . . . . . .. 2




History .. " 3
Mathematics (Anal. Geom.).. 3






The courses of instruction are numbered in accord with a unified
plan. Lower division courses are numbered 1 to 99. Within the lower
division numbers, the numbers 30 to 99 generally indicate that the
course is open to Sophomores. Upper division courses are numbered
from 100 to 199. Courses given in the first semester are usually
designated by an odd number; second semester courses by an even
number. Double numbers, when used, indicate that the first semester
course is prerequisite for the second semester course and that both
must be satisfactorily completed to obtain credit for either course.
In most departments the courses are grouped in decades according
to sequence, content, or Bome other plan of sub-division.
Key Symbols
The following is a list of the key letters used to indicate the
different departments of instruction:
English 3
Mathematics (Diff. Calc.) 8
Military Science. . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Physics 4
Psychology (Gen.) 4
Religion .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
18
English. . . . ; " 3
Drawing 3
Logic 2
Mathematics (Int. Calc.) 3









English. , . . , En
French Fr
German. . , Gr
Greek , Gk
History , , Hs






Religion .. , RI
Sociology, , . ,So
Spanish Sp
Speech .. , Ex
fjlj
Biology (Bl)
The courses whieh are offered in the Department of Biology
emphasize classification and experimentation, together with a knowl-
edge of thrl development of the science and an appreciation of its
content and methods. They are also designed to serve the purposes
of pre-medical and pre-dental students and to give an adequate basis
for graduate study and research.
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BI 3 and 4 are required as an introduction to all upper division
courses with the exception of Bl 193. In exceptional cases BI1 may
be counted as a partial fulfillment of this requisite. A concentration
major must include Bl101, 112, 193, and 199. However, in computing
minimum requirements for the major, Bl 193 and 199 may not be
counted.
1. INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY. Four credit hours. The funda-
mental concepts and principles of biological science. The
nature of life; the biology of the cell; the morphology and
physiology of representative plants and animals. Ecologi-
cal and genetical considerations are emphasized. Three
lectures, two hours of laboratory.
3. GENERAL ZOOLOGY. Four credit hours. A course in the
fundamentals of zoology. Classification, structure, func-
tion, and development of the animals in the invertebrate
phyla. Two lectures, one quiz, and four hours of labora-
tory.
4. GENERAL ZOOLOGY. Four credit hours. A continuation of
BI 3, with the animals of the chordate phylum as objects
of study. Two lectures, one quiz, and four hours of labora-
tory.
6. BIOLOGY SURVEY. Milford Division. Two credit hours.






COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBRATES. Four credit
hours. A study of vertebrate homologies. Two lectures,
one quiz, and four hours of laboratory.
GENERAL AND VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY. Four credit hours.
Review of the phenomena of early embryonic develop-
ment. Intensive study of amphibian, bird, and mammal
embryos. Organogeny of chick and pig embryos. Two
lectures and four hours of laboratory.
ADVANCED EMBRYOLOGY. Four credit hours. Prerequisite:
Bl 112. A comprehensive study of the relationships of
invertebrate and vertebrate embryos. Two lectures and
four hours of laboratory.
INTRODUCTORY BACTERIOLOGY. Two credit hours. Prere-
quisites: Ch 3 and 4. Morphology and physiology of













GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY. Two credit hours. Prerequisites:
Ch 101 and 102. Laboratory methods; cultivation and
observation; biochemical reactions. Lecture and three
hours of laboratory.
PATHOLOGICAL BACTERIOLOGY. Two credit hours. Prere-
quisite: Bl121 or 122. Morphological and cultural charac-
teristics; immunity and serum reactions; diagnostic pro-
cedure. Lecture and three hours of laboratory.
MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE. Two credit hours. Prerequisites:
Bl 101 and 112. Methods of preparing biological material
for microscopic study. Four hours of laboratory.
COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGY. Four credit hours. Prerequisite:
Bl 112. A general course in histology; comparative
elements; functional aspect. Two lectures and four hours
of laboratory.
GENETICS. Two credit hours. Prerequisite: BI 112. Facts
and theories of heredity. Two lectures and occasional
laboratory.
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. Four credit hours. Prerequisites:
Bl 101, Ch 3 and 4. Physico-chemical phenomena appli-
cable to living organisms. Two lectures and four hours of
laboratory.
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. Four credit hours. Prerequisite: Bl
161. A continuation of Bl 161. Physiology of the various
animal systems. Two lectures and four hours of laboratory.
THEORY OF EVOLUTION. Two credit hours. Prerequisite:
Bl112. A discussion of the history and validity of theories
of organic evolution.
THE CHURCH AND SCIENCE. Two credit hours. The relations
between the Church and the scientific world. The question
of the incompatibility of religion and science. The Church's
contributions to science. The philosophy of science.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two cr~dit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of
all majors in their senior year.
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Chemistry (eh)
JOURNAL READING. Two credit hours. Prerequisite: Junior
classification. Introduction to the use of science literature.
Discussion of minor chemical problems. Required read-
ings and reports. Not open to Seniors.
INORGANIC PREPARATIONS. Two, three, or four credit hours.
Prerequisite: Ch 115. Laboratory preparation of various
classes of compounds to develop technique and to illustrate
the methods employed in the preparation of pure inorganic
compounds.
ORGANIC PREPARATIONS. Three credit hours. Prerequisites:
Ch 101, 102, 115. Library, conference and laboratory work.
Six hours of laboratory work per week.
BroCHEMISTltY. Four credit hours. Prerequisites: Ch 102
and 115. Two lectures and four hours of laboratory work
per week.
SENIOR TUTOlUAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of







107. TYPE REACTIONS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Two credit hours.
Prerequisite: Ch 102. A more detailed study of the im-
portant reactions of organic chemistry. Two lectures per
week.
115. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Four credit hours. Prerequisites:
Ch 3 and 4. Lectures and laboratory work. Eight hours
per week.
116, QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Four credit hours. Prerequisite:
Ch 115. Lectures and laboratory work. Eight hours per
week.
121. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Four credit hours. Pre-
requisites: Ch 101 and 115. Primarily a course for majors
and pre-medical students who have not had Mt 151 and
152. Two lectures and four hours of laboratory work.
125. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Four credit hours. Prerequisites: Ch
102, Mt 151, 152, Ph 3 and 4. Two lectures and four hours
of laboratory work.
126. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Four credit hours. A continuation of
Ch 125. Two lectures and four hours of laboratory work.
127. CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS. Two credit hours. Prerequisite:
Ch 116. A further development of problems suggested by
other courses.
GENERAL INOIWANW ClII~MIS'mY. Five credit hours. A co _
tin~ation of Ch 3. The laboratory work will include t~
eqUivalent of Ch 31. Two lectures, one quiz, six hours of
laboratory.
CHEMISTRY. SURVEY. Milford Division. Two credit hours.
Cultural mtcJrpretations of the science of chemistry.
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Four credit hours. Lectures and
laboratory. Six hours per week.
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Upper Division Courses
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. !·'our ererlit hourH. Prerequisites: Ch
3 and 4. 'fwo lecturp8, one quiz, four hours of laboratory
work per weak.
ORGANW CHEMISTRY. Foul' (~r(!dit hours, Prerequisite: eh
101. Two lectureH, On[l quiz, four hours of laboratory work
per week.
QUALITATIVE ORGANIC Cm:MIHTHY. Two credit hours. Pre-
l'Clquisite: Ch 102. TIl!! HyHtc'matic identification of pure
organic compounds anel Himplp mixtures. Four hours of
laboratory work per WIJek.
The purpose of the cour,ses in Chemistry is both It I
f . I TI . cu ura andpro eSSlOna . 1e general student IS given an appre I' t'
f I 1 ·· . c a Ion of theum amenta prmClples of the scwnee; the major is off d t ..
. Ib t t h' d ere rallllngm a ora ory ec lllque an, a progressive program .
I f . . . ' covermg thee ementfl 0 morgal1lc, orgamc, analytic, and physical h .
, .' t h' .th th' I . l' . . c emlstry toacqu,lIn 1m WI' 0 JaHIC ( IVIHlOnH of the science.
A concentration :najor in thiH department. must include Ch 101
102't11
f
5, t1116, 12.5, 1(~h6, agnd 199. In eomputmg minimum require~
men s or '18 major , 1 9 may not be counted,
1. INTRODUC;rION TO C!mMISTIW. Four credit hours. A cultural
co?rse m the SCIence of chemistry; foundations of the
SCIence; development; uses; methods. Three lectures two
hours of laboratory. '
GENERAL INORGANIC CI~EMIST~tY. ~ive credit hours. Experi-
mental lectures combmed with dIscussion of problems and









13, 14. GREEK COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours.
course in Greek composition. Two semesters.
Classical Languages
The Greek and Latin languages are the direct media of acquaint-
ance with unified ancient culture. Only in a study of the literature
of both languages can a complete concept be had of the mythology
and philosophy, as well as the oriental origins of this early western
culture. The interrelationship of epic, drama, oratory, prose, and
poetry reveals the intimate influence of the Greek mind on the Roman
mind. It is desirable, therefore, that majors in either of these two
languages lay their field of concentration in the Department of
Classical Languages, thereby supporting the literature of one language
with the literature of the other, and preserving the natural unity of
their combined cultural content.
However, though such unity be a prime objective in the study
of the Classical Languages, a student may choose one language as a
major to the exclusion of the other and yet not lack breadth of educa-
tional aim. For in addition to the educational discipline of diction,
structure, style, and the mental power of analysis found in the pro-
cesses of translation, each language contains a complete literature,
by which the student, inevitably contrasting the pagan mind with
the Christian mind, cannot but find new values in Christian culture.
Selection of courses for a concentration major will be done with
the advice of the Director of the Department.
Admission to upper division Greek courses will require two units
of high school Greek and the completion of one year of lower division
work. A student having no high school Greek will be required to
complete two years of lower division work. An exception will be
made for English and History majors who wish to take Gr 181 and 185.
Upper division Latin courses will presuppose four units of high
school Latin and one year of lower division work. A student who has
only two units of high school Latin will be required to take two years
of lower division work as a prerequisite for upper division work. An












. ·t S' Gk 1 and 2
XENOPHON. Three credit hours. PrereqUlsl e. . I'
h C Paedta or Ana JaSZIl.or equivalent. Selections from t e yro
"t . Gk 1 and 2 ur
ST. LUKE. Two credit hours. Prerequlsl es. 1 th
. 1 tAd' f the Acts 01 the Apo8tles an( f,eqmva en . rea mg 0
Gospel according to St. Luke.
. . ,'tea- Gk 1 anll ~
HERODOTUS. Three credit hours. PrereqUlsl 'h.
or equivalent. Greek historiography. Le(~tur~a on it , I
nine books of Herodotus' History. Book VII lS rear III
Greek.
HOMER. Three credit hours. Elements of the Hom~'rie
dialect and metre; the city of Troy; the Homeric Questllm.
Readings from the Iliad.
A bask
XENOPHON AND LYSIAS. Two or three credit hours. Pre-
requisite: Gk 7 or equivalent.
HOMER. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: Gk 7 or equiva-
lent. Selected portions of the Odyssey.
PLATO, Three credit hours. Prerequisite: two years of Greek.
Plato's philosophy. Lectures on the Dialo{Jues. ThH
Apology, Crito, and Phaedo are read.
THUCYDIDES. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: two years
of Greek. Thucydides and Herodotus compared. Read-
ings from Books II, III, VI, and VII.
GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION. Two or four credit hours.
General application and mastery of Greek syntax.
PLATO. Two or three credit hours. Plato's theory of ideas




ELEMENTARY GREEK. Six credit hours. A course in Greek
syntax with suitable readings for those beginning the
study of Greek. Two semesters.
INTRODUCTION TO GREEK LITERATURE. Four or six credit
hours. Prerequisites: Gk 1 and 2 or equivalent. An inten-
sive course in syntax and selected readings as a preparation






LYSIAS. Three credit hours. Selected speechps of LyHiaJol.
Three entire speeches are read for structure and style'.
ATTIC OUATORS. Three credit hours. The dev()]npnwnt or
Attie prose and oratory as illustrated by seleetioIJH from
Lysias, lsoerates, Aeschines, and Demosthenes.
DEMOSTHENES. Three credit hours. The excellence of Grppk
oratory. The Crown is read.
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108. DEMOSTHENES. Three credit hours. Factors in the decline of
Athens. Selections from the Philippics and the Olynthiac8.
113, 114. GREEK STYLE. Two credit hours. An advanced course in
Greek prose composition for practical illustration of the
elements of style. Two semesters.
123, 124. GREEK STYLE. Two credit hours. An advanced course in
Greek prose composition illustrative of word usage and
types of style. Two semesters.
187, 188. HISTORY OF CLASSICAL LITERATURE. Four or six credit
hours. A study of Greek and Latin literature for com-
parisons, contrasts, and influence.
199. SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of













GREEK LYRIC POETS. Three credit hours. Characteristics of
Greek lyric poetry. Selections from Pindar, Bacchylides,
and the Melic poets.
HOMER. The Iliad. Three credit hours. A study of the Greek
epic. Books I to XII are read.
HOMER. The Iliad. Three credit hours. A comparative
study of Latin, English, and Greek epics. Books XUI to
XXIV are read.
SOPHOCLES. Three credit hours. A reading of the Oedipus
Tyrannus or Antigone as types of Greek drama. Other
selected plays of Sophocles.
EURIPIDES. Three credit hours. A study of the choral metres
and the origin and development of Greek tragedy.
AESCHYLUS. Three credit hours. The development of the
Greek drama. A reading of at least one play.
ARISTOPHANES. Three credit hours. A reading of the Birds
or the Frogs with lectures on Greek comedy.
PLATO. Two credit hours. A critical appraisal of the first
great Utopia. With the exception of one book, the whole
Republic will be read in translation.
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS OF A.THENS AND ROME.
Three credit hours. Assigned readings in Latin, Greek, and
English translation with lectures and discussions.
AESCHINES AND DEMOSTHENES. Three credit hours. The
Embassy and the Crown are read as illustrations of the
foreign policy of Athens during the time of Philip.
CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Two credit hours. Lectures on
the architecture, sculpture, ceramics, and domestic anti-










ELEMENTARY LATIN. No credit. An intensive study of
syntax and selected readings for those beginning the study
of Latin. Supplementary theme work. Four hours per
week. Two semesters.
CICERO. Four credit hours. Prerequisites: Lt 1 and 2 or two
units of Latin. Orations against Catiline with a review of
syntax and practice in Latin prose composition.
VERGIL. Four credit hours. Prerequisite: Lt 5 or equiva-
lent. Books I and II of the Aeneid are studied for metrical
reading, translation, and some literary characteristics.
Accompanied by exercises in Latin prose composition.
LIVY. Three credit hours. Prerequisites: Lt 5 and 6 or
equivalent. Books XXI and XXII are read for a study of
Livy's style in contrast with that of the Ciceronian period.
Discussion of Livy's reliability as an historian.
CICERO. Three credit hours. Prerequisites: Lt 5 and 6 or
equivalent. The Pro Milone is studied with special atten-
tion to its rhetorical qualities. Discussion and analysis of
Cicero's argument and logic.
LATIN COMPOSITION. Two credit hours. Arnold's Latin
Prose Composition. Exercise I to XXIV or special com-
position exercises. Two semesters.
LATIN CONVERSATION. Four credit hours. Practice in
informal oral expression as an aid to the understanding
of Latin lectures. Two semesters.
PLINY AND SENECA. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: one
year of college Latin. A comparative study of the lett~rs
of these Roman authors with reference to Roman hfe
under the early emperors.
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29. CICgn,o. TI1J'(~(! (·.rodi~ hours. ,l'rt'!'I'lJuisito: one year of college
Lat1l1. Thll hlRtorJcal Sl'ttlllgs anri oratorical style of Pro
Marcello and Pro Liyario.
1IIl, H.oMAN HIHTOltlANH. Two Ill' t 1,,'('" l'rl,elit hours, The his-
torieal method and POnt.l'ihutionH of Roman historians
wit.h readings from NpIJos, C[\('sar, SalluAt, Livy, Tacitus,
and Suetonius.
CICERO. Two or three credit hours. Readings from selected
letters which reveal the personality and times of Cicero.
Characteristics of c:Iassical epistolary style,
INTRODUCTION TO A STUDY OF THE LATIN FATHERS. Three
credit hours. Selections from TertuIlian, Cyprian Lac-
tantius, MinuciuA Folix, Jerome, Ambrose, Aug~stine,
Gregory, and BPI'nard.
LATIN STYLJ~. Two or four credit hours, The writing of
Latin ('ssays with special attention to types of Latin style.
CICEIW. Two OJ' three eredit hours. A study of Cicero as an
('ssayiRt. De A //Iicilia and De Seneetute.
SENECA. Three credit hours, Political and social life under
the Caesars. Stoicism and Christianity, Epistulae Morales
and selections from the Moral Essays of Seneca.
HORACE. Two or three credit hours. An intensive study of
the Odes; moter and versification; sources and inspirations,
Sppcial attention to methods of teaching Horace,
VEIWIL. Two or three credit hours. A study of pastoral and
didactic poetry. &loyues, Geofyics, and other early works
of VergiJ.
EARLY CHRISTIAN POETS. Three credit hours. A selection of
fourth, fifth, and sixth century poems and hymns. .
HORACE. Two or three credit hours. Characteristics of the
Roman satire. The importance of the AI'S Poetiea in thE
field of literary criticisms.
JUVENAL. Two or three credit hours, A comparative study
of Horace and Juvenal. Selections from the Satires of
JuvenaI.
VrmGIL. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: Lt 5 or the
£!lJuivalent. An intensive study of the literary qualities of
thl' Amu:ic1, with special attention to methods of teaching
Llw Almdrl, DiHcussion of Vergil's influence on English
lilNaturl'.
VmwII" Thm!! credit hours. A literary appreciation of the
Amll'icl, Books VII to XII are read.
ANcmNT HOMAN COMloJDY. Two or three credit hours.
Chal'llct!!ristics of Roman Comedy. The Captivi of Plautus













121.I-!onACg, Three eredit hours, Premquisite: one ye f
eollegf! Latin, Seleetf!d (Jill's and 1!J]Jodes are studie~r f0
thp lyric qualities of Latin pcwtry, The influence 0;
I-Iorace on modern poets is dhwusspc!. 0
22,
2:3,24. LATIN COMPOSITION. Two or four c~rl~dit hours. Prere-
quisitps: Lt 1:1 and 14. Ar!lold's I.otin Prrm" COIn]JIlRition
or equivall'nt. 1';xl'r(,iHI'~: XXIV to L, Two semesters,
25, 2(;, LA1'IN CONVI,lRHATION, Two c'/'l'dit hours. l<'ormal and
informal oral pxpr!'ssio!l in the Latin language. Two
~lPmesters.
101. ROMAN OnA1'(my, TIm!!' ('redit IHlurs. The oxcellence of
Roman Oratory as illustrat.l·ri in Cicl'ro'R Pro NIilone, De
Ora/ore, and Ora/or; Quinl ilian's InHti/u/io Oratoria; St.
Augustine's /)e Doc/7'ina Christiana, Uller Quartus,
111. LIVY. Two or three cl'(;(lit holll's. A reading of Livy's First
or Third Decade.
112. TAcrrus. Two or threo crl,c1it hours. A special study of
Taeitus as an historian and stylist with r(wlings from the
Ayricola, (;crm rmia , and till' I JiO[OYllH de (}ratorill1lR,
113, 114, LA'rIN STYLI';. Two or foul' crf!clit hourH. Translations of
standard l';nglish pxcorpt.s into Latin with spedal attention
to the Latin pm'ind, USI' lJf ml'fapllC,r, and othor dements
of ALylp, Two R('mPfl(.lm:,
115, 11 G, LATIN SPEECH, Twn or foul' ('rc'dit. hours. An advanced
eourse in formal anrl infol'llIal Latin sjJeeph employing the
prineiples of Lt. 11:J anrl 11,1. Two semest('rR,
j 17. CAI,lHAR AND SALLIJHT. Two Cll' thrl'e c'rc'elit hours, Roman
history ancl mmnoiJ·s. Thl' nl'!/I/Ill ./I/(/ufthimolt ancl De
Nullo Cillill.
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183. CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Two credit hours. Lectures on
the architecture, sculpture, ceramics, and domestic
antiquities of Greece and Home.
185, 186. LATIN LITERATURg. Four or six credit hours. A history
of Latin Iiteraturc~ from the beginning to the end of the
second century. LectureH llnd r£'adings from the authors.
Two semesters.
ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. Two or three
credit hours. The economic results of territorial expansion,
growth of wealth and population, and other historic
factors are surveyed for the purpose of understanding
sectionlll interests, and the development of economic
theories and institutions in the United States.
31.
2.
practice. They may, too, distribute the entire field of concentration
equally between the two classifications. Majors will plan the dis-
tribution of their concentration courses with the advice of the Director
of the Department.
1. ECONOMIC RESOURCES. Two or three credit hours. A study
of natural resources, the history of their development,
their geographical location, their industrial use, us a back-
ground for the study of economics.
HISTORY OF COMMERCE. Two or three credit hours. This
course supplements the purpose of Ec 1. After a survey
of ancient and modern commerce, the international eco-
nomic factors are presented which have affected the
development of the foreign and domestic commerce of
the United States.
CICERO. Two .or three credit ho~rs. A s~udy of the phil-
osophy of CIcero as revealed 111 Quacslwnes Tusculana
d c' . 0'" ean nommum nCtJlwms.
CICERO. Two or three credit hours. A study of the ethical
prineiples of Cicero as iIlustratf>d in the De Officiis.
POLITICAL ANI> SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 01" ATHENS AND ROME.
Three credit hours. AHHigllPd readings in Latin, Greek
and English translation with lectures and discussions. '
182. ROMAN PRIVATg Ln·g. Two credit hours. Letters of Cicero
Horace, Pliny, and Seneca illustrating standards of Roma~




187, 188. HISTORY m' CLASSICAL, LITgHATURE. Four or six credit
hours. A study of Greek and Latin literature for com-
parisons, contrasts, and influence. Two semesters.
199. SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed readings and undergraduate research required of
all majors in their senior year.
32. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Three credit hours. A basic
study of the production, distribution, and consumption of
commodities; markets; theories of wealth, money, prices;
distribution of income.
33,34. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Evening Division. Four credit
hours. Two semesters.
Economics (Ec)
In addition to the genflrul and two-fold aim of instruction in
theory and practice, the DC!pllrtmf'l1t of Economics has the following
specific objectives: to contributc! to thn cultural objc~ctives and scope
of a liberal education; to givf! a gf'l1!'ral IJUt t.horough knowledge and
appreciation of f>eonomic liff>; to prp!>arl' majorH for professional
study in tho fic!ld of !JusinPHH administration; to off(~r un under-
graduate basis for graduate study ill ('(,ollolllic'H; to inform the student
of Christian contributions to tho HOIUt.!OIl of C'cunomic: problems; to
integrate the sc!cmce of of!onomh'H with llrilleilll!·s of Christian culture
and philosophy.
Ee 31, 32, 51, and 52 are introduelol'Y to 111l1l0r division courses
in economic theory and practic(~ reSIH'divl'ly. COlleentration majors
may place an emphasis either on ef!ol1umic theory or economic
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51, 52. INTRODUCTORY ACCOUNTING. Six or eight credit hours.
Classification of accounts, negotiable instruments, adjust-
ments and other accounting procedures are studied as an
introduction to the commercial system of accounting.
Two or three lectures, two hours of laboratory work.
Two semesters.
U]J]ler Division Courses
101. CURRENT I'~CONOMIC PROBLEMS. Three credit hours. The
course presents the problems of extension of government,
taxation, the business cycle, international business rela-
tions, labor, capital, monetary standards, unemployment,
housing, and relief. Economic factors in proletariat and










LABOR PI~OBLEMS. Two or three credit hours. Labor orga "
. II t' b .. I mzatlOn; co eC'lve argammg; abor movements; govern,
ment and labor; employee and employer attitudes' typ
of labor and associated problems. The Papal Enc;cJical~
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. Two or three credit hours. Astudy
of the interrelationships between industrial employer and
industrial employee; .types ?f industrial unions; employ-
ment methods; the mdustrlUl wage. The economics of
social security. The Papal F;ncyclicals.
HISTOHY O~' I~CON()MIC THOUGHT. Two or three credit hours.
The purpose of this course is to offer an historical back-
ground for a critical analysis of existing economic insti-
tutions and proposed reforms. The theories of outstanding
economists are analyzed and evaluated.
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC PHOBLEMS. Two or three credit
hours. The purpose of this course is to present a balanced
study of tho economic relations betwc~en civilized nations.
The prob\llms disCUBBl!CI include international trade,
finance, transportation, and the international effect of
national economic trends.
STATISTICS. Two or three credit hours. A study of the
manner of presentation of specific and general business
reports for the purpose of graphically determining their
economic significance.
TRANSPORTATION. Two or three credit hours. Survey of
the history of transportation. Types of carriers. Regula-
tions and policies. Principles of rate-making.
ECONOMICS OF DISTHlBlJTION. 'rhree credit hours. A study
of the elements of distribution in a capitalistic economy.
The topics includc!: MarJwting functions; wholesaling;
retailing; financing; trunsportation; the various types of
1'(!tail institu tions.
PROBLEMS OP DIATHIIlUTlON. Two or three credit hours.
Prerequisite: Ec 1:11. 'l'hc! purpose of this course is to
enlarge upon thn clcc)llomic ,!uC!stions presented in Ec 131.
The problems include tho sprclad between production
costs and costs to consumers; types of wholesaling and
retailing; survey of Balps projocts; finance of distribution;
reduction of costs.
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133. SALESMANSHIP. Evening Division. Two credit hours. The
nature, scope, and development of selling with an analysis
of principles and technique; the psychology of approach
and presentation; the relation of the product to the market.
134. SALESMANSHIP. Evenin(l Division. Two credit hours. Com-
prises actual clussroom demonstrations to determine
various sales appeals; to show the proper development of
the sales presentation; the strategy of closing a sale and
good will cultivation.
135. SPECIALIZED SALESMANSHIP. Evening Division. Two credit
hours. An analysis of advanced problems in selling, with
relation to the types of buying motives and classes of
buyers; detailed study of selling organizations and of
merchandising and sales campaigns.
136. SALES MANAGEMENT. Evening Division. Two credit hours.
Responsibility of sales management to business and to
society. Paying, selecting, and training salesmen. Assign-
ing territory, sales plans, strategy, quotas, budgets, and
costs. Sales wastes and inefficiencies. Co-ordination of
sales effort with other departments.
142. ADVERTISING. Two or three credit hours. A non-technical
study of the various types of advertising as factors in the
economics of distribution.
143. ADvElnISING. Evening Division. Two credit hours. Basic
principles of advertising; history and purposes of adver-
tising; copywriting; visualization; art and layout; a com-
prehensive study of the mechanics of advertising involved
in printing, type-setting, photo-engraving.
144. ADVERTISING. IiJvening Division. Two credit hours. A
continuation of Ec 143. Scheduling of advertisements;
selection and use of advertising media; complete cam-
paigns.
145. ADVANCED AnVlmTISING. Evening Division. Two credit
hours. A thorough exposition of copy technique; writing
eopy; copy and layout.
146. ADVANCED ADVERTISING. Evening Division. 'fwo credit
hours. A continuation of Ec 145.
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162. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING. Two or three credit hours.
Sourees of data anrl statisties are studied with reference
to forecasting and the preparation of business budgets.
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IiiI. SlJltVI>Y OF ACCOUNTING HYHTI':MH. 'l'hrl'e c:rnrlit hours. Pre-
rflquisites: Ee 151 anrl 11i2. This eourse is intended to
supplem(mt th(l study of the eomml'reial system of account-




AUDITING. Evenin(J Division. Three credit hours. Purpose
and classes of audits; detailed procedure in the verification
of original records; special consideration in the audit of
cash; accounts receivable; inventories; plant; liabilities;
capital stock and surplus; analysis of accounts and pl'epara-
tion of working papers; certified statements and reports.
SPECIAL ACCOUNTING PROBLmMS. Evenin(J Division. Three
credit hours. Specialized accounting problems encountered
in defalcations, reorganizations, consolidations, finance,
and other fields are covered in this course.
C. P. A. REVIEW. Evening Division. Three credit hours.
Lectures in theory, auditing, practical accounting, and
business law.
C. P. A. RmvlEw. Evenin(J Division. Three credit hours. A
continu!ltion of Ec 165.
SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING. Evening Division. Three credit
hours. A review of accounting principles and procedures
for lawyers and executives.
SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING. Evening Division. Three credit
hours. A continuation of Ec 167.
MONEY AND BANKING. Three credit hours. The purpose of
this course is to acquaint the student with the theory of
money and credit, banking structure in the United States,
and the functions of banks.
CORPORATION FINANCE. Two or three credit hours. A study
of the financial problems of the modern corporation from
the viewpoints of the investor, the company, and the public.
PUBLIC FINANCE. Two or three credit hours. Taxation;
fiscal systems; revenue; expenditure; indebtedness.
CREDITS AND COLLECTIONS. Evening Division. Two credit
hours. Discusses problems of credit granting; analysis of
information; ratios and control; the relation t? the sales
department; development of credit and collectlOn system
based on the needs of the business.
FmE INSURANCE AND ITS ALLIED LINES. Evening Division.
Three credit hours. Hazards covered; legal transfe: of
risk; rates; types of carrier organizations;. productIOn;
underwriting; adjustment of losses; pre~entIOn; coop~ra­













PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. Six credit hours p
.. E 51 I 52 T' . rere·qUlsites: <c am . Ills course treats of fund
. amental
processes: working papers; statements' inve t I, •
t 'bl I' 't I . ,smen s,angi e am In tanglll e fixed assets; corrections and
analyses. Two leetures, two hours of laborator k
Two semestflrs. Y WOr .
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING. Eveuinf/ Division. Three d't
h P " T.' ere I. ours. rerequisIte: l'.,~ 152. Actual cases are submitted
In problem form eOV(lrlllg mercantile and manufact .. . urIng
compal1les o~eratlllg llS !-101f' proprietorships, partnershi s
and corporatIOns. P ,
ADhVANCEDpACCOU:":ING
F
" Evening Division. Three credit
ours. rereqUIsIte: <.c 153. Practical problems in c •
1'1' f onso I( atlOns 0 parent and subsidiary corporations.
INDUSTHIAL ACCOlJNTING. I<'our or six credit hours. Pre-
requisites: J~c 151 and 152. A course of stUdy in the
control and eost of matr!riaIH, labor, and other elements
involved in industrial production. Cost systems and cost
reports are (!xamin(lrl and fIiHcussf!d. Two semesters.
TAXATION. Three crNlit hours. A sturly is made of tax laws
and princip!l!H of taxation for the purpose of examining
the economic effects of taxation trends and their signifi-
cance as elementR in aecounting procedure.
FEDERAl. INCOMm TAXATION. El'cming Division. Two credit
hours. Practical problems, preparation of tax returns
and theoretical treatment. Effect of new revenue acts o~
corporations, partnerships, and individuals.
OHIO AND FEDmRAL TAXATION. Evening Division. Two
credit hours. Capital stof!k, frunehise, and other corpora-







176. CASUALTY INSURANCg ANI> SUHmTY BONDING. Evening
DiviRion. Throe erndit hourH. Hazards covered; legal
transfer of risk; rat.!!; typl'H of earril~r organizations; pro-
duetion; unclprwriting; adjuHLmpnt of losses; prevention;
eooporativp o!'ganizatiolls; govprnmontal regulation and
taxation,
Iill, lX2. BIJHINI·lHH LAW. F'our or Hix c'rpdit hourH, A survey of the
Anglo-Amnriean lpg-al HyHtpm with particular reference to
th!! [pgal controls of bUHinc'sH,
195.
199.
SOCIAL RECONS'l'RUC1'ION. Two credit hours. The general
problem of rebuilding the social order. The Catholic
social movement. The Papal social program. Ineffective
remedies. The state and social reconstruction. Practical
programs of action. Given also as So 150.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of
all majors in their senior year.
IS8.
184.
J~LJo;MgNTAHY LAW ANI> CONTHAl'TH. f<Jveninf/ lJivision. Three
credit hours. Law definpd; statutory and common law
considered; form of Jaw; the judicial system; administra-
tive boards and commisHionH. Formations of contract;
the interpretation, construction, operation, and discharge
of contracts.
AGJo;NCY. E'l'eninf/ J)iliRion. Two cr!!dit hours. Nature and
formation of aglmcy; tho dutiPH and rights arising out of
agency; kindH of ageneiPH; tprmination of relationship.
Education (Ed)
Milford Divieion
The purpose of the courses in Education i~ to provide for the
uired preparation of those who plan to teach In secondary schools.
~~e courses are open to students of the Milford Division. T~e D?-






CORPORATIONS. E'veninlJ 1Jil'illion, Two credit hours,
Creation and organization of private business corpora-
tions; stocks and stockholdl'rs; directors and officers;
creditors; powers of a corporation; foreign corporationsj
trusts and monopolil!ll; diHHolution of corporations.
PAliTNIoJRSHIPS AND NJo;c;OTIAIILg INSTIWMENTS. Evening
lii,rision. Two credit hours. Nature and formation of
'part.nershipR; right.H and obligations of partners. Nature
of Mgotiablp inRtrumpntH; hillH of l'xchange; promissory
notl'H ancl C'hf'ckM; l'lpml'nlH ('tIHI'lItial to TH'Kotiability.
BAII,MgNTS, CAIUmmH, AND SAI.I·lH. 1~'I'''llilllJ lJivision. Two
C'wlit hourH. Dl'finil illIlM; rightli anrl ohligatiolls of ordinary
Imi!f1Ps; l'xt.raorclinary bailf'l'Ii; "iJlR of lading and ware-
hOllRO rnC'piptR. }o'ormatillll of (~ontrad of Iialnj performance
of thl' C'ontract.
PH{)I'I~InY AND BANKIWPTI'Y, /';",mill!l lJivinirJrl. Two credit
hours, Itl'al and lH'l'sonal pro!ll'rtyj a('quisition of titlej
tranRfer by eonvl·yanl'c·. !Iililory and purposes of bank-
ruptey ll'gililation; aetli of hankruptey; duties and rights







INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION. Two credit hOurs., A.survey
of the field of education for the purpose of orlentmg the
student so as to enable him to pursue the courses in educa-
tion with more profit.
PRINCIPIJES OF EDUCATION. Three credit hours.. ~ims,
materials, and methods. The four elements. PupIl dIffer-
ences. Modern educational tendencies. The value and
use of tests.
HISTORY m' EDUCATION. Three credit hours. A b:ief su~ey
of pducational theory, institutions, and practI.ce durmg
ancient and modern times with special emphasIS on con-
tnmporary l'ducation.
PH!WSOl'HY (JIo' r'lDUCATION. Three credit hours. :rhe prin-
ciplps undprlying Christian education. The rel~tIVe values
of c1irflJrent educational agencies and currIcula when
tl!lltl!d by these principles.
CHARACTF:It EDUCATION. Two credit hours. Hereditary and
flnvironmpntal factors. Ideals of conduct. Choice, motive,
~anction) habit, emotion, and instinct.
d· h Described as Lt 151.VEHGIL'S Aeneid. Three ere It ours.
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. The Department of English aims at developing in the student
po~ers of understanding. and discriminating reading, and of effective
Written and oral expressIOn; the use of critical principles and model
of comparison in judging the principal forms, movements, an~
author~; a knowledge of the development and cultural bearings of
the mam types and movements of English and American literatures'
any latent talent for creative and critical work. '
Ordinarily a student will not begin formal courses in the De-
partment until after the completion of hil'! Freshmen year. The
Freshman student will receive critical supervision of his rhetoric and
?omposit!on in all the courses for which he is registererl. Deficiency
m rhe~orlc and composition will bc! consir!erpr! in evaluating achieve-
ment m any course. The Freshman student will be given a language
test at the timc! of his admission, after whieh Iw will be warned of
any deficiency and will be requirer! to attcmd corrective classes.
At the close of the first semeHtm' all r.'rmihman students will be
requ~red to pass an examination in rhetoric based on a syllabus
provlde.d. by the Department. Another pxamination in the building
and wrltmg of the term-paper will be given at the end of the second
semester. Students who do not attain C grades in these examinations
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NEWS WRITING. Two credit hours. A consideration of news,
news sources, news values, and the methods of writing
the various types of news stories.
NEWSPAPER REPORTING. Two credit hours. Methods em-
ployed by reporters in getting and reporting news.
THE ESSAY. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: A marked
proficiency in composition. Practice in essay writing with
lectures on the nature, types, and development of the
essay. Readings in the essay literature of England and
America.
BUSINESS ENGLISH. E1Jening Division. Three credit hours.
Fundamc'lltals of correct and effective letter writing.
BUSINESS ENGLISH. Evening Division. Two credit hours.
A continuation of En 21. Types of business corre-
spondence.
POETICS. Three credit hours. This course reviews the prin-
ciples of versification and the fixed forms. The nature of
po(!try, the kinds of poetical devices, and the means of
critical C'valuation ure set forth, and are illustrated by
readings from English and American authors.
THE DRAMA. Three credit hours. This course presents t~e
principles and technique of the drama, the types of clasSIC
and of modern drama, the historical developme~t of the
forms and the technique of the theatre. To Illustrate










wiJI be required to complete En 3 and 4 before admission to any other
course in the Department.
En 31 and 32 are prerequisite to all upper division courses. In
the selection of upper division courses the student, particularly a
concentration major, will he advised by the Director of the De-
partment.
1,2. CORlUJCT ENGLISH. Evrming Division. Four credit hours.
An intensive course treating of syntax, spelling, punctua-
tion, idiomatic usage, pronunciation, sentence structure,
the paragraph, diction, and theme building. Two semesters.
RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION. Six credit hours. Review of
the fundamentals of rhetoric. Readings in the forms of
composition. Practice in effective composition and
expression. Two semesters.
English (En)
JESUIT METHODS OF TEACHING. Two credit hours. A tud
of the Ratio Studiomm. Comparison with other m~de y
methods of teaching. rn
HIGH SCHOOL ADMINISTHATION. Three credit hours. Th
proble~s, aims, organization, and administration of pUbli:
and pr~vate sec?ndar:y schools. Faculty, student, and
parent mterrelatlOnshlps. Teachers. Surveys and agencies.
OBSERVATION or,' TEACHING. One credit hour A sy t t'. . . s ema IC
observatIOn of classes taught in St. Xavier High School.
STUDENT TIDACHING. Credit to be arranged. The te h'
f th
O d' . ac Ing
o .. lrty prepare reCitatIOns under the supervision of a
crItiC teacher.
TEACHING OF LATIN IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS Tw h
d
. h' . 0 or tree
cre It ours. This course treats of the obJ'e t'
d
. Clvesof
secon ary school Latm, methods of presentat'
d
· t . t.· . . . lOn, and
eVICes ~ mam am mterest. It conSIsts of lectures and







33,34. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Evening Division. Four
credit hours. Two semesters.
152. SHAKESPEARE. Evening Division. Two credit hours. A












EDITORIAL WRITING. Evening Division. Two credit hours.
The function of the editorial, its place in the newspaper,
the editorial writer's responsibility to society and his
opportunity for constructive service; the editorial page
and its make-up.
FEATURE ARTICLES. Evening Division. Two credit hours.
A study of newspaper and magazine special feature
articles, types, sources, titles, and illustrations.
AESTHETICS AND LITERARY CRITICISM. Three credit hours.
The philosophical basis of aesthetics, the elements of
taste, the aesthetic effects, critical standards, and a study
of the schools of criticism will be presented.
MODERN DRAMA. Three credit hours. This course will be
confined to English and American Drama, with emphasis
on reading. Influences and development are studied.
THE SHORT STORY. Three credit hours. This course presents
the principles of story writing and evolution of the short
story from Poe to the present. The technique of the more
important writers will be analyzed.
ENGLISH LITERA'ruRE. Three credit hours. This course
includes studies in the periods of English Literature, in
the ideas presented, in the forms chosen to express these
ideas, and in the life reflected by them.
CHAUCER. Three credit hours. This course is intended to
offer an analysis of The Canterhury Tales and their sources.
A study of the language and life of fourteenth century
England is offered with readings.
SHAKESPEARE. Three credit hours. This course is an intro-
duction to the study of Shakespeare: his life, influences,
sources, development. About ten representative plays
will be studied.
SHAKESPEARE. Evening Division. Two credit hours. Similar!










MILTON. Two or three credit hours. Milton's shorter poems,
Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, Sampson Agonistcs, and
some prose will be studied.
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Three credit hours. English
neo-classicism 1700 to 1750. The poetry, the rising
periodical lite~ature the satire, the religious and political
controversial literat~re, and the rise of the novel will be
studied.
THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT. Three credit hours. English
life and thought, 1750 to 1830. Readings from the fore-
runners of romanticism, from Burns, Blake, Cowper,
Crabbe, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Byron, Shelly,
and Scott, and from essayists, Lamb, Hunt, and Southey.
VICTORIAN POETRY. Three credit hours. English life and
thought, 1830 to 1900, will be illustrate~ by the .studY.of
Tennyson, the Brownings, the Rossettis, MorriS, Swm·
burne, Arnold, Meredith, and other poets.
VICTORIAN PROSE. Three credit hours. A continuation of
English 170 in purpose. Readings will be c~osen from
Carlyle, Ruskin, Newman, Arnold, Huxley, Dlck~ns, and
Thackeray. Lectures will survey the lesser essayists and
novelists.
MODERN PROSE. Two or three credit hours. This course
is intended to acquaint students with representative
English and American prose since 1900. Readings from
the novel, the short story, the essay, the drama, and
biography are chosen.
MODERN POETRY. Two or three c~edit hours. British and
American poetry from the late nineteenth ce~tury to the
present, with a study of influence on the twentIeth century
poetry, and an evaluation o~ movements and poets
according to principles studied m En 31.
AMERICAN LITERATURE. Three credit hours. Studies in the
periods of American literature, in the ideas pre.sented, .in




The courses in Hpeech ara adminiHtpred by the Department of
English. No speech cournc, howpvpr, will 1m accepted in the Depart-
ment of English as a SUbRtitutp for any I<~ng1ish course.
190. NEWMAN. '1'111' lrl,,,t,lIf II .1: II i",:rNitl/. Two credit hours. A
R~udy of N(>wmlln RPORltlOn 111 tho oducationallife of his
limPR and aftpr, of t1w phiioHophical basis of the Ide
I f · I' I I" a,ane 0 ItH Itprary anc rl' IgloUH aAppetR.
191. MODI~RN CATITOLIC WItITIo;IlH. Two credit hours. A review
of the work of thp prinl'iplf! Catholic prose writers of
I<~ngland and Am(>riell Hincp N/'wman and Brownson.
192. CHESTERTON. Two crPflit hourH. A study of the life and
work of Gilbert K. Chl'Hterton as a man of letters and as
expositor of thll Calholic Faith.
194. TUTORIAL C!H1H8E. Cr(>dit to he arranged. A course of
directed rpading und undprgraduate research for the
writing of torm-paperH and other major assignments,
199. SENIOR TUTORIAL CourtSI';' Two crodit hours. A course of
directed reading and undcrgraduate research required of
all majors in their Henior year.
PULPIT ADDRESS. Milford Division. Two credit hours. The
elements of pulpit address.
PULPIT ADDRESS. Milford Division. 'fwo credit hours. A
critical study of sermon structure, style, and delivery.
History and Political Science (Hs)
AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1865. Two or three credit hours. An
examination of the influences which have shaped the
soda!, economic, and political history of the United States
from the colonial period to the end of the Civil War.
AMERICAN HISTORY SINCID 1865. Two or three credit hours.
A continuation of IfR 5. Discusses the personages and the
mov('montH which have eontrihuted to a unified national
life anrI the pxpanRion of the United States as a world
powpr.
AMERICAN GOVERNMEN'!·. Six credit hours. The essential
features and organization of national, state, and local
government. The constitutional basis of government,
federalism, the mechanisms of popular control, the legis-






The History Department aims at a three-fold purpose: (a) in-
formational, assisting students to obtain an accurate knowledge of
past events by a familiar use of the best secondary and primary
sources; (b) disciplinary, developing intellectual perspicacity in an
untiring quest for truth and critical acumen in evaluating evidence;
(c) cultural, promoting an objective but sympathetic attitude toward
personages and problems of various times, improvement of both taste
and historical imagination.
Hs 1 and 2 are introductory in the Department and are required
of all undergraduates except pre-medical stUdents who may sub-
stitute Hs 5 and n. Concentration majors should be planned with a
certain unity; hence programs of history majors must be approved
by the Director of the Department.
1. MODERN EmwpE, 1500-1830. Three credit hours. The
purpose of this course is to provide a background not only
for work in history, but also in literature, philosophy, and
the scienceH. It is a comprehensive survey of the political,
social, and economic history of Europe from the sixteenth
century.
2. MODERN EIIIWpE, 1830-lfI36. Three credit hours, A con-
tinuation of HH I.
7,8.
AMERICAN LITgltATUlm To UWO. Nl'lirtiny Division. Two
credit hourR.
AMI~IUCAN LITImATIIln; ~INn; I ~n(J. l~'/1eniny Division Two
credit hourR. .
PmNCJI'LER OJo'Sl'EI';CII. UIH' to thr,!{! credit hours, A study
of (>]r,m(>ntal fUe/rml gl.lvprning good speech content and
spr,aking hubitH in arlrln'HH; lJr~:anizution und development
of irIc!UH; corr(>e(, anrl d iHtilwt oral diction, vocal form,
!HlRturo, platform tllllllrll'rH,
I'H1NCU'l,/';s ()!o' SI'I·;I';CU. () Ill' to th rl'(, ef(nIit hours. A con.
tinuation uf Ex I with pnll'tiCI' in thll various types of
public arIrIrc'flR.
ADVANCIW E1·'I"I·;CTI VI'; SPEECH. Dtw or two credit hours.
An aclvllncprl ('rilie'al Ht udy of HI)(!('eh Htrllcture, style, and
dr.livpry in formal platform arIrIre'Hfl.
ADVANCED }<;/o'I·-gCTIVI'; SJ>}~I·:Cll. Onrl or two credit hours. A
















FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT. Evening Division. Two
credit hours. A general survey of American governmental
principles, and a study of the Federal Constitution and
the organization and functions of the National Govern-
ment. The principles of state government; the relations
of state and federal government.
POLITICAL PARTIES. Evenht(1 lJivisiort. Two credit hours.
The development of political parties in the United States.
Importance and operations of this extra-constitutional
element in American government. State parties and
practical policies in local government.
Upper Division Courses
SURVEY OF ANCIENT HISTORY. Three credit hours. Egypt,
Babylonia, Assyria, Persia, the Greek city states, the
Roman Republic and the Roman Empire. Social,
economic, and constitutional developments receive special
attention.
CRITICAL PERIODS IN ANCIENT HISTORY. Three credit hours.
The achievements of the Age of Pericles, Plato, and the
Sophists; Alexander and the spread of Hellenism; the
Roman Republic and the Augustan Era. Emphasis is
placed upon culture and literature.
EARLY MIDDLE AGES, 300-1300. Two or three credit hours.
The outstanding personages and events during the period
when Europe became Christian. Social and economic
trends are stressed.
LATE MIDDLE AGES, 1300-1500. Two or three credit hours.
A continuation of HR 111 with particular attention to the
new secularism observable in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries.
ENGLISH HISTORY TO 1603. '1'hrel, credit hours. An explana-
tion of the complex factors of English history from the
earliest times to the death of Elizabeth with special
reference to political events and social conditions.
ENGLISH HISTORY SINCE 1G03. Three credit hours. A con-
tinuation of Hs 121 with nmphasis upon the struggle for











ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. Three credit hours.
An examination of the development of the English con-
stitution from Anglo-Saxon and the Norman times to the
present. The evolution of the English Parliament.
ENGLISH SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY. Three credit hours.
Prerequisite: Hs 125. Beginning with an inquiry into
English feudalism and the manor, a study is made of the
nature of medieval commerce, the growth of towns, the
effects of exploration, the Industrial Revolution and its
transformations.
THE AMERICAN COLONIES, 1492-1763. Three credit hours.
Discovery and exploration of North America; Spanish,
French, and English settlements. Early political, economic,
and social conditions in the colonies.
THE UNITED STATES, 1763-1865. Three credit hours. Pre-
requisite: Hs 141. The American Revolution. The Con-
federation, and the Constitution. Washington, Hamilton,
and the Federalists; Jefferson, Madison, and the Re-
publicans; the era of Andrew Jackson; the slavery ques-
tion; the Civil War.
THE UNITED STATES, 1865-1936. Three credit hours. Pre-
requisite: Hs 151. The problem of Reconstruction; west-
ward expansion; the railroads; the developments in
agriculture and industry; the rise of the cities; modern
inventions and their influence upon American life, culture,
and society. The United States becomes a world power.
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. Three
credit hours. A discussion of the American form of govern-
ment from the end of the colonial period to the administra-
tion of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
THE RENAISSANCE. Two credit hours. The cultural achieve-
ments of European society between 1300 and 1600 with
some attention to social and economic changes.
THE PROTESTANT REVOLT AND THE CATHOLIC REFORM. Two
credit hours. Prerequisite: Hs 171. The religious upheaval
of the sixteenth century which destroyed the unity of
Christendom; Lutheranism, Calvinism, Anglicanism;






D4. MECHANICAL DRAWING. Three credit hours. Working
drawings. Detail and assembly drawings of simple ma-
chines or structures. Blue-printing from tracings.
MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. Six credit hours. Algebraic
operations. Logarithms. The principles of interest and
discount with applications to annuities, amortization and
sinking funds, capitalization, depreciation, valuation of
bonds, life insurance, and allied topics. Two semesters.
TRIGONOMETRY. Three credit hours. Definitions of the
trigonometric functions, their mutual relations; solution
of right and oblique triangles; logarithms; trigonometric
equations and identities; inverse functions; graphs of the
functions; applications.
COLLEGE ALGEBRA. Three credit hours. Review of funda-
mental operations and principles; quadratic equations;
systems of quadratics; variation; progressions; logarithms;
permutations and combinations; probability; determi-
nants; complex numbers; theory of equations; partial
fractions.
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Three credit hours. Prerequisites: Mt
3 and 4. Cartesian and polar coordinates; loci and their
equations; discussion of the properties of the straight line
and of the conic sections.
32. PLANE SURVEYING. Three credit hours. Prerequisite: Mt 3.
Elementary theory and practice with sufficient field work
to insure familiarity with the ordinary surveying instru-
ments and methods; mapping; solution of problems.
1,2.
Upper Division Courses
111, 112. THEORETICAL MECHANICS. Six credit hours. Described as
Ph 111 and 112.
The courses in Mathematics are intended to aid in the develop-
ment of exact and rigorous methods of thought; to give the student
the mathematical background and preparation necessary in every
field of science and business; to prepare for teaching or for graduate
work in mathematics or science.
Mt 3, 4, and 6 are required as prerequisites for upper division
courses. A concentration major must include Mt 151, 152, 158, 154,
and 199.
Mathematics (Mt)
181. HISTORY OF RUSSIA. Three credit hours. The history of
Russia from the earliest times to the Bolshevist Revolu-
tion of 1918; Communist Russia under Lenin and Stalin.
187. THE WORLD SINCE 1914. Two or three credit hours. Begin-
ning with a study of conditions which led to the World
War, the course is concerned with the War and its effects,
the peace treaties, the attempt to apply the principle of
collective security by the League of Nations, the temporary
triumph of democracy.
"188. THE WORLD SINCE 1914. Two or three credit hours. A
continuation of Hs 187 with interest directed to the growth
of Communism in Russia, Fascism in Italy, and Naziism
in Germany.
191. CURRENT HISTORY. Two credit hours. The object of this
course is to take up events of current interest and apply
to them the methods of historical evidence and research.
192. CURRENT HISTORY. Two credit hours. A continuation of
Hs 191 with the same aims and methods.
199. SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of
all majors in their senior year.
D1.
D2.
MECHANICAL DRAWING. One credit hour. Use of letteringj
an introduction to orthographic projection. 'rhree hours
of drawing room practice each week.
DESCRIPnVEl GEOMETRY. Four credit hours. The theory of
projection drawing: orthographic, perspective, and pic-
torial. Problems in projection of points and lines, and
problems involving planes. Intersection and development





MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. Three credit hours. Prere-
quisites: Mt 1 and 2 or Mt 4. Representation of statistical
data; averages; dispersion; correlation; skewness; sam-
pling; the normal curve; empirical equations; applica-
tions.
THEORY OF EQUATIONS. Three credit hours. Determinants;
systems of linear equations; theorems on the roots of
equations; roots of unity; construction of roots; numerical
solutions and symmetric functions.
85
There are two objectives in the sequence of courses offered by
the Department of Military Science. The first of these objectives is
to qualify the students for positions of leadership in time of national
emergency. A second objective is to be found in the earnest endeavor
of the Department to inculcate a knowledge of the duties and privi.









DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS. Three credit hours. Fundamental
notions of variables, functions, limits, derivatives, and
differentials; differentiation of the ordinary algebraic,
exponential, and trigonometric functions with geometric
applications to maxima and minima, curvature, inflexions
and envelopes; Taylor's formula.
INTEGRAL CAWULUS. Three credit hours. The nature of
integration; elementary processes and integrals; geometric
applications to area, length, volume, and surface; partial
derivatives and multiple integrals; use of infinite series in
integration.
ADVANCED CALCULUS. Three credit hours. Prerequisite:
Mt 152. Special topics in the differential and integral
calculus.
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Three credit hours. Prerequisite:
Mt 152. Solution of ordinary differential equations; appli.
cations to geometry and physics. Solution in series.
SOLID ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Three credit hours. An intro-
ductory treatment of the point, plane, straight line and
surface of revolution; analysis of the general equation of
the second degree; systems of coordinates.
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. Three credit hours. Line coordi-
nates; principle of duality; metric and projective proper-
ties; double ratio; collineation and involution.
SPECIAL READING AND STUDY FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS.
Credit to be arranged.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of
all majors in their senior year.
Military Science (MS)
and ideals of the American form of government. There are physical
and mental benefits which constitute real and visible assets to the
individual.
The complete program of instruction comprises two years of
lower division or basic courses and two years of upper division or
advanced courses. The technique of Motorized Field Artillery is the
principal content of all courses.
The basic courses are designed to acquaint the student with the
fundamentals of the arm; to develop initiative, confidence and
ability; to prepare for the instruction of untrained citizens in the
duties of privates, corporals, and sergeants, and to train squads and
sections for, and lead them in, combat.
The advanced courses qualify a limited number of selected
students for commissions in the Officers' Reserve Corps. Admission
to MS 101 will depend on the fulfillment of the following conditions:
a. The applicant shall have filed a request with the Director
within the dates annually announced.
b. The applicant shall have completed MS 1, 2, 31, and 32.
Equivalence of basic courses completed in some other arm will be
determined by the Director.
c. The applicant shall have demonstrated exceptional qualities
of leadership and good scholarship.
d. The applicant shall have agreed to perform six summer-
weeks of experimental work at camp after the completion of MS 101
and 102. This work must be done under designated military super-
vision.
Further information regarding all courses will be found in the
Corps Regulations issued by the Department.
1, 2. FIRST YEAR BASIC. Four credit hours. Orientation. National
Defense Act and R.O.T.C. Obligations of citizenship.
Military history and policy. Military discipline, cour-
tesies, and customs. Sanitation and first aid. Organiza-
tion of the Army and of the Field Artillery. Map reading.
Leadership. Elementary gunnery; service of the piece.
Field Artillery. Ammunition and Materiel. Two lectures,
three hours of field work. Two semesters.
31, 32. SECOND YEAR BASIC. Four credit hours. Fire control instru-
ments; battery communications; duties of the members of
BC detail. Leadership. Operation and maintenance of
Field Artillery motor transport. Two lectures, three hours




other students who take upper division courses in. the Department
of Modern Languages will be advised in the selectlOn of courses by
the Director.
Upper Division Courses
101, 102. FIRST YEAR ADVANCED. Six credit hours. Administration.
Defense against chemicals. Aerial photograph reading.
Duties of battery officers. Field Artillery signal communi-
cations. Use of battery commander's detail. Liaison with
Infantry. Leadership. Elementary ballistics and dis-
persion. Preparation of fire; conduct of fire; fire com-
mands. Motor vehicles. Pistol marksmanship. Two
lectures, three hours of field work. Two semesters.
103, 104. SECOND YEAR ADVANCED. Six credit hours. Military
history and policy. Property; emergency procurement and
funds. Military Law. Officers' Reserve Corps Regula-
tions. Command and instruction of student organizations.
Transport. Tactics. Field Artillery subjects. Two lectures,
three hours of field work. Two semesters.
Modern Languages
The courses in this Department are in the French, German, and
Spanish languages. The nature of the courses and their content are
such as to secure the following sequence of objectives:
a. A reading knowledge sufficient to fulfill the lower division
objective in the field of modern language.
b. A mastery of grammar and syntax, and an acquaintance
with the elements of style as an immediate preparation for the study
of literature. This objective will also include an ability to converse
with correct pronunciation and natural inflexion.
c. A knowledge and appreciation of the literature of the
language.
d. An acquaintance with the history and culture of the people
from which the language comes.
Because a reading knowledge of at least one modern language
is a prescribed objective of the lower division, a reading test will be
given Freshman students, who enter with two or more high school
units in modern language, to determine whether or not their previous
preparation will satisfy the requirement.
Freshman students, having no modern language in high school,
will be required to take two semesters of reading courses.
Two years of lower division work or the equivalent will be













READING COURSE. Four credit hours. A Systemati~a!IY
progressive course designed to give the student faCIlity
in reading such popular French reading ma~ter as nev:s-
papers and magazine articles. The course WIll emphaSIze
sight reading with only a minimum of grammar.
READING COURSE. Four credit hours. A continuation of
Fr 1.
SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four. credit hours. ~.studY of
grammar and syntax with readmg and compositlOn as an
introduction to upper division work.
SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four credit hours. A con-
tinuation of Fr 31.
Upper Division Courses
ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours. An
advanced course in syntax and composition.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hourS. An
advanced course in stylistics.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. Formal and infor~al m?et-
ings for the study of articulation, accent, and mflectlOn.
Conversation will be emphasized.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. A continuation of Fr 111.
MODERN FRENCH PROSE. Three credit hours. The study of
novels and short stories by modern prose writers: Erckmann-
Chatrian, Bazin, Corneille, Chateaubriand and others.
THE SHORT STORY. Three credit hours. The reading and
study of representative short story writers.
ORATORY. Three credit hours. A study of Fren?h orators














POETRY. OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Three credit hours
~eadIllgs from Alfred de Vigny, Alfred de Musset L .
tIne, and others. ' amar-
DRAMA. Three credit hours. A reading of dramas chosen
from such authors as Corneille M I'
others. ' a lere, Racine, and
FRENCH LITER.ATURE. Three credit hours. French literature
from early tImes to the close of the reign of Louis XIV.
F~ENCH LrrERATURE. Three credit hours. French literature
III the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries.
THE MYSTIC LITERATURE OF FRANCE. Three credit ho
A stu~y of this type of literature from the time of ~~~
CouncIl of Trent to the Encyclopredists.
FREN?H CIVILIZATION. Three credit hours. Medieval French
?OCI~ty.. Cultural tradition. Modern political and social
InstItutIOns.
CONTEMPORARY CATHOLIC WRITERS Th e d't h
Th C th l' . . . I' e cre lours.
. e a a .IC SPIrIt in French literature. The Catholic
lIterary reVIval in France.
SE~IOR TUTORI~L COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
dlrect~d re.admg. and undergraduate research required of
all maJors m theIr senior year.
READING ?OURSE. Four credit hours. A systematically
prog:esslve Course designed to give the student facility in
readmg such popular German reading matter as news-
p.apers an~ ma~azine articles. The course will emphasize
sIght readmg wIth only a minimum of grammar.















ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours. An
advanced course in s!ntax and composition.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours. An
advanced course in stylistics.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. Formal and informal meet-
ings for the study of articulation, accent, and inflection.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. A continuation of Gr 111.
GERMAN PROSE WRITERS. Three credit hours. The study
of novels and short stories by German prose writers:
Freytag, Hauff, Herbert, Stifter, Navalis, Brentano.
Eichendorff.
SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. Three credit hours. For students pre-
paring for scientific courses which require a facility in the
reading of scientific literature.
THE GERMAN DRAMA. Three credit hours. Dramas of
Goethe, Schiller, and Lessing, characteristics of the
German drama with a survey of its development.
GERMAN LITERATURE. Three credit hours. The develop-
ment, forms. and characteristics of German literature
before the eighteenth century. Selected readings.
GERMAN LITERATURE. Three credit hours. The literature of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
SCHILLER. Two credit hours. Schiller's life and works, and
the literary movements of the nineteenth century are
studied.
GOETHE. Two credit hours. Lectures and readings in
Goethe's works, together with a study of his life and times.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of




SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four credit hours. A study of
?,rammar.and syntax with reading and composition as an
mtroductlOn to upper division work.
SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four credit hours. A continua-
tion of Gr 31.
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Spanish (Sp)
1. READING COURSE. Four credit hours. A systematically
progressive course designed to give the student facility in
reading such popular Spanish reading matter as news-
papers and magazine articles. The course will emphasize
sight reading with a minimum of grammar.
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Any declaration of the general aim of the Department of Phil-
osophy would be to define philosophy itself. The student, however,
may assure himself that a well-advised selection of courses and
serious study will result in a recognition of the unity of knowledge
and a helpful alignment of fields of study; acquaintance with the
organization of mental life together with development and control
of its various processes; a power of such constructive criticism as is














READING COURSE. Four credit hours. A continuation of
Sp 1.
SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four credit hours. A study of
grammar and syntax with reading and composition as an
introduction to upper division work.
SYNTAX AND COMPOSITION. Four credit hours. A continua-
tion of Sp 31.
Uppel' Division Courses
ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours. An
advanced course in syntax and composition.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Two or three credit hours. An
advanced course in stylistics.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. Formal and informal meet-
ings for the study of articulation, accent, and inflection.
Conversation will be emphasized.
PHONETICS. Two credit hours. A continuation of Sp 111.
THE EARLY SPANISH NOVEL. Two or three credit hours. A
study of the early Spanish novel, including the Novelas
de Caballerias, Novelas de Amores, and Novelas MoriscaB.
THE SPANISH NOVEL OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Two
or three credit hours. An introduction to the romantic
novel to be followed by a study of the Novela de Transicion
Novela Realista, and Novela Naturalisla, with readings of
Fernan Caballero, Alarc6n, Pereda, Valera, Coloma,
Pardo Bazan, and Valdes.
THE SPANISH NOVEL OF THE TWEN'I'IETH CENTURY. Two or
three credit hours. A study of the novel since 1900.
Readings from Blasco Ibanez, Valle-lnclan, Pio Baroja
Ricardo Le6n, and others. '
EARLY SPANISH POETRY. Two or three credit hours. A
study of the Petral'quislas and Tradicionalistas. Escuela
Salmantina and EBcuela Sevillana. Gongorismo and
Conceptismo.
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY POETRY. Two or three credit hours.
A study of Moratin, Cadalso, Iriarte, Samaniego Jovel-











NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY. Two credit hours. The
romantic poets, particularly, Martinez de la Rosa, Espron-
ceda, Zorrilla, Becquer, Campoamor, Nunez de Arce.
MODERN SPANISH POETRY. Two or three credit hours.
M odernisrno, Creacionisnw, and Surrealismo. Casal,
Ruben Daria, Chocano, Valencia, Lugones, Freyre,
Herrera Reissig, Nervo, Rueda, and Unamuno will be read.
Drama del Siglo de Oro. Two or three credit hours. The
drama of Spain's Golden Age. A special study of Lope de
Vega, Alarc6n, Tirso de Molina, and Calder6n.
THE DRAMA OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Two or three
credit hours. After a brief introduction to the romantic
drama, Gorostiza, Bret6n de los Herreros, L6pez de Ayala,
Tamayo y Baus, Dicenta, Echegarray, Guimera, and
Gald6s will be read.
THE DRAMA OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. Two or three
credit hours. This course treats of Benavente, Linares
Rivas, Marquina, Sierra, Alvarez Quintero, Arniches,
Munos Seca, Gomez de la Serna.
SPANISH LITERATURE. '1'hree credit hours. The period
between the Cr6nicas and the Siglo de Oro.
SPANISH LITERATURE. Three credit hours. The period
between the Siglo de Oro and the romantic movement.
SPANISH CIVILIZATION. Three credit hoUl's. Early Spanish
society. Cultural traditions. Political and social institu-
tions of modern Spain.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and research required of all majors in
their senior year.
Philosophy (PI)
lative. ~nd practical thought; illumination of the rational foundations
of relIgIOn; an enlarged appreciation of the dignity of human nature'
a. p~l~los~phy of life which conforms to the best traditions of Christia~
clVllIzatlOn.
Ps 31 and ~l 34, or PI 31 a~~ 32 are introductory in the Depart-
ment and requll'ed as prereqUlsltes to upper division courses. A
concentration major must include PI 100, 106 111 121 131 1"2
and 199. ' , , ,0,
31, 32. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY. Evening Division. Four
credit hours. The empirical study of the mind and its
no:mative sciences. The theory of knowledge and the
phIlosophy of man. The metaphysics of the physical
world and of Infinite Being.
34. LOGIc. Two credit hours. The science of clearness, correct-
ness, and order in the fundamental operations of the
intellect. The course is integrated with Ex 1 so as to







METAPHYSICS OF REALITY. Three credit hours. An analytic
study of .the ultimate principles of being, together with
the theorJes of act and potency, good and evil, substance
and accident, space, time, and causation.
METAPHYSICS OF MATTER. Three credit hours. An inductive
philosophy which, accepting the discoveries of empirical
sciences, establishes the hylomorphic construct of inorganic
matter.
METAPHYSICS OF INFINITI~ BmNG. Three credit hours. An
inductive inquiry into [-,he question of Infinite Reality
and culminating in the philosophy of Infinite Being. A
purely rational study of the nature and properties of
Infinite Being.
PHILOSOPHY OF MAN. Three credit hours. On the basis of
~mpirical psychology a philosophical analysis is made of
mtellectual and volitional life, of hylomorphic human
nature, and of the unity of the human being.
PHILOSOPHY OF KNOWLEDGE. Three credit hours. The
problems of truth, certitude, and error. The objective
criteria and principles of knowledge. A critical evaluation













PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS. Three credit hours. A logical con-
struct of the primary and secondary norms of human
conduct on the basis of the philosophy of man and the
metaphysics of Infinite Being.
INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAl, ETHICS. Three credit hours. A
philosophical exposition of the rights and duties of the
individual on the basis of ethical norms. Origin and
theories of society. 'fhe social, economic, and political
relationships of the individual.
PHILOSOPHY OF ANCIENT GREECE. Two or three credit hours.
Derivations of pre-Socratic thought. The transition from
romantic to the rationalistic world-view. Critical study
of the Greek idealists. The philosophy of Aristotle.
THE RISE OF SCHOLASTICISM. Two or three credit hours.
The post-Aristotelian systems. The philosophy of St.
Augustine. The development of the Scholastic system.
Albertus Magnus.
AQUINAS AND THE MODERN REACTIONS. Two or three credit
hours. Scholastic philosophy as presented by St. Thomas
Aquinas. Reactions in Bacon's inductive and Descartes'
deductive systems. Idealism, pantheism, and empiricism.
KANT, KANTIANISM, AND EVOLUTION. Two or three credit
hours. Transitional stages from German idealism to
materialism. The positivistic attitude. Pragmatism and
evolution. Neo-scholastic reaction.
PRESENT DAY THOUGHT. Two or three credit hours.
Nationalism and philosophy. Kantianism and science.
American idealism, romanticism, and materialism. Ameri-
can evolutionists. Transcendentalism, pragmatism. New
realism and critical realism.
Summa Contra Gentiles. Two credit hours. A reading and
discussion of this work of St. Thomas Aquinas.
ADVANCED STUDY. Credit to be arranged. Directed reading
in some field of philosophy for advanced students.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of




The educational benefits to be derived from a study of the science
of Physics are training in scientific method, acquaintance with the
historical development of physical science, and a knowledge of the
applications of physical laws which play so large a part in modern
life. In the lower division courses emphasis is laid on the intelligent
comprehension of basic principles rather than on description of
interesting applications. The upper division courses are intended as
a preparation for science tmtehing or for graduate work in the physical
sciences.
As an introduction to upper division work in the Department of
Physics, concentration majors will be required to complete Ph 3, 4,
Ch 3 and 4. Ph 1 and 2 may be counted toward a science requirement
but not as a preparation for a science major. A working knowledge
of the differential and integral calculus must be acquired during the
first year's work in the major. With the approval of both depart-
ments, courses in physical chemistry to the extent of six credit hours
may be counted toward the major. Ph 199 may not be included in
fulfillment of minimum requirements.
1. INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL SCIENCE. Four credit hours. A
study of the basic laws and principles of physics with their
applications in the modern world. Stress is put on the
cultural aspects of the subject rather than on technical
details. Three lectures, two hoUl's of laboratory.
2. INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY AND EARTH SCIENCE. Four
credit hours. An introductory course designed to acquaint
the student with the fundamental phenomena, laws, and
processes in the physical universe. 'rhree lectures, two
hours of laboratory.
3, 4. GENERAL PHYSICS. might credit hours. Mechanics, molecular
physics, h(!Ut, sound, light, magnetism, electricity, and
radiation. 'l'hree Jeeturcs, one quiz, and two hours of
laboratory. ~l'wo semrstE!rs.
6. PHYSICS SURVEY. MUjord IJ'ivision. Two credit hours.
Cultural interpretations of the scienc(~ of physics.
U]J]Jer Divis-ion Courses
111, 112. THEORETICAL MECHANICS. Six credit hoUl's. Elementary
theory of the statics, kinetics, and dynamics of particles












HEAT. Three credit hours. The thermal properties of matter;
theory of heat conduction; kinetic theory of matter;
introduction to thermodynamics.
PHYSICAL OPTICS. Three credit hours. Lectures and experi-
mental demonstrations dealing with the phenomena of
reflection, refraction, diffraction, interference, polariza-
tion, dispersion, and spectroscopy.
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Three credit hours. A
lecture course giving a mathematical treatment of the
theory and applications of electricity and magnetism.
INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHYSICS. Three credit hours.
Lectures and discussions of some of the more important
concepts of physics with special emphasis on recent
developments.
(GEOPHYSICS.) EARTHQUAKES. Two credit hours. Nature,
causes, and effects of earthquakes studied in relation to
physical and geological principles. Regional and structural
problems. garthquake-resisting construction. Two hours
of lecture.
(GEOPHYSICS.) Ii:LEMENTARY SEISMOMETRY. The principle,
types, calibration, and operation of seismographs. Nature
and propagation of earthquake waves. Nature and struc-
ture of the earth's interior. Two hours of lecture.
(GEOPHYSICS.) PRACTICAL SEISMOMETRY. Three credit
hours. A laboratory course to accompany Ph 182. Care
and maintenance of seismographs; calibration and adjust-
ment; measurement and reduction of records; calculation
of epicenterll. Other seismographic problems. Six hours
of laboratory.
(GEOPHYSICS.) SPECIAL STUDY IN SEISMOLOGY. Prerequi-
sites: Ph 182 and 184. Advanced study in seismology.
Weekly tutorial direction.
SPECIAl, READING AND STUDY I·'OR ADVANCED STUDENTS.
Credit to be arranged. Reading and laboratory work in
special problems.
SENIOR TUTORIAL COURSE. Two credit hours. A course of
directed reading and undergraduate research required of
all majors)n their:senior year.
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Psychology CPs)
To supply an essential requirement in the cultural development
of the trained man; to provide a fair acquaintance with concepts
necessarily employed in the social sciences; to give point and direction
to the efforts of the learner along the line of self-management: these
are the aims of the group of courses in this Department.
The study of human nature is not the least important element
in the mental acquisitions of a cultured man, not only because of the
intrinsic worth of such discipline, but also because of the many and
unavoidable applications of the same in the fields of ethics, social
endeavor, and everyday practical life. The balance of personality
and judgment possessed by the truly cultivated man is derived in large
measure from the self-knowledge which is made possible by a fair
understanding of human nature. That this study should regularly
include the course in the Philosophy of Man (PI 111) is the convic-
tion shared by the best Neo-scholastic tradition.
While psychology is not offered as a concentration major, enough
scope is possible within the course offerings to round out a social
science major.
Ps 81 is a basic requirement in all curricula and is a prerequisite
for all other courses in psychology.
81. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. Three or four credit hours. Intro-
ductory to all courses in psychology, this course discusses
the organic basis of human activity and the basic mental
processes. Attention is given to the findings of experi-
mental research.
Upper Division Courses
101. PSYCHOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD. 'rwo or three credit hours.
The developmental stages of motor and mental abilities.
Habit-formation, discipline, and instruction. Social be-
havior and personality adjustment.
121. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE. Two or three credit hours.
Physical development. Emotional and intellectual changes.
Mental attitudes and maturation. Habit reorganization
and character formation. Idealism and abnormalities.
Specific problems of adolescence.
131. ApPLIED PSYCHOLOGY. Two or three credit hours. Motiva-
tion; learning: efficiency. Power of suggestion. Applica-
tion of psychological principles to the problems of adver-
tising, salesmanship, employment. The problems of oral
and written expression in music, public speaking, art, and
education.
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134. MENTAL HYGIENE. Two or three credit hours. The problem
of prevention of mental disorder. The mental hygiene
movement. Normality, conflict, adjustment. The neurotic
personality and personality problems. Self-control and
the contented life.
141. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY. Two or three credit hours. Sympto-
matology of mental disorders. Aetiology; psychogenic
and physiogenic factors. Heredity and environmental
factors. The problHm of treatment and cure.
145. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. Two or three credit hours. Social
tendencies and behavior. Social institutions and the
individual. Cooperativeness, imitation, public opinion.
Social control and order.
151. MODERN PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS. Two or three credit
hours. Development of modern psychological thought
from Descartes and Locke. Relations of psychology and
modern sciences. Psychological fads; mental healing.
152. MODERN PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS. Two or three credit
hours. A continuation of Course 151.
161. FOUNDATIONS OF PERSONALITY. Two or three credit hours.
The dynamic foundations of personality. The role of
instinct and emotion. The Ego-problem and personal
identity.
162. PERSONALITY PROBLEMS. Two or three credit hours. A
continuation of Course 161. Special attention to the
problem of self-determination in relation to the environ-
ment.
173. INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION. Two credit
hours. The object, method, and recent evolution of religious
psychology. The nature and psychical structure of reli-
gious exp{!rience, and its relation to other psychical
expericmcp.R, individual and social, normal and abnormal.
Religion CRI)
It is a basic principle of Jesuit education that the moral and
religious training of youth must go hand in hand with intellectual
development. It is not enough merely to integrate fields of knowledge
with religion by the introduction of religious and spiritual points of
view. Formal instruction is also necessary if the student is to have
a religious knowledge adequate for Catholic life and leadership.
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2. SURVEY OF CATHOLIC DOCTRINE. Two credit hours. An
explanation of the divine origin of the Catholic Church
and its principal dogmas of faith and morals.
1. SURVEY OF CHRISTIAN ORIGINS. Two credit hours. A resume
of the rational foundations of Christianity, the nature of
man, and the necessity of faith.
3. FOUNDATIONS OF NATURAL RELIGION. Two credit hours.
An approach to religion from the light of reason. The
existence of God, the nature of man, the necessity of
religion, moral responsibility. (Required of non-Catholic
students.)
Catholic students will be required to complete eight credit hours
of Religion in the lower division. These courses will ordinarilly be
RIll, 12, 31, and 32. Freshmen who have not had formal religious
instruction during high school will take RI 1 and 2 in place of RI
11 and 12.
In keeping with the religious purpose of the College, non.
Catholic students will be required to take Rl 3 and 4. The content
of these courses is such as to meet the desire for religious instruction
without the elements of controversy.
All students will be required to complete eight credit hours in
Christian Culture courses.
MORAL PROBLEMS. Two credit hours. Obedience to parents,
rights in education, suicide, self-defense, war, euthansia,
sterilization, abortion, sex problem, justice, theft, gamb-
ling, lying, calumny, etc., according to the principles of
Catholic morality. Given as So 118.
CHRISTIAN MORALITY. Two credit hours. The object, norm
and criterion of Christian morality. Supernatural merit
and demerit. Man's duties to God according to Christian
revelation. Given as So 117.
THE LATE MIDDLE AGES, 1300-1500. Two or three credit
hours. A continuation of Hs 111 with particular attention
to the new secularism observable in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Given as Hs 112.
THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES, 300-1300. Two or three credit
hours. The outstanding personages and events during
the period when Europe became Christian. Social and




32. THE SACRAMENTS. Two credit hours. Prerequisite: RI 31.
The meaning, number, condition of validity, effects, and
the necessity of the Sacraments in general. The Sacra-
ments in particular. Special emphasis is given to the
understanding, appreciation of, and the manner of partici-
pating in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.
31. .CREATION AND REDEMPTION. Two credit hours. Prerequisite:
One year of college religion. A rational explanation of
Catholic teaching on the nature of God, the creation of
the universe, the origin of life and of living species, the
origin of man and his fall, the theory of evolution as an
explanation of the universe. The incarnation of Christ,
His redemption of the human race, the fruits of His life
and death applied to the individual by Grace.
112.
15. THE PUBLIC LIFE OF CHRIST. Two credit hours. Study of
the Gospel texts, exigesis of passages, geography and
customs of Palestine in relation to events in the life of
Christ; comparative study of various commentators,
ancient and modern.
111.
CHARACTER FORMATION. Two credit hours. The nature of
the will, principles, motives, proper choice and inculcation
of ideals; habits, their making and unmaking; case-records.
(Required of non-Catholic students.)
FOUNDATIONS OF CHRISTIANITY. Two credit hours. Prere-
quisite: Previous religious training in high school. A
philosophical foundation for the truths of Christianity.
Proofs from reason for the existence of God, the spirituality
and immortality of the human soul, the insufficiency of
natural religion, the probability and signs of revelation,
and the historical value of the Gospels.
THE CHURCH. Two credit hours. Prerequisite: RIll. The
divine authority of the Church of Christ proved by argu-
ments drawn from reason. The claims of Christ to divinity,
the establishment of His Church, its characteristics and







The courses in the Department of Sociology are planned to
meet the need of intelligent interest in the social structure; to acquaint
the student with the problems of the social order; to correlate m the
student mind the purposes and work of social agencies; to tes~ pro-
posed programs of reform and reconstruction .in the .light of SCIence,
philosophy, and religion; to prepare concentratlOn maJor~ for graduate
and professional study in the fields of sociology and SOCIal work.
So 31 and Ec 32 are introductory to upper divisio~ c~urses.
Concentration majors should lay their field of concentratlOn m the
departments of philosophy, psychology, ec~nomics, and sociology











MARRIAGE. Two credit hours. A discussion of problems
connected with marriage: preparation for marriage
marriage legislation, causes of success and failure, indis~
solubility. Given as So 125.
THE FAMILY. Two credit hours. A study of the history
development, social needs, and normal standards of famn;
life. The problems of divorce and birth control in relation
to family stability. The family, the state, and the church.
Given as So 126.
MENTAL HYGIENE. Two or three credit hours. The problem
of prevention of mental disorder. The mental hygiene
movement. Normality, conflict, adjustment. The neurotic
personality and personality problems. Self-control and
the contented life. Given as Ps 134.
EARLY CHRISTIAN POETS. Three credit hours. A selection of
fourth, fifth, and sixth century poems and hymns. Given
as Lt 135.
REBUILDING THE SOCIAL ORDER. Two credit hours. An
analysis and discussion of the papal enclyclicals on the
condition of the working classes and the reconstruction of
the social order. Given as So 150.
THE MYSTIC LITERATURE OF FRANCE. Three credit hours.
A study of this type of literature from the time of the
Council of Trent to the Encyclopredists. Given as Fr 166.
THE PROTESTANT REVOLT AND THE CATHOLIC REFORM. Two
credit hours. The religious upheaval of the sixteenth
century which destroyed the unity of Christendom;
Lutheranism, Calvinism, Anglicanism; Zwingli and the
Anabaptists; the Council of Trent and Catholic Reform.
Given as He 172.
IN'fRODUCTION 'ro PSYCHOLOGY 010' RELIGION. Two credit
hours. The object, method, and recent evolution of reli-
gious psychology. The nature and psychical structure of
religious experience, and its relation to other psychical
experiences, individual and social, normal and abnormal.
Given as Ps 172.
THEORY OF EVOLUTION. Two credit hours. A discussion of
the history and validity of theories of organic evolution.









CONTEMPORARY CATHOLIC WRITERS IN FRANCE. Three
credit hours. The Catholic spirit in French literature.
The Catholic literary revival in France. Given as Fr. 181.
ROMAN PRIVATE LIFE. Two credit hours. Letters of Cicero,
Horace, Pliny, and Seneca illustrating standards of
Roman life. Effects of later Christian culture. Given as
Lt 182.
Summa Contra Gentiles. Two credit hours. A reading and
discussion of this work of St. Thomas Aquinas. Given
as PI 185.
NEWMAN. The Idea of a University. Two credit hours. A
study of Newman's position in the educational life of his
times and after, of the philosophical basis of the Idea, and
of its literary and religious aspects. Given as En 190.
MODERN CATHOLIC WRITERS. Two credit hours. A review
of the work of the principle Catholic prose writers of
England and America since Newman and Brownson.
Given as En 191.
CHESTERTON. Two credit hours. A study of the life and
work of Gilbert K. Chesterton as a man of letters and as
expositor of the Catholic Faith. Given as En 192.
THE CHURCH AND SCIENCE. Two credit hours. The relations
between the Church and the scientific world. The question
of the incompatibility of religion and science. The Church's
contributions to science. The philosophy of science.







SOCIAL HYGIENE-PERSONAL. Two credit hours. Thi
course includes a brief study of anatomy; nervous an~
muscular system; circulation; respiration; digestion
mental hygiene; classification of diseases and their caus~
and their preventive factors-tuberculosis, cancer, dia-
betes, heart disease, social diseases, dietary deficiency
diseases.
SOCIAL HYGIENE-COMMUNITY. Two credit hours. This
course treats of the fundamental principles of sanitation
science and disease prevention and their application to
water supply, milk and general food supply, disposal of
waste, refuse and sewage, air supply, the problems of
house, tenement and industrial sanitation, and the spread
and control of infectious diseases.
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY. Three credit hours. A study
of the associated life of mankind. The structural elements
of society. Social institutions, their normal functions and
their problems. The regulation and improvement of
social life.
Upper Division Courses
SOCIAL HISTORY. Three credit hours. A survey of ancient
medieval and modern social movements. Social value of
the Mosaic law and Christian practice with special em-
phasis on industrial democracy. A review of modern
reforms, factory legislation, workingmen's compensation,
social insurance, profit sharing and industrial cooperation.
The Church in modern social problems.
LABOR PROBLEMS. Two or three credit hours. An analysis
and discussion of problems confronting the wage earner.
The labor market, wage levels, women and children in
industry, working conditions of the employee. Methods
of dealing with these problems; collective bargaining,
personal organization, and social insurance. Given as
Ec 102.
SOCIAL PROBLEMS. Two or three credit hours. A study of
the various social problems: natural resources, and popu-
lation movement; population growth and decline; poverty









CHRISTIAN MORALITY. Two credit hours. The object,
norm and criterion of morality. Supernatural merit and
demerit. Man's duties to God according to Christian
revelation.
MORAL PROBLEMS. Two credit hours. Obedience to parents,
rights in education, suicide, self-defense, war, euthansia,
sterilization, abortion, sex problem, justice, theft, gamb-
ling, lying, calumny, etc., according to the principles of
Catholic morality.
MARRIAGE. Two credit hours. A discussion of problems
connected with marriage: preparation for marriage,
marriage legislation, causes of success and failure, indis-
solubility.
THE FAMILY. Two credit hours. A study of the history,
development, social needs, and normal standards of family
life. The problems of divorce and birth control in relation
to family stability. The family, the state, and the Church.
PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS. Three credit hours. In this course are
treated the general and basic principles of man's moral
life; the nature of the moral act; the distinction between
moral good and moral evil; moral habits; natural and
positive law, conscience, rights and duties. Given as
PI 131.
INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL ETHICS. Three credit hours. The
application of the general principles of ethics to particular,
individual, and social rights and obligations; the right to
life, honor, property; the rights and obligations of domestic
society, marriage and divorce; civil society, its nature and
forms; the rights of civil authority; Church and State;
the ethics of international relations, peace and war.
Given as PI 132.
SOCIAL ETHICS. Three credit hours. An application .of
Christian ethics to economic phenomena and the SOCIal
life of man. The social aspect of property and labor.
Contractual relationship; woman's rights; capital a~d
labor; strikes, lockouts and boycotts; pu~lic ownerSh1?
and control; monopolies and modern fmance; pubhc





EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY. Two credit h
a s~cial institution. The relation of ed o~r~. The school as
social and political change. ucatlOn to economics,
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THE VERY REVEREND WALTER A. RODDY, S.T.D.
VALEDICTORY
VINCENT EDWARD SMITH, '38
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
THE HONORABLE DANIEL FLORENCE CaHALAN, A.M., LL.D.
PRIZES AND HONORS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS
Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Medal
VINCENT EDWARD SMI'l'H, '38
The Alumni Oratorical Medal-G. DANIEL BRUCH, '38
Verkamp Debate Medal-ALBERT ANTHONY STEPHAN, '38
English Medal--Gift of Xavier University Alumnae Association to
the Student of Xavier University Winning the Highest Place
in the Intercollegiate English Contest-First Place
VINCENT EDWARD SMITH, '38
The Ragland Latin Medal-Founded by Mr. Howard N.Ragland, '04
VINCENT EDWARD SMITII, '38
The David Snyder Religion Medal-Founded by Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Snyder
WILLIAM JOSEPH BAEHNER, '38
Junior Philosophy Medal-Founded by Martin G. Dumler, LL.D., '27
WILLIAM JOSEPH RIELLY, '39
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French Medal-Gift of Mrs. Frederick Wallis Hinkle, LL.D., '24
CHARLES LUCIEN McEvoy, '38
Spanish Medal-RoBERT EDWARD CUMMINS, '38
German Prize-Gift of the Germanistic Society of Cincinnati
JOSEPH MARTIN AYLWARD, '39
The Colonel Charles F. Williams Military Scholarship Award
WILLIAM JOSEPH RIELLY, '39
Pro Alma Matre Honor Key
G. DANIEL BRUCH VINCENT EDWARD SMITH
CHARLES LUCIEN McEvoy ALBERT ANTHONY STEPHAN
PRIZES AND HONORS IN THE EVENING DIVISION




The Kappa Sigma Mu Economics Award
JAMES A. RYAN
The English Prize-In Memory of Dr. Peter J. O'Donnell for the
Best Critical Essay in the Advanced English Class
of the Evening Division
JULIA MATHEWS
The Kappa Sigma Mu Membership Award
GEORGE BUESCHER
The J. D. Cloud Prize
CHARLES BAEHNER





















BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
PAUL MICHAEL KELLY



























B.ACHELOA OF SCIENCE-lN EDUCATION
I i}c.. e~ ftlM'y -P..~( 'j;} e I Q,~ Q u 5. rI "'1\
ANN L. FINN ., • • P.
MARGARET M. LINNIHAN
SISTEH MARY CLETA SCHRODER, S.N.D.
BACHELOR QIi' PHILOSOPHY




























I"RANK R. HANRAHAN, JR.
ROBI<mT .JAMgS HOPI·'MANN
CHARLES VEIWIL PFAHLER
HOWARD NICHOLAS RAGl,AND, JR.
BACI-mLOR OF LITERATURE
JOSEPH CASIMIR OSUCH, S.J.
BACHELOR OF ARTS
VINCENT HENRY BECKMAN, JR.
EDWARD CLARENCE BENSON
LAWRENCE H. DAPPER
ELMER CHARLES FLAMM (cum laude)
CLARENCE FRANCIS HOLLEY
SISTEIt MARY STELLA KELZ, O.S.B.
EDWARD JOHN KENNEDY, JR.
LAWRENCE EGIDIUS KUHLMANN (cum laude)
HERMAN A. MANUS
CHARLES LUCIEN McEvoy (summa cum laude)
JAMES EDWARD O'TOOLE
WILLIAM ROBERT Russ
RICHARD ALBERT SCHUCHERT, S.J.
VINCENT EDWARD SMITH (summa cum laude)
ALBERT ANTHONY STEPHAN (cum laude)
CLETUS JOHN STOESER
SIHTEH MAltY MIRIAM THOMPSON, O.S.U.
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Register of Students
1938-1939
S M Maf,n'erlte a,S.F.; DsBeckmeyer. ,r.. .~ 'Oldenburg, Ind,
...... CincinnatiBell Jllmes:, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CincInnatiHl,n: Hoy; D ' "," Cincinnati
Ilenderl Jack Ste~h.n; IE : : :: :: :CincJn.nati
nenc !Jorothy F" D in CincInnati
Benk~...r. ftobert Al)thony; 1 ., .•.... Cincinnati
ilcnning, Dorothy; U , , . ,Cincinnati
Berding, Ilernard: 0, , Cincinnati
llerens. Jame!! 'Iraonh3:~ffaon" 'a"E: :::: ::: .LocklKand
llergamyer, ,0 'Covington y.
Berger, Henr!ettal J? jj : : : Cincinnati
Bergmann, Irma t~. \:j Cincinnati
Bernardlne, MllrdleA; I( • iJ: BE'::::::::: :OincinnatlBemens, Leonllr re, Covington, Ky,
Ilernel1ll, WlllterJFh·; Dl·E······ South Bend, Ind .Bernero VIetor 0 n; •.. ·D·p. DIl.
Beron, Sr. MIlrY Rosllcla, C.. "MelbourJ>e/ Ky ..
CinC\llnatlBemsenbruegge, Ituth: D : : :Olnclnnatl
B rting Ohllrles: D. , .......•.... , Clncinnlltl
B:rLlng; Robert William; 8E ......:::.' ..... Dent
B I Joseph' D , ......•.
eM er~ IrvIn Franklin; 2E ; .
~:~:eNicholl1ll M.; D ":B~{ .'
Bew!;l Anna; D , .. .. . .. .. .. Clp.11na.tiBlecke~, Ralph; D ...•..•..... , 'i:foVr~gt:on,Il:Y '.
B!edenharn, Helen Wdo D , CincinnatI
Edward' LJ., ••••••••• , •••
Biederman,S M Clementy, S.N.D.; De ..Ky
Blegansky, r. • Oovlngton, .
Ale1Candrla, Ky.
Biery, HarrY1P1111' .. '}"I' '. 'n' ....Fort ThoIDIlB,:ltY 'J
131 gerstall, w am ., •.. .. CincJnnatB1K Frank; D , , .. ,·.· :Cincinnati
l' Herbert· D. , , , , Cincinnati
~I~ci lnrneBt ~I'lmoth~ 4E is 's j'.'ijE' .Cincinnati
B.lrk~nhlluar, HenrYMFranc, .. , Ja.ckSon, Mich .
Tames D.' 2 , .. ,.. . . . . . Tolecio
~1~~t'Il~!!~ John 't.; Ms, ...•. : : : : : : : :bit1cflmatj
BlellSlng. vIncent; .0 ..•.. ".. . ...• Clncmnat!
Bl I er Helen; D , . . . .. Cincinnati
Bl~ nfltobert Walter; 4E , , 'Cincinnati
Blum' WillIam Leo; IhE"E',' .•.•. , . 'LouisvUle/ :Ky.,Blunt Chllrles Jos~P ; 0 .,., ••• , • ,Cincmnlltl
Bock~lmlm, Virglma; ~ J~h~: 8E ::::, ,CincinKnatl
Bockarstattc, Rat;mon . 1E ' Fort Thomas, 7 Y'Bodde Edward ".enry, .. , . . .Ludlow I"y ..
B de Helen; D , . , , .. .. Cinclnnatl
B~cblnger, Edward; D. , . , .
of Symbols . d'
. M Colle e of Liberal Arts at Mllfor ,
E, College of Liberal Arts, at F;;t';;:i~:: M~, Sur:mer Session, 1988, MiIf~rdj
DowntdWn College, Evemng C II ' • 1 Freahman' 2 Sophomorej 8, JUnIor;erSession, 1938, Downtown 0 ege, , , ,
; U, Unclassified.
Jose h Paul; IE. . . .. FalmrN~~fn~:tl
Ine; D .. 'E' , , , ....•. Glnc:lnnatl
JOlllph;2 K
• nclll; n,. . .Ne.wP,ort, Ye'!
. C nelnna.. 'h: iE,South Ft. ·Mltchell. Ky.
la' 0 S.U.: Da. t.uulllvlll:t Ky I
. D.. ·, , .. , Cl~h~~r;t
.; '0 "Norwood
; D•••...•• ' , . • . . . .('J clnnati................... 'lw' Va
JellllO: IE .. , Rellno. I
Wallace: lE Glnclnnat
Willfam; liE. , . , Clnc-innatl
tin Peter; lE.. Fort WaylnaJ Indt
'
l.... , .. Clnc,nna
.. j~liri; .iFf::: Newgrrtr~tiFrank. Jr.: 2E C(n~l~natl
D •........... , " n i'!lati
I Robert; D , , .. gl~~~nati
Josepn E.: D , , Ak 1'1
John Robert; 2E. . . . .. " A~n
rd, J08llph Martin: 4E , ..
., b G • 0 Cincinnati"or ert 'l ~ .' ••....... , • : : (:lnclnnntl
clen 11'1., D " CI cI natI
. D ....•... " . .. . .... 'N'or~ood
; D·················· N tWood.; D................ 0
oseph Howard; Da. UE'li 0 t Ky
. .N::Po~t; Ky:aeL.• D P t
A11.Jr.: D .. " . , . . .. ,N"w8rr fnnat'l
rt L''rIlnels; n, , 6t~lnnatl
delaide' D. , , , ..•.... '. n
. M. Mllureen, S.N.lJ.lC.t.'S
I
t n "y
,ov n~ 0 f ""icrnard Lnwrllncc: llE . , .... ,Inc nKat
Imer; D , . ; NuwP(ortl Y
titoer, Robert Theophlle; 2l',., .. C ne nlnn
dAli 'D 1 nwrenceburg, n .ec, " ,." I g In
Mary; D ,LawreR'l\,ur • Ky'
William 0.: D, , .. " c ~~~Innati
Cat~erlne; D , .. Of cinnatl
LWoule; D. : 'M' , .. . . ChIC~gO, Ill.
alter G., 8............. Piqua
Herbert Charlo.; 8E , .. Ch1clnnatJ
aul Clem: 3E CI cinnatl
• Margaret: D ' . 1'1
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
BACHELOR 01<' SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
PAUL JOSEPH HEFELE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
SISTER MARY Lucy OBERMEIER, a.s.B.
SISTER MARIE GRACE BHUEGGEMANN, C.D.P.
SISTER MAHY ELYSE CODE, S.N.D.
SISTER M. CORDIS IiiI1,I~RS, S.N.D.
SrSTmR M. KATHLEEN I"EENEY, O.S.B.
SIsTlm MARY FLAVIA GUENTHNER, a.s.u.
SIS1'ER MARY COLUMIIA ISIIANSJ<I, O.S.U.
SISTf~lt Cl,(J1'ILIJl~ MOLI'r<lR, O.S.U.
SIS'rI~lt MARY DE LOURDES SULl,IVAN, KG.S.
SIS'fER MAlty ALllEWI'A WOLfo', O.S.B.
SISTlm JOSEI'll rrmmSA Zms, C.D.P.
SISTER M. CLEMENTY BIEGANSKY, S.N.D.
SISTER MARY CAMILLID FAUST, S.N.D.
SISTER MARIE BILLIART GEBHART, S.N.D. de N.
SrSTER CLARA OF THE BLESSED SACRAMEN'r I-IEIDELMAN, S.N.D. de N.
SISTER LORETTO OF THE S. I-I. Koo, S.N.D. rIe N.
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Abraham, Joseph Paul: 1E Falmouth, Ky.
Abrams, Geraldine: D Cincinnati
Abrams, Walter Joseph: 2E Cincinnati
Ackerman, Joseph Francis: 1E Newport, Ky.
Adams, Betty: D Cincinnati
Adams, Gustav Joseph: 1E .South Ft. Mitchell, Ky.
Ahlaus, Sr. M. Bertilla, O.s.U.: Ds .Louisville, Ky.
Ainsworth, Virginia: D •.............. Cincinnati
Albers, Joseph H.: D Cheviot
A1lsn, John K.: D Norwood
Allen, Spencer: D Cincinnat.i
Altizer, Herman Jesse: 1E Roanoke, Va.
Anderson, Elmer Wallace: 1E Cincinnati
Anderson, Thomas William: 3E Cincinnati
Ankenbruck, Martin Peter: IE.. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Ante, Frank: D Cincinnat.i
Antonelli, Robert John: 4E Newport, Ky.
Wilson Frank, Jr.: 2E Cincinnati
ank: D Cincinnati
ampe, Robert: D Cincinnati
Aueting, Joseph B.: D Cincinnati
Aylward, ,John Robert; 2E Akron
Aylward, Joseph Martin: 4E Akron
Backhus, Norbert G.: D Cincinnati
Backscheider, Helen M.: D Cincinnati
Bacon, Lenora!' D " ..•..•............ Cincinnat.i
Baehner, Char es: D Norwood
Baker, Robert L.: D , Norwood
'Ballance, Joseph Howard: Ds, UE, D
Newport, Ky.
Ballance, Mae L.: D ; Newport, Ky.
Bankemper, AI, Jr.: D Newport! Ky.
Barry, Robert Francia; IE CinCInnati
Bauman, Adelaid.."; D Cincinnati
Bauman, Sr. M. Maureen, S.N.D.; DB
Covington, Ky.
Baumann, Bcrnard Lawrence: 3E Cincinnati
Baumann, Elmer; D Newport, Ky.
Baumgartner, Robert Theophile: 2E.... Cincinnati
Bechtel, Alice: D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Bechtel, Mary: D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
l::~;ol,J"illia~ 0.; D Belle':'lOr Ky ..
f, atherme; D CIncmnatI
Becker, Louis; D , , Cincinnati
Becker, Walter G:i, Ms Chicago, Ill.
Beckert, Herbert uharlcs: 3E Piqua
Beekman, Paul Clem: 3E Cincinnati
Beckmeyer, Margaret: D Cincinnati
"Died: February 18, 1939.
Beckmeyer, Sr. M. Marguerite, O.S.F.: Ds
Oldenburg, Ind.
Bell, James; D Cincinnati
Bell, Roy: D Cincinnati
Bender, Jack Stephen; IE Cincinnati
Bene, Dorothy F.: D Cincinnati
Benkeser, Robert Anthony: IE Cincinnati
Benning, Dorothy: D Cincinnati
Berding, Bernard; D Cincinnati
Berens, James Jonn; IE Cincinnati
Bergamyer, Roland Wilson: 3E Lockland
Berger, Henrietta: D .........•.. Covington, Ky.
Bergmann, Irma R.: D Cincinnati
Bernardine, Marie; D Cincinnati
Bernens, Leonard Alfred: 3E Cincinnati
Bernens, Walter F.: D Covington, Ky.
Bernero, Victor John; IE South Bend, Ind.
Beron, Sr. Mary Rosilda, C.D.P.: Ds ,
Melbourne, Ky.
Berssenbruegge, Rnth: D Cincinnati
Bcrting, Charles: D .........•........ Cincinnati
Berting, Robert William: 3E Cincinnati
Bessler, Joseph; D Dent
Beumer, Irvin Franklin; 2E Cincinnati
Beyer, Nicholas M.: D Cincinnati
Bezold, Anna: D Bellevue, Ky.
Blecker, Ralph: D Cincinnati
B1edenharn, Helen W.: D Covington, Ky.
Biederman, Edward: D Cincinnati
Blegansky, Sr. M. Clemcnty, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Biery, Harry: D Alcxandria, Ky.
Blggerstall, William H.; D•.... Fort Thomas, Ky.
Bill, Frank: D Cincinnati
Bill, Herbert: D Cincinnati
Bird, Ernest Timothy; 4E Cincinnati
Birkenhauer, Henry Francis, S.J.: UE .. Cincinnati
Birney, James D.; 2M Jackson, Mich.
Blanchard, John L.: Ms :roledo
Blessing, Vincent; D Cincinnati
Blessinger, Helen; D Cincinnati
Blum, Robert Walter; 4E Cincinnati
Blnm, William Leo: 1E , Cincinnati
Blunt, Charles Joseph: 3E Louisville, Ky.
Bockelman, Virginia; D Cincinnati
Bockerstette, Raymond John: 3E Cincinnati
Bodde, Edward Henry; IE Fort Thomas, Ky.
Bode, Helen: D Ludlow, Ky.
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iAckerman, Joseph FranCls; 1E Newport, Ky.
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IAm,worth, VIrgInia; D Cmcmnatl
I
,Albers, Jose]lh H.; D Cheviot
'Allen, John K.; D .......•............Norwood
IAllen, SIlencer; D CincinnatiI Altizer, Herman Jesse; 1El Roanoke, Va.
Anderson, Elmer Wallace; IE Cincinnati
Andorson, Thomas William; 3E Cineinnati
Ankenbruck, Martin Peter; 1E•. Fort Wayne, Ind.
,Ante, Frank; D , . Cincinnati
Antonelli, Robert John; 4E Newport, Ky.
Armstrong, WilRon Frank, Jr.; 2E Cincinnati
Auberger, Frank; D Cincinnati
ufdemkampe, Robert; D Cincinnati
Austing, Joseph B.; D Cincinnati
,John Robert; 2E Akron
d, Joseph Martin; 4E Akron
s,.Norbert G'l p Clncjnnat!
helder, Helen lVI.; D Cmcmnatl
Lenora; D Cincinnati
Charles; D Norwood
Robert L.; D Norwood
ce, Joseph Howard; Ds, UE, D
Newport, Ky.
e, Mae L.; D ; Newport, Ky.
per, AI, .rr.; D Newport, Ky.
Robert Francis; lE CinCInnati
Adelaide; D Cincinnati
Sr. M. Maurecn, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
n, Bernard Lawrence; 3ID Cincinnati
n, Elmer; D Newport, Ky.
rtner, Robert Theophile; 2E.... Cincmnati
, Alice; D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
, Mary; D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
,William a.; D Bellevue, Ky.
Catherine; D Cincinnati
Louis; D Cincinnati
Walter G.; Ms Chicago, Ill.
Herbert Charles; 3E Piqua
man, Paul Clem; 3E Cincinnati
meyer, Margaret; D , Cincinnati
*Died: ~'ebruary 18, 1939.
Beckmeyer, Sr. M. Marguerite, a.S.F.; Ds
Oldenburg, Ind.
Bell, James; D Cincinnati
Bell, Roy; D Cincinnati
Bender, Jack Stephen; IE Cincinnati
Bene, Dorothy F.; D Cincinnati
Benkeser, Robert Anthony; IE Cincinnati
Benning, Dorothy; D Cincinnati
Berding, Bernard; D Cincinnati
Berens, James John; IE Cincinna.ti
Bergamyer, Roland Wilson; 3E ......•..Lockland
Berger, Henrietta; D Covington, Ky.
Bergmann, Irma R.; D Cincinnati
Bernardine, Marie; D , Cincinnati
Bernens, Leonard Alfred; 3E Cincinnati
Bernens, Walter F.; D Covington, Ky.
Bernero, Victor John; IE Sottth Bend, Ind.
Beron, Sr. Mary Rosilda, C.D.P.; Ds
Melbottrne, Ky.
Berssenbruegge, Rttth; D Cincinnati
Berting, Charles; D Cincinnati
Berting, Robert Wllliam; 3E Cincinnati
Bessler, Joseph; D Dent
Beumer, IrVIn Franklin; 2E Cincinnati
Beyer, Nicholas M.; D ..............• Cincinnati
Be~old, Anna; D Bellevue, Ky.
Biecker, Ralph; D Cincinnati
B!edenharn, ~elen W.; D Coving~on, Ky ..
BIederman, Edward; D Cmcinnatl
Biegansky, Sr. M. OJementy, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Biery, Harry; D Alexandria, Ky.
Biggerstaff, William H.; Do, Fort Thomas, Ky.
Bill, Frank; D Cincinnati
Bill, Herbert; D Cincinnati
Bird, Ernest Timothy; 4E Cincinnati
Birkenhatter, Henry Francis, S.J.; UE .. Cincinnati
Birney, James D.; 2M Jackson, Mich.
Blanchard, John L.; Ms Toledo
Blessing; Vincent; D , Cincinnati
Blessinger; Helen; D C!ncjnnati
Blttm, Ropert Walter, 4E Cmclllnati
Blum, William Leo; IE Cincinnati
Blttnt, Charles Josepb; 3E Lottisville, Ky.
Bockelman, Virginia; D Cincinnati
Bockerstette, Raymond John; 3E Cincinnati
Bodde, Edward Henry; IE Fort Thomas, Ky.
Bode, Helen; D Lndl.ow, Ky ..
Boebmger, Edward; D Cmclllnatl
Boehm, Marguerite; D , .. , Cincinnati
Boehm, Valentine Bernard; 2E , Columbus
Boehme, Lily J.; D Wyoming
Boehme, Regina; D , Wyoming
Bohmer, Catherine; D Norwood
Boing, Helen; D , , . ' Cincinnati
Bolan, Joaeph; D , Cincinnati
Bolger, Margaret; D Cincinnati
Bollman, Gertrude E.; D Cincinnati
Bomkamp, Ann; D , , Covington, ICy.
Boone, Jessie; D Covington, Ky.
Borgman, Mary L.; D. , , ,Cincinnati
Bothaat, Dorothy; D , Cincinnati
Botzung, Lucille; D, , , , , Cincinnati
Bowler, William Kenneth; 2E, , ' .Chicago, Ill.
Bowman, David J.; Ma, 1M , Chicago, Ill.
Boyden, Mrs. Margaret; D , Cincinnati
Bradford, Raymond; D, .. , .. , Cincinnati
Brady, Helen; D , Elmwood Place
Brady, Monroe; D Cincinnati
Brandt, Mart.ha; D .. , , , , .. Cincinnati
Branigan, Cornelius Patrick; IE Ludlow, Ky.
Braun, Clement; D. , , Mount Healthy
Braun, William J.; D , . , , , Cincinnati
Brearton, Frank X.; D Cincinnati
Brennan, David; D , , . , Forest H.iIls1 Ky ..Brennan, John J.; D, . , , , .. Cmcmnatl
Brennan, Marjorie P.; D.. , Covington, Ky.
Brennan, Mary C.; D , , .. , .. ,Cincinnati
Brennan, Mary M.; D Covington, Ky.
Brenner, George Anthony; 4E , . Cincinnati
Brewer, Paul E.; 2M , . "". , , . Canton
Brindley, Howard John; IE. , Cincinnati
Brinker, John B.; D Covington, ICy.
Brinkman, Dolores; D , , . Covington, ICy.
Brmkman, Gertrude; D Norwood
Brocker, Norbert; D, Cincinnati
Brockman, Paul J.; D , St. Bernard
Broering, Sr. M. Dolorita, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Bruder, John James; 3E , , , , ,Cincinnati
Brueggeman, Sr. Mary Regina, O.S.B.; Ds
Covington, Ky,
Brueggemann, Sr. Marie Grace, C.D,P.; Ds
Mslbourne, Ky.
Bruehl, Leo; D , , . , , ,Cincinnati
Brungs, Bernard Joseph; 3E Covington, Ky.
Brungs, Joseph William; IE Covington, Ky.
Brungs, Paul; D , , Cincinnati
Brun~, Clara; D Cin(~innati
Bruns, Sr. Ignatia, O.S.B.; Ds Covington, Ky.
Buchcrt, Giles Walter; IE .. , . , . , , , . , . Cincinnati
Buckley, Mary Jane; D .. , , Covington, Ky.
Buckley, William J.; 1M, "" Chicago, Ill.
Buescher, Georgt1 ; D , . , Cineinnati
Buescher, Raymond C.; D .. , Cincinnati
Bunke, Lawrence; D , Cincinnati
Burke, Edmund P.; Ms Oak Park, Ill.
Burke, Edward Arthur; IE.. , Cincinnati
Burke, ~'rancis Philip; 3E .. , , Covington, Ky.
Burke, Harry Alexander; 3E New Castle, Ind,
Burke, Joseph Dober; 4E. , , , , , . Cincinnati
Burke, Mary M.j D, , , , , Cineinuati
Burke, Raymond Thomas; UE ,Hamilton
Burkhart, Paul Lawrence; 2E Cincinnati
Buschelman, Dorothy E.; D , . ,Covington, Ky.
Buechle, Howard E.; D , , , Norwood
~uschle, Ja~k W.; D , .. Norwood
~BeJ AlOYSIUS L.; D , , ., Norwood
Busken, Catherine; D , . , , , . , Cincinnati
Busse, Edward; D, , , , Covington Ky
Busse, John; D. , .... , , Covington; ICy:
Cacho, Jacinto Cachola; Ds, 2E., . C" t'
Cahill, Robert Singel", 2E, , . , .... ' , , " lllCllll1a J. , ... Cincinnati
CaJacob, Edward J.; Ms, 2M .• ,. " Toledo
Caliahan, Dolores; D, .. , ..... , ' .. '" .Cincinnati
Caliahan, Roberta; D .. , ..•.. , .. , ....Cincinnati
Canfield, John W.; D ...•.. , .. Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Cannon, Robert; D ... , . , .. , .. ' ,Covington, Ky.
Carey, John F., A.B.; Ms,UM. ,Cleveland Hel~ht.
Carius, Cecile; D,. , , ' .Newport, Ky.
Carl, Alma; D , , ..•. , .•Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Carle, Hilda; D , .. '." ..•.. ,' ...• Cincinnati
Carlt.on, Murio; D , " ..•••........Cincinnati
Carney, Joseph Tracy; 8E, Port WlJ.llhlngton, N. Y.
Carroli, Catherine; D .•.. ' ••• ,. , ' •..• CIncinnati
Carroll, Donald Francis; 4E •.... , , .Oil City, Pa.
Caruso, Mary; D, ..•... , ' '" . Cincinnati
Casella, William Morris; 4E ....•...•••Cincinnati
Cassinelli, A. Margaret, D , , •........•Cincinnati
Cavanaugh, Vincsnt; D, ' .CincinutJ
Centner, James Leo, IE•.....•••..Newport, Xy.
Centner, Peul Joseph; 8E .. , ••. ,. ,Newport, X)'.
Chalifoux, Robert Samuel; IE, .•. , , ,ChlCllKO, lii.
Chambers, Edward Charles; IE , .. , •• , .•• Cheviot
Chastang, Harold; D ... , , ....••.••. , .Cincinnati
Cheap, James William; IE .••.•.•••Ashland, Ky.
Chidestet, Gertrude; D. , , , , ..... '" ' .Clnclnnati
Cincoski, Edward E.; Ms, 2M, , , , ., ,ChicagO, Ill.
Clark, Leo; D .. , , , Cincinnati
Clark, Russell Norman; IE•.....•....••NorwDod
Clark, William Kueven; 2E ..•••. Covington! Ky.
Clear, James Joseph; 8E ....•...••• , ..Clnc nna~
Cleary, Frank; D .•.•• , . , , ..•.•.. , ... Cinclnllati
Clifford, A~(lleB; D. , .• , ... , .• , ' ,., , .• Cincinnati
Clifford, Albert J.; MR, 3M. , , . , . ,.", .Clevelan~
ClIfford, George T,; D .. , ... , . , , , , .. ' Cineinoa
Clifford, John Michael; UE ..• , .. , .• CMcago, Dl,
Cluxton, Joseph; D •...•....•.. , , , ., ,Cincinnati
Coch, John; D, , .. " , Clncin~~~
Code, Sr. Mary Elyse, S.N.D.; Ds. Covington, fiJ·
Collett, Roselia; D , •...•.• Park RllJa, Ky.
CoUins, B. M.; D .. ' •. , .•. , .. Fort ThortUUl, Ky.
Collins, Cyril L.; D •. , , ... , , •. , , .. , •. Clnchlna~
CoUins, Stanley; D .... , •. , ... , , .. " . Cincinnati
Comstock, John Richard, IE •• Lake Geneva, Wloe.
Conegan, Catherine; D •• , .....• , , .. ,. Clnelnn~~
Conelly, Mary; D ..•. , ., . , .• ' ....... Clncl1lll~
Conley, Freda; D ...........• ' .• , .. ,. CI
Connaughton, John B.; D, .... , •. , ....R
Connaughton, Thomas; D, , • , •. , . , , ..•R
Conneighton, Virginia C.; D., .. , , ,." ••
Connell, Daniel E.; D, C
Connelly, Joseph Lawrence; 2E., •. , .Cbi
Connelly, William; 2E ... , , , . • . • . a~
Conroy, Ch"les T.; Ms.", Clevsld
Conry, Thomas; D, , , , .. , .. , .•..Covlngton! Yj
Con Vi", Milton Kay; IE ......•.• , " .C!e~ nnat
Conwell, Robert Francis; 4E. , .• , '. " .. NOJ'lwOOij
Cook, Emma Mae; D .. , ....•.•...• , ,Cln. naati
Cornillie, Henry J.; Ms,8M . P k Ml h
Grosss Pom!e ar, • ti
Cosgrove, Robert; D ..••......•.•.• ' ,Cine/ana I
Costello, Edward; D. , , , , , ' .Clnc nnat
Costigan, Thomas Lawrence; 1E.. ,LoulHVllls, Ky\
Coursey...Richard; D .....•. , ......• , 'cClnclnna~!
Cowen, Thomas Robert; 2E. , " In&::,,: ,
Cox, JamesW.;lM • .. I U
Coyle, Dorothy; D , •..... , .. , ., .Cine nna
Craffey, A~d!ew Ramon; 3E Southwest,,~
Craven, WIlham James; IE ', .J:lO!W .
Cregan, Joseph John; BE ...•. , •.. , , ... Omemeat,
Creighton, Ruth; D .... , ... " Covms,on! Kyti
Crone, Paul Edward; 1E •. , ... , ,., InCIW\
Crosby, Ambrose; D, .. , ... , . , , , , "',' I:!aa~f~
Cross, Lawrence J.; 1M .. , , " .DetrOit,~
Crosswhite, Edith; D , · .. CJ:l°1 tlCrowe, Dorothy; D .. , , , ., , ,.. dJmc nIt'
Crowley, Jeanette; D, , , Lu ow, y•
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Iicutl John P.; 2M Cleveland
i eun~ingham, Alma R.; D Cincinnati
j cunningham, Eleanor; D Glendale
!cunningham, John; D Newport, Ky.
ICurran, George A.; 3M Chicago, Ill.
ICutlor, Bernadetto; D " .. Cincinnati
liDabbelt, Edwin J.; D Cincinnati
" J)abm, Clarence Lawrence; 2E Dayton
j)aleY, D~nnis, Jr.; Ds, 2E C!ncinnati
Daley, MIChael Edward; 3E Cmclnnatl
'Dallman, Helen B.; D Cincinnati
'Daly, Robert; D C!nc!nnati
Dannenielser, Paul; D C!nc!nnatl
DaPper, Teresa; D Cmcmnati
,DaVIS, Garnet; D Norwood
Dali Caroline; D Cincinnati
Oevourcy, Giles William; Ds, 4E Cincinnati
lo_it_rman, Joseph; D Newport, Ky.
Delaney, Sr. M. Paul, S.N.D.; De.Covington, Ky.
j)empsey, Harold Thomas; IE Ludlow, Ky.
j)empsey, Joseph R.; 3M " Cleveland
oennis, Richard; D Cincinnati
Qel!calso, Clelo; D St. Bernard
Deters, William Charles; IE Cincinnati
Deupree, Marie; D. , I Cincinnati
DeVsultJ Joseph J.; Ms, 3M ToledoDewar, Maureen; D Cincinnati
Deye, Walter Charles; IE. ; Cincinnati
Dibble, Harold EIlsworth; IE Cincinnati
Dlockhaus, Lawrence R.; D Norwood
Olehl, Thomas J.; Ms, 1M Wyoming
Dietrich, Sr. M. Leonette, S.N.D.; Ds
: Covinll'ton, ICy.
Dineen, Urban James; 4E MIddletown
makin, Eileen A ; D Norwood
Dlsoer, George; D Covington, Ky.
Dobbelhoff, St. M. Miriam, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
rger, Paul F.; D Cincinnati
onahoe, Mary E.; D Cincinnati
onegan, Catherine .......•.......... Cincinnati
nlin, John Leonard; 4E Chicago, Ill.
novan. Agnesj D. , , Cincinnati
novan, Bernard; D Cincinnati
novan, Charles Patriek; 4E Cincinnati
onovan, James Andrcw; IE • . '" .. Ludlow, Ky.
ley, Richard Leo; 4E Cincinnati
rr,Regina; D .•.................. Cincinnati
c~, Delmar R.; Ms, 4M ..... , .Detroit, Mleh.
ughtery, William John; 3E .. IndIanapolis, Ind.
outa., Hohert; D leort Thomas, Ky.
wney, John Edward; 2E ..............•.Lima
wney, Joseph F.; Ms, 4M Lima
wning, Albert L.; 1M , Cinelnnati
yle, Arthur L,; D Forl Mitchell
l
Ky ..
oyle, John 1.; D " .Clnc nnatl
yle, Joseph Frand"; Ds Cincinnatl
Doyle, Sr. M. 'fore,su, S.N.D.; VA. Covington! Ky.
Drabelle, Harry; IJ " . Cinc nnatl
Dreiling, Sylv!!Htcr; D Cinoinnatl
Drennan, Eli.aimlb; iJ .......• reort Thomas, Ky.
Drennan, Hob(:rt Horman; 1!~ Cincinnati
Dtoogc, Fred JJl!hner, DH, 3I~ Cin(!innati
Drolet, John J.; MH, 4M , Flushing, N. Y.
Duda, Franl{j an:: Donora, Fa.
Duenhoft, Elm!!r; n Cincinnati
Duffey, John Hiehard; m Cincinnati
Duffy, Franchi Paul i ag , , ,Cincinnati
Duffy, Robert; D. . . . . . . . . . , Cincinnati
Ouhme, Edwin; D. . . . .. ". . Covington, Ky.
Duncan, Paul; D . . . . . . . . . . . . Covington, ICy.
Duncan, Huby; D. . . . . . . . . . . .. . Cincinnati
[)unham, Jane; D Cincinnati
Dunhsm, Marjorie; D Cincinnati
Dunn. Hugh E.: Ms .........•• ' . Jackson, Mich.
Dunne, Raymond A.; Ms, 1M Cllicago, m.
Durban, Robert Joseph; IE Cincinnati
Dwyer, James T.; Ms, 2M ' . Chicago, Ill.
;Oyer, Raymond; D .••...........•... Cincinnati
Earle, Carleton V.; D .....•.......... Cincinnati
Early, Ervin; D .•................... Cincinnati
Easton, Grace; D Cincinnati
Eckert, Helen; D ..••......•........•.. Reading
EcJ'ert, Loretta; D Cincinnati
Eckes, George S.; D Cincinnati
Eckes, Virginia; D ................•.. Cincinnati
Eckhoff, Bernadette; D , Cincinnati
Edrieh, F. J.; D Cincinnati
Effler, Creseent!a; D Mount Healthy
Effler, Rita; D Mount HealthY
Effler, William, Jr.; D •.......... Mount Healths
Elkeman. Albert William; 3E '" Cincinnati
Eilers, Sr. M•. Cordis, S.N.D.; Ds.Covlng\on, Ky ..
Einhaus, LeWIS H.; D Cmcmnatl
Eling, William; D , Lockland
Ell, Raymond J.; Ds Cincinnati
Elliott, Edward J.; D Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Elsne.ser, Herman F.; 2M ..........•. Cincinnati
Elsbrock, Richard Carl; 2E ...........•..Re.adin!\,
Emslcke, Joseph; D CmClnnatl
Ernst, Bertha; D Cincinnati
Ernst, Otto CharlesbJr.; 3E Cinc\nnatj
Ertel, Gertrude J.; CincmnatI
Ertel, Thomas R.; D Covingtoll! Ky.
Espel, Eric Joseph; 3E CinCinnati
Espelag., Arthur John; IE Cincinnati
Everett, William Joseph; IE•. ......••. Columbus
Ey, Walter W.; D ............•...... Cincinnati
Faessler, Neal Robert; IE . •.........••Norwood
Fahey, Albert J.; D GroB.sbecil;
Fahes, Mary; D Cincmnatl
Faith, Don Carles, Jr.; Ds Fort Thomas, ICy.
Faris, Elizabeth; D .......•.......... Cincinnati
Farrell, Edward; P: Ludlflw/ Ky ..
Farrell, James WIlham; 2E ..•........ Cmcmnatt
Farrell, Ruth; D Covington, Ky.
Farrell, Walter L.; Ms .........•...... Cleveland
Faust, Sr. M. Camllle, S.N.D.; Ds.Covington, ICy •.
Fay, Joseph Franeis; IE ...........•... ClncinnatI
Fedders, Julia C.; D .......•.... Covmglon, Ky.
Feeney, Sr. Mary Kathleen, O.S.B.J.Ds
vovington/ ICy.
Fehring, Joseph; D .........•.....•.. Clncmnati
Fsldmann, Helen; D ......•.......•.. Clneinnati
Felix, Alex; Ds ••....•.....••.....•.. Cincinnati
Felix, James; D ..... , ......•........ Cincinnati
Fenbers, Luellle; D •.....•........Newport/ Ky,
Fcyereisen, Josephine; D ... , .....••.. Clnemnatl
Field, Donll1d; D .................•..Cincinnati
Finan, Mark A.; Ms ...•........... Chicago, Ill.
Findley.... Alico I..; D ... , '" .........•Cinclnnati
Finke, l,aymond; D ....•...... , .Park Hills, Ky.
Flnloy, Thomas D.; D , Newport, Ky.
Finnegan, Hen Choato; 1I~ Fort Mltche!J, Ky.
Finucan, John; D ••....•.............. Norwood
Fiorllli, Joseph J.; 2M .....•.......... Cle~elan<!
Fischor, Melinda li'.; D ........•...... Cincmnatt
Fischer, Sr. Franc"scII, O.S.H.; Ds. Covington, I{y.
Fischer, Sr. Mary Agatha, O.S.D.; Ds
Covington, ICy.
Fischer, Thomas; D Fort Thomas, Ky.
Fish, Joseph Harold; 4E Ha,!,ilton
Fisher, Frances; D •...........•......Cincmnati
Fitzgerald, Geraldine; D ~o~woo<!
Fitzpatrick, W. J.; D .....•.......•.. Cme~nnatt
Flaherty, Loretta: D Cme!nnatl
Fiaherty, Mary L.; D C!ncmnat!
Flake, Cliflord; D ......•.•.......... Cmcinnat!
Flamm, Marie; D Cincinnatl
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Flanagan, Brian Boru; IE St. Bernard
Flan~gan, Richard; Ds, D Fort MitcJ:ell/ Ky:
Flalllgan, Mary A.; D Cmcmnatl
Flaspohler, Jack J.: D Cincinnati
Fleckenstein, Edith; D Cincinnati
Flcge, Emil: D ' . , ' , , . ' Reading
Flenniken, Roy; Ds , Covington, Ky.
~'lick, James G.: D Cincinnati
Flick, Stanley Aloysius; 3E Cincinnati
Flick, Thomas Lawrence; IE Cincinnati
Flynn, Arthur; D Milford
Flynn, Helen M.; D , Cincinnati
Flynn, John J., Jr.: D Cincinnati
Flynn, Joseph; D. '.' ,Cincinnati
Flynn, Lawrence J., A.B.: Ms, UM. Bellevue, Ky.
Foley, John Patrick; D Cincinnati
Foley, Margaret; D Covington, Ky.
Foley, Roberta E.; D ' Cincinnati
Follen, George R.: Ms, 4M Cleveland
Foote, Charles James; IE Covington, Ky.
Fornefeld, Eugene Joseph; 2E Cincinnati
Forsthoefel, Boniface H.: 2M Celina
Forstboefel, Paulinus F.; Ms Celina
Fox, Edward; D Cincinnati
Fox, Robert Hcnry; 4E, D Jamaica, N. Y.
Foy, Edward A.; Ms, 3M Cincinnati
Fay, Robert Thomas; IE, Cincinnati
Frankenberg, Edna; D . . , , , Cincinnati
Freking, Harold C.; Ds, D Cincinnati
Frenke, Sr. Loretta, O.s.~'.; Ds Hartwell
Frey, Maurice; D , .. , , Cincinnati
Fridrich, Charles Francis: IE.. Mount Carmel, Ill.
Friedrich, Ruth; D Cincinnati
Fritsch, Catherine: D Cincinnati
Froelicher, Louis; D Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Froelicher, Marie Helen; D Cincinnati
Frye, Richard Joseph; 2E Newport, Ky.
Funken, Thelma; D Bellevue, Ky.
Gajus, Allee; D St. Bernard
Gallagher, Paul Anthony: 4E Cleveland Heights
Galvin, John Edward; 3E , .Ci.ncinnati
Gardner, William; D Cincinnati
Gardner, William Lester; IE
New England, N. Dak.
Garrety, Frank, Jr.; D ....•.......... Cincinnati
Gasdorf, Raymond: D Cincinnati
Gaskill" Charles Edward; 2E Chillicothe
Gass, lJOrothy; D St. Bernard
Gass, Jeannette: D St. Bernard
Gates, William Allman; IE Louisville, Ky.
Gatto, Lawrence; D Norwood
Gebhart, Sr. Marie Billiart, S.N.D. de N.; Ds
Reading
Geers, John Paul; 4E Cincinnati
Geier, Jean; D Cincinnati
Geise, Edward; D Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Geise, Ruth; D Cincinnati
Gelin, Henry C.; 1M Toledo
Geoghegan, Thomas Howard; 2E . , Cincinnati
Gerhardstein, Henry; D Newport, Ky.
Gerold, Richard; D Fort 'I'homas, Ky.
Gerth, Katherine: D , , . , Cincinnati
Gerverfl, Norma M.; D Cincinnati
Gerwe, John W.; D. " Latonia, Ky.
Geselhraeht, Albert William; 3E Norwood
G~ssing, William Joseph; 3E Cincinnati
gi~~~~:' tl.hn FM·; ~I~"" G,1e;:elan4• I ary " CIncmnati
Giblin, William; D , Elmwood Place
Gier, Jewel; D , ' , , ,Cincinnati
Giesting, Rohert Henry; 3E , .. , ... Norwood
G~es~ing, Walter; D Fort Thomas, ICy.
G!r.lta, Ja:nes; IE, D Glen Jean, W. Va.
Gl day, Vmcent: D Cincinnati
Gill, Eleanor; D ..............•.......Lae'ldlQl
G!lligan,.Robert J.; D Cineinn ;
GJlImartm, Mary E.; D.........• COVIngton.~
Gladstone, Jose~h Aloysius; 3E Oak P~k. 1.11
Gleason, Katherme; D Cine~ .
Glenn, Jack Molloy; IE .......•...•.. Cineinn"'l
Glenn, Thomas ~ehoc; lE Cinel1l,n 1
Gltndmeyer, LoUIS A.; D Covmgton. lei
Glueck, Albert: UE , , .. St. BQl'nar
Gnau, Martha; D Cjneilln.1
Goeltz, Walter; D ................•..Cmeiru"...1
Goes, Sr. M. Rosemund, S.N.D.; Ds
Covingto!l ~
Goesllng, Robert Paul; 3E .....•.. : ... Cln~tl.ll""
Gold, Harry; 3E .............• Phlladelphl.... Pa
Goldcamp, Hobert Joseph; 3E .•........•tron ...,
Gonnella, Edward Joseph; 3E..•........••• Liq,
Gorman, Frank Jerome; lE Oak Park;. III
Gosil1k, Agnes; D R<:lll.<l.itl
Gough, Helen; D •...........•...•. ··91nell:)n..'
Graber, Joseph A.; Ms, 2M Chl • III
Grace, Richard E.; D.........••.Park
Grace, Ruth M.; D ...........•........
Grady, Sr. M. Angeleen, S.N.D.; Ds
Gra!, Charles A.; Ms, 3M ~.o.'3n~IJ.~'~
Graf, Harold Benedict; lE .....•..•... ; 1""
Graham, Jerome Marcellus; 3E .•...•..
Graham, Ruth; D ...." ....•.•.•..Bell
Grassbaugh, Regina; D ........•......
Graue, Henrietta; Ds .•....Crescent Sp,
Gray, Thomas J.: D .•.....•.. : ...Ne .,K5
Greenup, Robert; D. . . . . . . . . • . . . . ..•• .•..• J.p,na
Grell, Edward A.; Ms, 4M......•..•.. CI<:l~I.~
Grever, Robert Edward; lE R'\S!ill!<>:f!
Griffiths, Robert Owen: lE, D •••.•...• Cln~nna
GrIgg, Bessie; D .....•....•.. '" .Ne;YPQr~,~
Grimes, Hazel; D. '" Fal ~
Groeber, John Edward; 2E .•....•.. , . Ie
Groene, Charles Arthur; 2E .
Grogan, Albert Edward; lE ...•....•••.
Grogan, Raymond Leonard; 3E••.•• , .,
Groneman, Robert Francis; 4E ...•.. '.'
Grove, Margaret; D..........•.• Cov",
Gruber, David J.; D ..•......•.•.... ,
Gruber, Edward; D .......••........•
Gruber, Elmer Joseph; 3E ....••... , ..
Gruber, Norbert; D ..
Gruber, Urban; D .........•....... ;
Grueser, Sr. Francoise Therese, C.D.P;·
Mel
Guenthner, Sr. M. Flavia, O.S.U.; ~
Guisinger, Robert Edmond: 3E••..•.
Guisinger, William Charles; 2E••••..
Gutowski, Francis A.: Ms, 2M.•••. De
Gutting, Margaret; D ............•..
Hnas, Bernard D.; Ms, 2M .....•..•...
Haberbusch, Ruth; D..•....... " .Ne
Habes, Joseph R.; 3M 0
Habig, Mary Margaret; D .....••....•
Hacker, Donald William; 2E.. . . . • . • .... "K
Hackett, Halpin 0'Heilly; IE .•...Lou • J(~
Hackman, Albert; D Covi l;1. :
Hackman, Sr. M. Marina, S.N.D.; Ds Tr,
Covington. it
Hackman, Victor; D ...........•Covington! :
Hagemann, Ethel E.; D .........•....Cine nn'
Hagerty, Joseph; D NQrwo
Hagerty, Robert; D ...........•..... '·~Qr
Hahn, Emeran Edward; IE Clne n~
Haines, Charles; D Co"!ngton. 1<'
Hall, Elizabeth L.; D CovmgtQn. K
Hallbach, Paul Ferdinand: 3E...•..NewPort.
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Flanagan, Brian Boru; 1l~ , St. Bernard
Flanagan, Richard; DB, D Furt Mitchell, Ky.
Flanigan, Mary A.; D .. , , , ,.' . Cincinnati
Flaspohler, Jack J.; D ,. ,. ,Cincinnati
Flecltenstein, Edith; ]) , , , . .Cincinnati
Flege, Emil; D , . '.,.,., Reading
Flcmniken, Hoy; n~. . .Covington, Ky.
Ii'lick, Jampf\ G.; D. " ". .. ,Cincinnati
Flick, Stanley AloYHiuH; :n~ " . Cincinnati
Flick, Thomas LawreneClj 1I·; CineinnaLi
Flynn, Arthur; D , . . Millorcl
Flynn, Helen M.; I) . . . , , ,Cincinnati
Flynn, John J., Jr.; [), , ,Cinl'innati
Flynn, Joseph; D. " . " .. , , .. ' . , ... , .. Cincinnati
Flynn, Lawrence J., A.B.; Ms, UM.Bl!llevue, Ky.
l~oleYJ John Patrick; 1). . . . . . .. . ..... Cineinnati
Foley, Margaret; I) , . , ' , , , .. , , , . (:ovinl(ton, Ky.
Foley, Roberta E.; lJ .. ' . , ' ,Cincinnati
Follen, George I{.; MB, ,1M , Cll!veland
Foote, Charles James; IE ' . Covington/ Ky.
Forneleld, Eugene Josl!ph; 2E CincInnati
Forsthoelel, Bonilace H.; 2 M , . , CHlina
Forsthoefel, PaulinuB Ie.; MB" , CHlina
Fox, Edward; D , . . Cincinnati
Fox, Robert Henry; 4E, D, . . ,Jamaica, N. Y.
Foy, Edward A.; Ms, aM. '" ,.", ,Cincinnati
Fay, Robert'l'homaHj 1!1} " Cincinnati
Frankenberg, Edna; D Cincinnati
Freking, Harold C. j Ih~t D , , Cincinnati
Frenke, Sr. Loretta, O.S.F.; IJB ' . Hartwl'll
Frey, Maurice; D , Cincinnati
Fridrich, Cbarles Frands; 1E.. Mount Carmel, Ill.
Friedrich). Ruth; IJ ., . . . . . .. ,.' ,. Cincinnati
Fritschhvatherine; D CincinnatiFroelic er, Louis; D , ' ., I·'ort Mltcbell, Ky.
Froelicher, Marie Helen; D , Cincinnati
Frye, Richard Joseph; 2E , .Newport, Ky,
Funken, Thelma; D, 13"llevue, Ky.
Gajus, Allee; D , , . ' . , St. Bernard
Gallagber, Paul Anthony; 4E. , .Cleveland Heights
Galvin, John Edward; 3E Cincinnati
Gardner, William; D, , Cincinnati
Gardner, William Lestcr; IE
New England, N. Dak.
Garrety, Frank; Jr.; D , Cincinnati
Gasdorf, Raymond; D , Cincinnati
Gaskill, Cbarles Edward; 2E Chillicothe
Gass, Dorothy; D Bt. Bernard
Gass, Jeannette; D St. Bernard
Gates, William Allman; IE Louisville, Ky.
Gatto, Lawrence; D , Norwood
Gebhart, Sr. Marie Billiart, S.N,D. de N.; Ds
Reading
Geers, John Paul; 4E Cincinnati
Geier, Jean; D , . ' .Cincinnati
GRise, Edward; D [<'ort MitchI'll, Ky.
Geise, Ruth; D ' , , .. Cincinnati
Gelin, Henry C.; 1M .'l'oll!do
Geoghegan, ThomaN Howard; 2Il~ .. , . , . Cincinnati
Gerhardstein, Henry; D ' , .. ,Nl!wport, Ky.
Gerold, Richard; D , li'ort 'l'homuH, Ky.
Gerth, Katherine; IJ Cincinnati
GerverR, Norma M.; D Cincinnati
Gerwe, John W.; D,., , Latonia, Ky.
Geselbracht, Albert William; :m Norwood
Gessing, William Joseph; 3E Cincinnati
Gibbons, Jobn F.; Ms. , Cleveland
Gibbons, Mary M.; D , .. , . Cincinnati
Giblin, William; D , Elmwood PlacH
Gier, Jewel; D ... , , , . , . . . . . . . . . . Cincinnati
Giesting, Robert Henry; 3E , ,Norwood
Giesting, Walter; D , . ' ,Fort Thomas, Ky.
Giglia, James; lE, D "'" Ghm .lean, W. Va.
Gilday, Vincent; D .. , Cincinnati
Gjlll Eleanor; D La
GIlhgan, Hobert J.; D .
Gillmartin, Mary E.; D ::: :i:iaVI'
qlad"tone, Josl!ph Aloysius; 3E. " .Oak
bhmson, Kath(~rinei D. , , .
Glenn, Jack Molloy; IE .
Glenn, Thomas Kehoe; IE ::::::C
Gllndmeyer, Louis A.; D Ca .
qlueek, Alb",t; UE , . . . . . . . .
(,nau, Martha; D , ,
qoeltz" Walter; D , ::
(,Ol!B, Br. M. ROBemund, B.N.D.; Ds
Cavi
Goesling, Robert Paul; 3E .
Gold, Harry; 3E Phila
Goldcamp, Robert Joseph; 3E 1
qonnelIa, Edward Joseph; 3E L
Gorman, Frank Jerome; IE Onk
Gosink, Agnes; D It
Gougb, Helen; D C
Graber, Joseph A.; Ms, 2M Chi
Gracl!, Richard E.; D P.rk
Grace, Ruth M.; D. ' .
Grady, Br. M. Angeleen, S.N.D.; Ds
Covin
Gral, Charles A.; Ms, 3M C
Graf, Harold Benedict; 1E .
Graham, Jerome Marcellus; 3E .
Graham, Ruth; D ' '" .Bel
Grassbaugh, Regina; D .
Graue, HenriHtta; Ds CreBcent Bp
Gray, Thomas J.; D ,New
GreHnup, Hobl!rt; D .
GrelI, Edward A.; Ms, 4M C
Grever, Hobert Edward; IE .
Griffiths, Robert Owen; 1E, D .
Grigg, Bessie; D ......•..........New
Grimes, Hazel; D " .Fal
Groeber, John Edward; 2E .
Groene, Cbarles Arthur; 2E .
Grogan, Albert Edward; 1E , .
Grogan, Raymond Leonard; 3E, .....•.
Groneman, Robart Francis; 4E .
Grove, Margaret; D Covi
Gruber, David J.; D ..
Gruber, Edward; D .
Gruber, Elmer Joseph; 3E .
Gruber, Norbert; D .
Gruber, Urban; D .
GruHser, Sr. Francoise Therese, C.D.P.; Ds
Melbouroe, K
Guenthner, Sr. M. Flavia, a.s.u.; Ds
Louisville,
Guisinger, Robert Edmond; 3E BelleCortt.
Guisinger, William Charles; 2E•.....
Gutowski, Francis A.; Ms, 2M .
GutLing, Margaret; D , .
Haas, Bernard D.; Ms, 2M C
Habl!rbusch, Iluth; D New
HabBs, Joseph H.; 3M , 0 .
Habig, Mary Margaret; D C1
Hacker, Donald William; 2E , :11'
HackHtt, Halpin O'Reilly; IE Lo~isville,f
Hackman, Albert; D Oovmgtan,
Hackman, Sr. M. Marina, S.N.D.; Ds K
Covington,
Hackman, Victor; D Coving\an! K
Hagemann, Ethel E.; D Ci{cm
Hagerty, Joseph; D ar
Hagerty, Robert; D , 'cr .
Hahn, Emeran E4ward; IE , . ,. lDcm
KHaines, Charles; D C0V!ngtan, KY
I-Iall Elizabeth 1,.; D Oovmgton, Y
Hallbacb, Paul Ferdinand; 3E Newport, Ky.
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~
~~tu; 1E St. Bernard
:.-' : Ds, D Fort Mitchell, Ky.
•~ D Cincinnati
"t:!\ D Cjncjnnat!
t' ; D Cmcmn.atl
~,)"""""""""" .Readmg
......} , Coving!on! Ky,
<::'",': .. ; ." C!nc!nnat!
~\\sms; .1E, , Cmcmnatl
), reneej lE Cincinnati
~~~'. '. '. '.. ' : : : :.: '~j'n~~~:t1
, I D , . , . C~nc~nnat~
•.:r Cmcmnatl
1~~ A.B.; Ms, UM.Believue, Ky.
; ~j; D Cincinnati
~ " i Coving~on! Ky"
~ ~ ) CmClunatt
l2\.h.Ms, 4M Cleveland
l.~'les; 1E Coving!on! Ky ..
tt Joseph; 2E Cmcmn.atl
lt~ce H.; 2M CelIna
" "-tUs F.; Ms , '; .gelin~
l.l"" ~mclnnatI; kd 4E, D , . JamaIca, N. Y.
::. <tt s, 8M , Cincinnati
l'Q as; 1E , , . , , Cjncinnati
cea; D. , , . , , .. C!llC!nnaq
~·t;t;'; Ds, D CInCInnati
t:) n, O.S.F.; Ds ~a)"twell
1;"1 ••••• :, ••••••••••• , ,Cmcmnatl
• :£,ranCls; 1E.. Mount Carmel, Ill,i.(l' , ,.. , Cjncjnnatj
-a. I D , , CmCInnatI
i: ; D. , .. , ,Fort Mitchell! Ky.
~ Helen; D CinCInnati
;:'.'leph; 2E Newport, Ky.
, D ,.,."Believue,Ky.
• "'" .. , , ... , ... St. Bernard
c:l~nthony;4E. , ,Cleveland. H~ight~
n->;af>d; .3.E:::::::::::: :81~~1~~:~1
,n-. Lester; 1E
New England, N. Dak.
~ Jr.; D , Cincinnati
Dnd; D , Cincinnati
" Edward; 2E , , Chillicothe
D .. , St. Bernard
,,; D. , , , , .. St. Bernard
Allman; 1E Louisville, Ky.
;>e; D , .. , Norwood




; D .. , , .. Fort Mitchell, Ky.
) , , .. Cincinnati
~a; 1M Toledo
l.o-mas Howard; 2E Cincinnati
8emy; D,., " ,Newport, Ky.
.-d; D , .. Fort Thomas, Ky.
ine; D , .. , . ' Cincinnati
10'. M.; D.,., , . Cincinnati
'IV.; D, ,Latonia, Ky.
...lbert William; 3E Norwood
EJ,tll Joseph; 3E. , Cincinnati
L ]!'.; Ms ... ,., ", .. , .. , .Cleveland
y M.; D,., , Cincinnati
tTl; D. , , , , Elmw~.od .Plac~
) .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . CInCInnati
€Ort Henry; 3E ... , ... , . , .. Norwood
tar; D . . . . . . . .. Fort Thomas, Ky,
• l E, D.. , , Glen Joan, W. Va.
:';.'1t; D Cincinnati
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Gill, Eleanor; D , Loekl
Gilligan, Robert J.; D 0
Gillmartin, Mary E.; D , Covin
Glad,tone, Joseph Aloysius; 3E. " . Oak
Gleason, Katherine; D, . , , Oi
Glenn, Jack Molloy; 1E. , .........••.OJ
Glenn, Thomas Kehoe; 1E Oi
Glindmeyer, Louis A.; D..•...... Caving(.
Giueck, Albert; UE " .•..St. e
Gnau, Martha; D , , . , , ,.Clnein
Goeltz, Walter; ]) , , Clnetn
Goos, Sr. M. Rosemund, S.N.D.; Ds
Covingto
Goesling, Robert Paul; 3E Cln
Gold, Harry; 3E Philadelphi
Goldcamp, Robert JOBeph; 3E , .....1
Gonnella, Edward Joseph; 3E ...•.•....... '
Gorman, Frank Jerome; 1E Oak Park,
Gosink, Agnes; D , Roa
Gough, Helen; D ..............•..•.. Olnoln
Graber, Joseph A.; Ms, 2M. , .....•. Chlc~go,
Grace, Richard E.; D..........•. Park Hill..
Grace, Ruth M.; D , , ..
Grady, Sr. M. Angeleen, S.N.D.; Ds
Coving
Gral, Charles A.; Me, 3M......•.•.. Chi
Gral, Haroid Benedict; 1E ......•...•..
Graham, Jerome Marcellus; 3E ...••....
Graham, Ruth; l? Ballevue!
GraBshaugh, Regma; D, ...•.. , ....•.. Clno
Graue, Henrietta; Ds ..•... Crescent Springs,
Gray, Thomas J.; D .........•••••Newport
Greenup, Robert; D. , •..•...••......Cine
Grell, Edward A.; Ms, 4M.....•...• , .Clev
Grever, Robert Edward; 1E ....•••..•Ro
Griffiths, Robert Owen; 1E, D Cln
Grigg, Bessie; D Newpor
Grimes, Hazel; D ..........•... ,Falmou
Graeber, John Edward; 2E S1'r
Groene, Charles Arthur; 2E .....••.•..Cl
Grogan, Albert Edward; 1E .. , .... , ... CI
Grogan, Ra;ymond Leona)"d; 3E...•.•••Ci
Groneman. Robert FranCiS; 4E .
Grove, Margaret; D ...•.......•• Covin
Gruber, David J.; D , •.•.•••..
Gruber, Edward; D .......•••...•••..
Gruber, Elmer Joseph; 3E. . . • . •• • . ... no nll1l
Gruber, Norbert; D .....•...•.....•..Clnolnn~
Gruber, Urban; D '" ....•...C!nolnn~t
Grueser, Sr. Francoise Therese, C.D.P.; Ds.
MelbO\ll'n~. J{y
Guenthner, Sr. M. Flavia, O.S.U.; If::.
Guisinger, Robert Edmond: 3E••••. ,
Guisinger, William Cbarles; 2E•.• , •• Do
Gutowski, Francis A.; Me. 2M... ,.Detr
Gutting, Margaret; D ...•.....••••...
Haas, Bernard D.; Ms, 2M ...••••..... Clev
Haherbusch, Ruth; D•............Newport.
Habes, Joeeph R.; 3M.........•...•Chicago
Habig, Mary Margaret; D ...• , •...... Clnet
Hacker, Donald William; 2E....••.•... ,
Hackett, Halpin O'Reilly; 1E Loul.v
Hackman, Albert: D ..... , . , Covington, Ky
Hackman, Sr. M. Marina, S.N.D.; D•
Covlngron, Ky
Hackman, Victor; D ..........•• Covington. Ky
Hagemann, Ethel E.; D .•......•..... Cinoinna
Hagerty, Joseph; D " Nor
Hagerty, Robert; D, , ......•......... ,Nor
Hahn, Emeran Edward; IE .•..... '" .Clnein
Haines, Charles; D Covington, Ky
Hall, Elizabeth L.; D, Covington, Ky.
Hallbach, Paul Ferdinand; 3E Newpor~Ky.
,.Halpin, Julia: D , , , Newport, Ky.
IIalpin, Neal J.: D .. , , : .. , ,Newport, Ky.
ugh, Sr. Mary Fidelia, O.S.B.: Ds
Covington, Ky.
rath, Eleanor: D , . , , Cincinnati
n-l Edward; D , Cincinnati
vharles Harold: IE .. , , , , , .Cincinnati
John Frederick; 2E , .. Bellevue, Ky.
del', Frank K.: D , . , , Cincinnati
dig, Joseph E.: D , Cincinnati
don, John A., A.B.: Ms, UM .. "" .Cleveland
per, Thomas John; 4E , . , , ,Cincinnati
pring, Myra; D , , , .. ,Cincinnati
. g, Norbert Jerome: 2E, Louisville, Ky.
ames Anthony: IE Newport, Ky.
, Cletus F., A.B.; Ms, UM, .. , .Holland
hn Henry: IE, .....•.. Owensboro, Ky.
, Robert F.: Ms, ,Chicago, Ill.
r1Henry B.: D , , ...• , ,Cincinnati
d, nne: D ....•... , .. , .. , Norwood




· D ....•.......... Dayton, Ky.
nn, Josep Jager: IE., , .. , .. Cheviot
amp, Lawrence; D •• , Bellevue, Ky.
Thomas,;. D , . , Ludlow, Ky.
Robert Joseph: UE •.. , , .Norwood
eler, Raymond: D .... , , •..•.. Norwood
,Alexander William; Ds, 4E .•.. , .Cincinnati
ie, Wil1~a~ l?: . , . , .... , ,. ,Clnc!nnat!
n, DavId .t'hIIlP: SE •...•.. , ,Cmcmnati
n, Herbert Joseph: 4E Cincinnati
Paul Josellh: Ds, , ,Cmclnnatl
, George Edward; IE Newport, Ky.
an, Sr. Clara of the Blessed Sacrament,
.D. de N.; Ds ,., Reading
William Richard; Ds, IE Cincinnati
Lawrence Joseph; 2E , . Cincinnati
us, Esther; D , , •. Norwood
Edward Junior: SE , Southg!,te, Ky ..
an, Edward Herbert: SE ......•Cmcmnati
ames Oscar: IE , , , Cincinnati
, Aloysius Eugene; IE , .. Cincinnati
lck Willi.am; Ds Fort Thomas, Ky.
, uatherme: D •...........Newp?rt! Ky ..
, Lawrence; D ... , ..•....•... Crncmnati
, Eugene Francis: 2M ...•..... Cincinnati
, Mary M.; D .......•.. Covington! Ky.
, Richard J.; D•............ Cine nnati
an, James G.; 4M., ,Chicago, 111.
brok, JamesWallace; lE.FortThomas, Ky.
Edris J.: D ,Cincinnati
EdwiJ;.i D , Covington, Ky.
nry, John Lt.; Ms .•........ " Chicago, Ill.
erbort, Marie; D ..• , , , , Cincinnati
Herlurt, Robert Edward; IE ...•.••... Cincinnati
HerBchede, Robert Henry; IE ... , . , . , .Cincinnati
Herweh, Jane; D, . , , .... , ....•.. , . , . Cincinnati
~erzog, Robert Paul; 2E•.. , Covington, Ky.
eskarnp, Harry: D , Fort Thomas, Ky.
Heas, Harry: D , , , Cincinnati
He", Marianne; D , , Covington, Ky.
R~"ler, Herbert; D , , . , ,Coving.ton, ~y.
HIbbs, Donald a.: Ms, 1M, DetroIt, MiCh.
Right, James: D , , , , , Cincinnati
Rigi, Sr. Teresa S. H., S.N.D. de N.; Ds.Resding
Hlll, Sr. M. Cornelia, S.N.D.: Ds.Covlngton, Ky.
HIllebrand, Sr. Louise, O.S.B.: Ds.Covington, Ky.
Hiltz, Lawrence Thomas; 2E ..... Covington, Ky.
H!mmler, Robert Henry; IE,." .. ,Bellevue, ~y,
Rinks, Robert N" A.B.; UM,., .Dearborn, MiCh.
Hitchcock, Hiram J.; D"., .. " .. , .Dayton, Ky.
~~c~, VJ~h,! 4., Jr.: Ds, .. , .... , .... , . Ccincinn~ti
C I lrgmlaj D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. mcmn t
Hoctor, Lucille A.; D .....•...... , ... Cincinnati
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Hoenemeyer, Frank Joseph; 2E. , . , ... ,Cincinnati
Hoffman, J. C.; D ..•.......... , .Newport, Ky.
Hoffman, Leary; D , . , . , .•..... , . , .. ,Cincinnati
Hallman, Mary C.; D , Newport, Ky.
Hagan, Helen: D , . , Cincinnati
Hogan, Thomaa Patrick; SE , .. , . Cincinnati
Hoh, Helen M.; D .. , .. , " ....•.New Richmond
Holland, Francis F.; Ms, 1M Chicago, II1.
Hollerbach\ Florian J.: D , . , , , , ,G!ncinnati
Halley, He en E.; D .. , .. , , . , ,Cmcmnati
Holley, Quentin Stephen; 2E , . , .. , . Cincinnati
Holz, Edward: D , , , . , , .. Cincinnati
Homan, Theodore Joseph: SE ,Cincinnati
Hone~amJl, R?sell';j, D .•....... , ,G!nc!nnat!
Hopkms, Pauhne; J.J •• , ••••••••••• , • ,Cmcmnatl
Hopkins, Roberta; D .... , . , . , .. , , .. , ,Cincinnati
Hopkins, Thomas P.: 2M .. , , ... , , , , , , Cleveland
Horrigan, Philip Kevin; IE .. , ,Fort Thomas, Ky.
Horrigan, Vincent C.; Ms, 2M. Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hotopp, Loretta; D .••. , ..............• ChevlOt
Houben, William: D .... , Fort Thomas
l
Ky.
Howard, Joseph F.: D, . , .. , Cinc nnati
'Howard, Robert; D , .. , , , , , , , .. Cincinnati
Howe, .albert Berry: 4E Fort Thomas, Ky.
Howe, Thomas Everett; DE. , .. , Cincinnati
Hue, Gordan; D, .: , Lato!,ia, Ky ..
Huerkamp, MarJene; D •.......' , , , , , . ClUclnnatl
Hull, Henry C.; D .•........ ,Fort Thomas, Ky,
Hugenberg, Margaret: D , • , ,Norwood
Hugenberg, Mary; D , , , .. , •. Norwood
Hugenberg, William Charles; IE Norwood
Hughes, Charles; D . , , , , ,Cincinnati
Hughesl-Hernoan S.: Ms Flint, Mich.
Hukle, Thomas ,T.; D. , , . , .. , , .Ludlow, Ky.
Humig, Sr. M. Gertrude, O.S.F.; Ds
Oldenburg, Ind .
Hurm, Sr. M. Regea, S.N.D.; Ds.. Covington, Ky.
Hurst, John J.; D, Cincinnati
Huseman, Theodore D.; D , . , . , , . Cincinnati
Huwel, Mary A.; D ,., .Covington, Ky.
Inluot, Robert Edward: SE , . , . ; ...Norwood
Ishanski, Sr. Columba, O.S.U.; Ds, Louisville, Ky.
Jacober, William John; IE ' Cjp. inuati
Jacoba, Lawrence: D :.,., .COV1n.·'ll1ion.. ' :ICy.•
Jacobs, Rosemary A.: D , .•. , ., . '" OinCJ
Jansing, Robert Henry; IE .... ,c.....,.,'
Jobst, Lillian; D. , ... , . "" ""c"c,,.':-
Johansing, FerdinandLD, •... :' ... "c"
Jones, Jack Arthur: 4llJ ..... , .. , ..•.••.•
Janes, Margaret: D ... , .. , ..•...• '•."."
Junk, Robert; D ... ",., ...•. , .•..• , .•..
Jurgens, Louis :aernard: 2E : "';-:.",'
JU$tice, .Anne; Ds .... , . ".,' ;,;1';'.',;/0""
Kabbes, Katherine; D ...•.... , . >" • ;,i
Kail, Selma; D , .,
Kallmeyer, Irvin A:LD, ...•... , ., .,.;.
Kaluzaa, Louis S:i Ms, 4M •.•......•..
Kamp, Loraine; J.J •••• , Da
Kampschmidt, Mary L.; D, Covin
Kaske, Robert Earl: IE.....•..••...•• 'o"
Kearns, Samuel King: IE ..... , . , .MountY~rno!!
Keeler, Catherine; D ....•........... ,Cin(illlnati
Kehres, John C.; Ms, 2M ..........•......Toledo
Kehres, Paul S.; 1M ·• "C·.·T.oledt~
Keller, Arthur: D •..•..........•...•. C!nc!nDa
t
!
Keller, Betty; D , lU(illlna I
Keller, Douglas P.: Ms, 3M .........•.... ~oled~
Keller, Eugene Edward: 4E , ....••. c!UC!nDa~t
Keller, Grace; D, Clncmna
KeUer, Lillian; D, ," J:'o~woo4
Keller, Stanley Robert; 2E. , .....• , .. ,C!nc!nnat!
Kelley, Edward; D .••.........•.•... ClUcmnatl
falp~n, Julia; D Newport, Ky.
fa Phn, Neal J.; D •.............. Newport, Ky.
am augh, Sr. Mary Fidelia, O.S.B.; Ds
r Covington, Ky.
rammelrath, Eleanor; D .. , Cincinnati
tmpton, Edward; D ..... , , Cincinnati
randel, Charles Harold; lE Cincinnati
tnner, John Frederick; 2E. , , .Bellevue, Ky.
Iar~!,r, Frank K.; D, , , , , , .. , ... ,Cincinnati
Iar Ig, Joseph E.; D, , , , , .. Cincinnati
rardon, John A., A.B.; Ms, UM , ,Cleveland
r:~P~{~ T~mas. John; 4E , .C!ncinnat!
I p. g, yra, D Cmcmnatl
rnrprtng, Norhert Jerome; 2E. , ..Louisville, Ky.
rart, James Anthony; lE .... , , ...Newport, Ky.
Jartmann, Cletus F., A.B.; Ms, UM. , '" Holland
rartz• John Henry; 1E , , , •.. Owensboro, Ky.
iarvanek, Robert F.; Ms Chicago, Ill.
II~!'Iger, Henry B.; D .. , ' . Cincinnati
r\field, Anne; D •.... , Norwood
IIa fed, John; D , Norwood
fiat ield, Mary; D .....•.. , .•......... Norwood
lIauger, Herbert; D ..............• Dayton, Ky.
lIaumann, Joseph Jager; 1E .. , Cheviot
lIaverkamp, Lawrence; D , .Bellevue, Ky.
lIay~, Thomasj' D Ludlow, Ky.r/tt ,Robert oseph; UE , Norwood
lIe keler, Raymond; D .•..............Norwood
a:ck' Alexander William; Ds, 4E Cincinnati
fIe~k\~ Willi.am; J?: '.' Cjncinnatj
fI k" David PhIhp, BE .. , Cmcmnatl
fIef' In, Herbert Joseph; 4E , Cincinnati
EIehele, Paul Joseph; Ds .. , , Cincinnati
e. lllan, George Eaward; IE Newport, Ky.
Eleldelman, Sr. Clara of the Blessed Sacrament,
EI '1 S.N.D. de N.; Ds , Readinl\"
IIe~ ltet William Richard; Ds, IE Cincinnati
Helm, awrence Joseph; 2E Cincinnati
He. thaus, Esther; D , .. Norwood
eltz. Edward Junior; HE .. , Southgate, Ky.
~eftzman,Edward Herbert; BE .....•. Cincinnati
nelfd ,. James a~car; IE CincinnatjHtI rIch! Alo>:siUs Eugene; IE Cincinnati
HeI rnbo d, William; Ds Fort Thomas, Ky.
nelrner, Catherine; D Newport, Ky.
Helrn!'rs , Lawrence; D ' . Cincinnati
He rnIck, Eugene Francis; 2M Cincinnati
H::~:r, MRa~y M.; D, ..•...... Covlng~on! Ky ..
He s ger, Ichard J.; Do, , ..•.. Cmcmnati
H naghan, James '1; 4M Chicago, Ill.
nengelbrOk, James wallace; IE.FortThomas, Ky.
n enry, Edris J.
b
· D Cincinnati
.n:nry , Edwin; Covington, Ky.
He~~~~t0lr<!.; Ms Chic.ago, Ill ..
H ,arle; D , , , Cmclnnatl
n
erfurt, Robert Edward; lE Cincinnati
n erschede, Robert Henry; IE Cincinnati
1Ierweh, Jane; D .......•............Cincinnati
ne=og, Robert PaUl; 2E•.•...... Covington, Ky.
lIeskamp, Harry; D , Fort Thomas, Ky.
ness. Harry; D Cincinnati
ess. Marianne; D , Covington, Ky.
Hessler, Herbert; D, Covington, Ky.
~~b~~, Donald a.; Ms, 1M Detrol):, lyIIC:.
g ,James; D " , Cmmnn ti
Higi. Sr. Teresa S. H., S.N.D. de N.; Ds.Reading
lIill, Sr. M. Cornelia, S.N.D.; Ds.Covington, Ky.
lIillebrand, Sr. Louiee, a.S.B.; Ds.Covington, Ky.
Ril tz, Lawrence Thomas; 2E Covington, Ky.
R!mmler, Robert Henry; IE , .. Bellovue, Ky.
H~nks, Rober): N., A.B.; UM Dearborn, Mich.
lIltchcock, Hiram J.; D. , , , Dayton, Ky.
Rock, John A., Jr.; Ds Cincinnati
Hock, Virginia; D, Cincinnati
Hoctor, Lucille A.; D ......•......... Cincinnati
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Hoenemeyer, Frank Joseph: 2E Cincinnati
Hoffman, J. C.; D .....•.• , Newport, Ky.
Hoffman, Leory; D ••..•......... , ... Cincinnati
Hoffman, Mary 0.; D ....•....... Newp.ort, Ky"
Hogan, Helen; D .•...•....... , •..... ClllcmnatJ
Hogan, Thomas Patrick; 3E , ..... Cincinnati
Hoh, Helen M.; D .•... , New Richmond
Holland, Francis F.; Ms, 1M.....•. , Chicago, Ill.
Hollerbach, Florian J.; D , Cincinnati
Holley, Helen E.; D , Cincinnati
Holley, Quentin Stephen; 2E , , .. Cincinnati
Holz, Edward; D .•..... , Cincinnati
Homan, Theodore Joseph; 3E ...• " Cincinnati
Honekamp, Rosella; D .•.............Cincinnati
Hopkins, Pauline; D , Cincinnati
Hopkins, Roberta; D , , Cincinnati
Hopkins, Thomas P.; 2M " Cleveland
Horrigan, Philip Kevin; IE Fort Thomas, Ky.
Horrigan, Vincent C.; Ms, 2M.Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hotopp, Loretta; D CheVIOt
Rouben, WiIliam1. D ........•. Fort Thomas, Ky.
Howard, Joseph 1".; D .........••..•..Cincinnati
'Howard, Robert; D ............•.....Cincinnati
Howe, Albert Berry; 4E.....•. Fort Thomas, Ky,
Howe, Thomas Everett; UE ...•...• , .Cincinnati
Hue, Gordon; D ............•. , .•.Latonia, Ky.
Hnerkamp, Marjerle; D , , ..' Cincinnati
Huff, Henry C.; D ...•.......Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hugenberg, Margaret; D .....•........ Norwood
Hugenberg, Marl; D Norwoad
Hugenberg, Wilham Charles; lE ...•....~o~woo4
Hughes, Charles; D ..... , ...••....•.. C\fiCmpatl
Hughes, Herman S.; Ms ......••....Flint, MIch.
HUkle, Thomas J.; D Ludlow, Ky.
Humig, Sr. M. Gertrude, O.S.F.; Ds
Oldenburg, Ind.
Hurm, Sr. M. Regea, S.N.D.; Dso,Coving¥>n! Ky ..
Huret, John J.; D ...•.......... , ClllClllnatl
Huseman, Theodore D.; D Cincinnati
Huwel, Mary A.; D Covington, Ky.
Inkrot, Robert Edward; BE Norwood
Ishansk!, Sr. Columba, a.s.u.; Ds.Louisville, Ky.
Jacober, Willillm John; lE., •.......•.. qi~4i
Jacobs, Lawrence; D ..••...•.... Oovlnll1on/
Jaco~s, Rosemar~A.; D ... , ,'" ... , ",',.
Janslng, Robert Henry; 1E •. " .'...••••
Jobst, Lillian; D ......•...• •f ..••. ' •• ./;.
Johanslng, FerdlnandLP. "',' '. ; .. y ••
Jones, Jack Arthur; 4.ID .... , .•.••. " .".
Jones, Margllret; D •.......••...••.. '.'
Junk, Robert; D ............•...... , •
Jurgens, Louis13ernard; 2E., .•..•.. \,.,
Justice, Anne; Ds ....• , ....•.....".';"
Kabbes, Katherine; D. . . . . . • •. .• •.•.
Kall, SellUlltD: .....•.....•.. . ••.. Om·9.
Kallmeyer" ,ltvlU A.; D .....••..•••... OIIl.IlJll
Kal1]ZSll, Louis S.; Ms, 4M .•...•...... Oleve
Kamp, Loraine: D •..•............ ~ayt()!l.,.
Kampschmidt, Mary L.; D •.••.• Covmgj;(llliK~'>
Kaske, Rohert Earl; 1E•........••...••;Obevi",t
Kearns, Samuel King; lE ...•....•Mount .V:ernQp'
Keeler, CatherineM' D ....... , ........ ,Clncmnat!Kehres, John C.; s, 2M ..•......•.•.•.•Toledo
Kehres, Paul S.......1M .••.•........•...... ~oledo
Keller, Arthur; JJ •••••••••••••••••.•• C!nc!'Jliat!
Keller, Betty; D •..........•...•. , •.. Clllcillnati
Keller, Douglas P.; Ms, 3M...•.•..•..•. ""'::oled~
Keller, Eugene Edward; 4E .••..•..... Cluc!'Jliatl
Keller, Grace; D •...•...•............ CinCllll1ati
Keller, Lillian; D •..•.....•....• , ....•~o~woo4
Keller, Stanley Robert; 2E, ......••...C!llc!nnat!
Kelley, Edward; D .•..•.........•... Cmcmnati
iRalpln, Julia; DiRa1pln,Neal J.' D" .. ,.. "., ....Newport, Ky.
.
:Rambaugh, Sr. 'Ma~y'Fide'li~ '0' ·s· 'B'~eDwport, Ky., ' ... , s
;Rammelrath, Eleanor' D Coving~on! Ky ..
fRampton, Edward' D' ~!nc!nnat!
Randel, Charles H~rold'. 'lE' C!nc!nnat!
tRanser, John Frederick: 2E Cmcmnatli.Rarder,Frank K.; D ' Belle:-ue, Ky ..
i Rardlg, Joseph E.' D' C~nc!nnat!
!lfardon John A AB' . ivi··········· .Cmcmnati
Rarper:Thoma~'Joim:; B, UM ,G,Ie,:elan~
:Harpring Myra' D ,4E . , Cmclnnatl
; Barpring: Norbert je'r~;';~"2E:' C!ncinnati
,Hut, James Anth l' LouiSVIlle, Ky.
!Bartrnann, CletusO~Y;A~'''M'''''' .Newport, Ky.
iBartz, John Henr ." E' ., s, UM. " "Holland
i.Huvanek, Roberfil M' , 0wens1?oro, Ky.
ilhssenger Hem B': s Chicago, Ill.
I'flatfield, Anne' b ., D. , , Cincinnati
;flatfield John.' D ,." .Norwood
iflatfield: Mary' D' Norwood
rHanger, Herbe~t. D' Norwood
tRanmann, Joseph J~ 'e~: i'E······· .Dayton, Ky.
:Raverkamp, Lawrenle' b ., CheVlot
!!Iayea, Thomas' D ' Bellevue, Ky.
li Heath, Robert ~ose' b·.············ .Ludlow, Ky.:Rebbeler, Raymonl DUE , , Norwood
,Heck, Alexander W.iJ..•............. ,Norwood
;Ueckle, William' D 1 lam; Ds, 4E .•.... C!nc!nnat!
,Heek!n, David Phili '. '3E C~nc!nnat!
,Reekin, Herbert Jos~' h' 4E·········· .C!nc~nnat!
rHelcle, Paul Joseph' ~.. . C!nc!nnat!
iHe~man, George Edwa .; .., Cmcmnatl
!Heldelman Sr Cl [d, IE" Newport, Ky.
i . S.N.D: de N. ~'i5so the Blessed Sacrament,.
He!lker, William Rich~;ci: i:i ... ; , , ,Re.adml;
iHe!m, Lawrence JOBe h" B, IE, qncmnat!
!!:Relthaus Esther' D p , 2E ,Cmcinnatl
!lI'eitz, Edward J";nio~; 3E' ,.. ,Norwood
I.Heitzman, Edward H~rbe 't·.. 'E' ..Southg!ltel Ky ..
(ReId, James Oscar' IE 1', 3 C!nc!nnat!
I'Kelfrich Aloysiu E .. , .. , Cmcmnatl
: Relmhoid, Willia~ .15ene; IE .. , , .Cincinnati
iRelmer, Catherine.' D s Fort Thomas, Ky.
IJielm~rs, Lawrence' D" . , , ...New8?rt/ Ky ..
"IIelmlck, Eugene F;an~i~:2M , ,,. .. !nc!nnat!
,IIemmer, Mary M . D' ,Cmcmnatl
Hemsteger, Richard J: Covmgton, Ky •.
Henaghan, James G "4 D , ·9lncmnatl
Hengelbrok J W 1f'1' , . , ,ChIcago, Ill.
, Henry, Edris j~'f; a ace; IE. Fort Tho,?as! Ky.
;. Henry, Edwin; D Cmcmnatl
'.Henry John G M············· .CoVlngton, Ky.
. Herbo~t, Marl';;! D 8 •••• , , • , •••.••• Chic.ag?, Ill ..
Her!urt, Robert Ed~~;ci: i'E········· ,C!nc!nnat!
lterschede, Robert He '. IE , , ,C!nc!nnat!
Herweh, Jane; D nry, ,C!nc!nnat!
Herzog, Robert l;u:,{l: 2E·'·········· Cmcmnatl
Heskamp H D ' , . , . CoVmgton, Ky.
He"" Ha;ry.agy ; , ,Fort Tho,?as, Ky ..
Hel:S, Maria~ne: ':6' ",' ClncmnatI
He",ler, Herbert. D Cov!ngton, Ky.
Hibbs, Donald 0 . M~' .. , COvmg.ton, ~Y.
Right, James' D" ,1M ,DetrOl~, ¥lch ..
Rigi Sr Te' s"iI:" """"."." .Cmcmnatl
Hm'Sr'M resa ' .., S.N.D. de N.; DB.Readlng
Hill~br' • Cornel:a, S.N.D.; DB.Covington, Ky.
Riltz ~~d, Sr. LTouhlse, O.S.B.; Ds.Covington, Ky.
Him';'lerwItehce Homas; 2E Covington, Ky.
Hinka R' b 0 eg eury; IE , .. Bellevue, Ky.
H!tch~oc~ 'iP ., t·B.; UM. , .. Dearborn, Mich.




Hoctor, Lucm'; A.; D.':::::::::::::: :8i~~:~~~n
Hoenemeyer, Frank Joseph, 2E.••. , ... Cincinnati
Hoffman, J. C.; D , ........•..Newport, Ky.
Hoffman, Leory; D , . , , •. Cincinnati
Hoffman, Mary C.; D. , , .•..Newport, Ky.
Hogan, Helen; D , , , , ...• Cincinnati
Hogan, Thomas Patrick; 3E , , ... Cincinnati
Hoh, Helen M'i D , ....•.New Richmond
Holland, FranCiS F.; Ms, 1M. , , , ... ,Chicago, Ill.
Hollerbach, Florian J.; D .. , .. , , . , .. , . Cincinnati
Holley, Helen E.; D ..... , , ... , . , .. , . Cincinnati
Holley, Quentin Stephen; 2E .•. , ,Cincinnati
Holo, Edward; D . , , , . Cincinnati
Homan, Theodore Joseph; 3E , , Cincinnati
Honekamp, Rosella; D , , .. , , Cincinnati
Hopkins,.Pauline; D •... , , .•... , , ,Cincinnati
Hopkins, Roberta; D .. , , . , ,Cincinnati
Hopkins, Thomas P.; 2M .. , ,Cleveland
Horrigan, Philip Kevin; IE. , .. Fort Thoman, Ky.
Horrigsn, Vincent C.; Ms, 2M. Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hotopp, Loretta; D ...•.............•.. CheVIOt
Houben, William; D .. , ... , . , ,Fort Tho,?as, Ky ..
Howard, Joseph F.; D .•...... , . , •• , •. Cmcmnatl
Howard, Robert; D ..•.. , ..• , ...••... Cincinnati
Howe, Albert,Berry; 4E.•.....Fort Thomasl Ky.
Howe, Thomas Everett; UE·. , , •. , .. , . Cincmnati
Hue, Gordon; D •.. , , . ,Latonia, Ky,
Huerkamp, Marjerie; D . , , Cincinnati
Huff, Henry C.; D , Fort Thomas, Ky.
Hugenberg, Margaret; D. ' .•...••....•Norwood
Hugenberg, Mary; D .... , ......•.. , Norwood
Hugenberg, WilHam Charles; IE .• , Norwood
Hughes, Charles; D , •.... Cincinnati
Hughes, Herman S.; Ms .......•. ·· .Flint, Mich.
Hukle, Thomas J.; D Ludlow, Ky.
Humig, Sr. M. Gertrude, O.S.F., DsOldenburg, Ind.
Hurm, Sr. M. Regea, S.N.D.; Ds.. Covington, Ky.
Hurst, John J.; D ........••......•. ,Cincinnati
Huseman, Theodore D.; D, Cincinnati
Huwel, Mary A.; D ........•.... Covington, Ky.
Inkrot, Robert Edward; 3E .•....... , . ,Norwood
Ishanski, Sr. Columba, O.S.U.jDs.Louisville, Ky.
Jacober, William John; IE .•• ' .. , ... , . Cincinnati
Jacobs, Lawrence; D ......•..... Covington, Ky.
Jacobs, Rosemary A.; D ....•. , •...•. , Cincinnati
Jansiog, Robert Henry; IE ... , , ...•.. Cincinnati
Jobst, Lillian; D. , . , . , .. , ..•... ' ..... Cincinnati
Johansing, Ferdioand; D ....•........ Cincinnati
Jones, Jack Arthur; 4E .....•..•.•.•.. Cincmnati
Jones, Margaret; D, ......•.. , •.•.•. ,Cincinnati
Junk, Robert; D ..... , , . , .••.....•... Cincinnati
Jurgens, Louis Bernard; 2E ....•...... Cincinnati
Justice, Anne; Ds .•... , ..•.......••.. Cincinnati
Kabbes, Katherine; D .....••..... , •.. Cincionati
Kail, Selma; D , Cincinnati
Kallmeyer, Irvin A.; D. , , .•.....••.. ,Cincionati
Kaluzaa, Lo,:,ls Si ~s, 4M •••.•..•. ·· . Cleveland
Kamp, LoraIne; lJ .••••• , •.• ••••• ,Dayton, Ky.
Kampschmidt, Mary L., D .••.. ,Covington, Ky.
Kaske, Robert Earl; IE...••...•••...••. Cheviot
Kearns, Samuel King; IE ..• , ....•Mount Vernon
Keeler, Catherine; D ......•....•.••.. Cincinnati
Kehres, John C.; Ms, 2M ..•...•.•.•.....Toledo
Kehres, Paul S.; 1M ·· .Toledo
Kcller, Arthur; D ..•. , .....•..••..... Cincinnati
Keller, Betty; D Cincinnati
Keller, Douglas P.; Ms, 3M ....•.••.....•Toledo
Keller, Eugene Edward; 4E, •..•.•.•.. Cincionati
Keller, Grace; D ....•.....•.. , , .. CIncinnati
Keller, Lillian, D , , Norwood
Keller, Stanley Robert; 2E .••. , •.••••. Cincinnati
Kelley, Edward, D .•....•.••....•••. Cincinnati
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Kelly, Charles Anthony: 3E Cincinnati
Kelly, William Michael: IE St. Bernard
Kemper, Marian: D Coving~on! Ky ..
Kennedy, Anthony D.: D Cmcmnatl
Rennedy, Bernard K.: D Cincinnati
Kennedy, Edward Joseph: 4E Covington, Ky.
Rennedy, Thomas J.; D Cincinnati
Kenny, Vincent J.: D Cincinnati
Kern, Arthnr J.; Ms, 1M Bellevue, Ky.
Rern, Joseph Richard: 3E Cincinnati
Kernen, Daniel William: 3E Cincinnati
I<:erstien, Charles H.; D Norwood
Kettas, John Victor; IE Cincinnati
Ketterer, Lawrence J.: D Hamilton
Kiener, Ruth: D Cheviot
Kiley, William A.: D Cincinnati
Kilgarrlfl, James: Ds Cincinnati
King, Charles William; 2E Colnmbns
King, John Thomas: 2E Cincinnati
King, Thomas Joseph: IE Chicago, Ill.
I<:issel, Robert George: 2E St. Bp.rnard
Kistner, Marian; D , Cincinnati
Klahm, Charles Frank: 2E Cincinnati
IClein, Jack W.: D Bellevue, Ky.
Kling, Franklin: D Covington, Ky.
I<:lingenberg, Joseph John: 2E
South Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Klingenberg, Ralph Herman: 3E Dayton, Ky.
Klocker, Carolyn; D Cincinnati
Klocker, Henry; D Cincinnati
I<:locker, Mary; D Cincinnati
Kloentrup, John; D Covington, Ky.
Klopp, Eleanor: D Cincinnati
IClopp, Joseph J.; D Cheviot
Klopp, Marcia: D Cheviot
!-{losterman, Katherine; D Cincinnati
I<:luener, Albert: D. " Cincinnati
Kluener, Edward: D Cincinnati
Kluener, Robert George: IE Cincinnati
Kluska, Edward Leo; 3E Mount Pleasant, Pa.
Knoepfle, William Patrick: 2E ..•..... Cincinnati
Knollmann, Carl; Ds Cincinnati
Koch, Olivia; D Cincinnati
Koch, Robert Stanley; 2E Cincinnati
Koegel, John: D Cincinnati
Koehn, Robert J.: 3M .............•..... Toledo
Koehne, Jean: D Reading
Koenig, George C.; D Cincinnati
Kohl, Ruth: D Cincinnati
Kohlhoff, Ralph William: 4E Cincinnati
Kohnen, Harold Albert; 2E Newport, Ky.
Kohrman, John A.; D Covington, Ky.
Kollstedt, Carl Marion; 2E Hamilton
Konersman, Fred George, Jr.: 3E. Covington, Ky.
Koo, Sr. Loretto S. H., S.N.D. de N.; Ds
Reading
Koors, Margaret: D Covington, Ky.
Kopp, Marion: D Cincinnati
Kopp, William Gordon: 2E Cincinnati
l{ornau, Miriam H.; D Cincinnati
Krebs, Charles Henry: 2E Louisville, Ky.
Kreeb, Albert: D Park Hills, Ky.
Kreimer, Edward Paul; lE Norwood
Kreke, Leonard: D Covington, Ky.
I{rekeler, Edward Bernard; 3E. I I ••••• Cincinnati
Krekeler, Stanley John; 2E .•......... Cincinnati
Kroeger, Guilda: D Latonia, Ky.
Kroger, Marie: D Cold Spring, Ky.
Kuhl, Frank: D Bellevue, ICy.
Kunkel, Edward W.; D ....•..........Loveland
L~drigan, Joseph Frederick; IE Cincinnati
Lambert, Arnold: D Norwood
Lameier, Robert T.; D Cheviot
Lampe, Harry Walter; IE Batavia
Lang, Alvin; D .. . Cincinnati
Lang, Earl; D Cincinnati
Lange, Fred: D , ....•............ Cincinnati
Langenbrunner, David A.: D... Fort Thomas, Ky.
Langenbrunner, Robert Fred: IE •.. Bellevue, Ky.
Langhorst, William G.; D Mount Healthy
Lannon, Eileen P.: D Cincinnati
Lannon, William J.; D Cincinnati
Larch, Louis J.; Ms, 3M Milwaukee, Wisc.
Lattner, Stanley William: 3E Cincinnati
Lavelle, Charles Anthony; lE•......•.. Clevelaud
Lear, Louise: D Newport, Ky.
Leesman, Harry Roy: lE Cincinnati
Lehmkuhl, Jerome: D Covmgton, Ky.
Lemker, Robert: D ...........•...... Cincinnati
Lemkuhl, James Leahy; IE Norwood
Lemkuhl, Jean: D ....•............•.•Norwood
Lenzer, Charles; D Cincinnati
Leonard, Joseph.Howard, Jr.: 2E Norwood
Leppert, MarjorIe; D Glendal'
L~ser, LawrenCE; D , .. Cincinnatl
Leugers, GeQrge William; 4E, D Norwood
Leugere, Robert: D Cincinnati
Leugers, William: Ds, D Norwood
Leverone, John Bast; IE. , •.••....... Cincinnati
Lewis, William; D .......••...•.......Lockland
Liedhegner, Earl: D Newport, Ky.
Liedhegner, William; D .........•.Newport, Ky.
Lindeman, Sr. M. Celine, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Linnemann, Agatha; D , Cincinnati
Linnemann, Jeannette; D Cincinnati
Lin7" Vincent Harold: 3E Cincinnati
Liska, Robert G.: Ms , •...••... Chicago, Ill.
Liston, James M.: Ms, 3M Chicago, Ill,
Litzendorff, Julia; D Newport, Ky.
Litzinger, Pius Gabriel; 2m Somersel
Loebker, Ruth: D FortMitchell, ICy.
Loftus, Louis: D .........•........... Cincinnat
Logan, Panl V.; D ............•...... Cincinnat
Loges, Sr. Francis Marie, S.N.D. de N.: Ds
Readinl
Lohman, Edwin; D Norwooc
Lohman, Fred: D .............•.......Norwooi
Long, Earl: D , •.......... Cincinnat
Loveley, Edward M.; Ms Detroit, Mich.
Low, John Albert: 4E Cincinnat
Lowry, Ralph Waldo; 2E .......•..... Cinclnnat
Lucas, John George: 2E Mount Pleasant, Pa.
Luckman, Ksthryn: D Cinclnnat
Luebbe, Jennette; D •..•........ Covington, Ky.
Luebbers, Norbert J.; D ........•..... Cincinnat
Luken, Frank Louis; 4E ...•.........•.• Cheviol
Luken, Grace; D N orWOOc
Lukey, Frank: D ......•..•.......... Cincinnat
Lunne, Raymond; D ....•... , Cincinnat
Lusch, Helen F.; D ..••........•..... Cincinnat
Lysaght, Donald; D ...•............. Clncinnat
MacCormack, Thomas; Ds......•..... Cincinnat
Macke, Anne M.: D•............ Covington, Ky.
Maeke, H.alph: D ...............•Belleyue/ Ky.
Mackey, John Bernard; 4E, D••..... , .Cmcmnat
Madden, Harold Daniel: Ds, 2E•..•.... Wyominl
Mahany, John: D Covington, Ky.
Maher, Gene; D ........•....•... Newp'ort, Ky.
Maher, George: D Newport, Ky.
Mahar, Sr. M.Wilma, S.N.D.: De.Covington, Ky.
Maher, Thomas J.: Ms, 3M Portsmoutl
Maifeld, Robert Joseph; 2E ....•...Latonia, Ky,
M.llrkey, Robert Murray; IE ~ilfor[
Mallard, John C.: D ........•...•.... CmClnnRt
Malone, John W.; Ms, 2M .•........ LaSalle, Ill.
MalYI Robert; D ...•.......•........ Cincinnat
Man<lzak, John Frank; 2E Trentor
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lbn!on, "Frederick P . Ms J \" t TIl)bnnfuo, Victor' D ., . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ Ie. ' '.
·Jl,mus, Ererman: D C!nc!nnat!
)llrshall Dolor~s' n' C!"C!nnat!
"art' ~ , Cmcmnatl
p, !n, Ueorge Ambrose 4E Fort Thomas Ky.
~ll::' I.eJo J.; Ms Joliet. IiI.&n0, oseph Charles; 1E Cincinnati
an, Robe~t; D Cincinnati
:'~~:"rn,:m~FVance; 2E Cincinnati
lbttlo;lhtl::: . '8 J.; Ms Louisv!lle, Ky ..
1I1,l'er. M:ichael~ 'n C)nc!nnat!
Mayhall, Edmu~d' Ii C!nc!nnat!
lkCabe. James H" D' C)nc\nnat!
lfcCab R b ., CmcmnatI
)lcCar:~ Der~ Joseph; 2E Covinllton, Ky.
lfcCarth~' D~~~!~1.~ Chlcag?, Ill,
lkCord, James' D ., Cjnc)nnat!
,)IcCorl?>aclc, Thom~;' IC.'; 'n:::::::::: :gl~~i~~~n
~~an)el, J~seph Michael; 1E.New Albany, Ind.
, :nlel, RIta; D Cincinnati
l:go~o~t,:ogerJoseph; 3E Cincinnati
3fcDo agd , C "rgaret; D CillCinnati·u E naIl, harles Joseph; 2E Covington, ICy.}Ie ntee, Stephen' D N d·JleEvlll R b ' . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. orwoo
1{eGeOgir'Ca~h~~;nA:;rPs, D ~orwoo4
.MtGJ)'ll • J e, .•............ Cmcinnatl
lIeGolf,'La~":,';;'c';'·tfM " ..g.le,:eland
lloHugh, Martin. b !nc!nnat!
MeKenn", Elean~r' j) Cmcmn"tl
)leKen L J ' Covmgton, Ky.
)reLa nha" eo .; 1M Rock Falls, Ill.
','" 'Mulug lIn, Anthony Thomas; 2E .. Ludlow Ky.
"'" len, James Willi-m' 1E 'N'IJleNeill L . D '" . . . . . . . . . . . .. I es
lieN ' OUlS; Ludlow, Ky.
MewiWey, EJdw"rd W.; Ms. 3M Detroit, Mich.
lleade/aW"ll.ametJ.; Ms, 4M Toledo
K~hrln' 0 ' lam .; D Fort Thomas, Ky.Kofer, ~lle~?15e; D '.' .Norwood
Meiner G' '" Covmgton, Ky.
Helne/' peolge John; 1E Newport, Ky.
Meine S, ",aiu JDoseph; 1E Cincinnati
ltelnY~s, -Wta ; Clncinllati
lJelate r'n ayne; D Fort Thomas, Ky.
,IIeldo r, B",obert Anthony; 4E Cincinnati
Renk n'AIeU:f Jane; D Cincinnati
nk~~uso~i~';~ Jos~¥f; 2E '.' ClllCinnati
enne. G~rtrudenile:D' Covmg~onl ICy ..
enta J h ., CmcmnatI
lIentagi. 0 n V.; Ms•....... Michigan City, Ind.
.\ferke~ ~~~:~r~'D' Covington, Ky.
Herkle' Charles' 'D ~n~ndaJ~
e kt 'H , Cmcmn"tl
~er: Ef~~be~~'DD' St..Be,rnar4
Fr , CmcmnatIr, K ederick Martin; IE Cincinnati
er. R ar; D Cheviot
er. S aph B.; D Cincinn"tiyer. r. M. Edward, O.S.F.; Ds
S I Oldenburg, Ind.
yer, Ftan ey J.; D Hamilton
zur, J rank; D Cincinnati
'dday, ohn J.; Ms, 1M Canton
I'ddendorf. Donald George; 4E .. Covington. Ky.'ddendJrf, M:1.ty C.: D CincinMti
hle;ng~~l: nRichard; D Covln~onl Ky,.
111' ' CmcmnatIill::' i.~'.::.~rl; lE NewCp,ortl Ky ..'11 ' D - , • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •• mcmn"tl
!Uer , ..ob;rt Henry: 4E Fort Wayne, Ind.
'll!'r, William Henry; 2E Cillclnnati
'I Itzer, George Grear; Ds, 4E Lovdhnd
! unas, J"seph G.; Ms Homesta.d, Pa.
I::f;~~Edwll:r4 J.mes; 2E C!nc!nnat.!
rt, WIlham; D CmCInnatI
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Moeller, Norman W.; Ms, 4M Clevela~d
Moliter, Sr. Clotilde, a.s.u.; Ds•...... St. Martm
Moloney, Margaret C.; D, ..•.... Covington, Ky.
Molony, Walter Joseph; IE Covington, Ky.
Monahan, P"ul Donald; IE Norwood
Monahan, Robert J.; D ..•......•.... Cincinnati
Monahan, William; D Norwood
Montag, Paul Louis; IE Glendale
Moore. Catherine E.; D Cincillnati
Moore. Donald Daugherty; 3E HamJlton
Moore, William Francis; 4E Chi~ag?, III ..
Moorman, A\bert; D C!ncmnat,
Moorman, RIchard J.; D C!nc!nn"t,
Moorman, Robert: D C,ncmuatI
Moormann, Mary J.; D ...•.......... C!nc!nnat!
Moormann, Ruth E.; D ...•...•...... C!nc!nn"t!
Morris. Jac~i D C!nc!nnat!
Morrissey, lYlary J.; D ........•...... CmcInnatl
Muehlenkamp, George; D .....Fort Tho.m"s, Ky.
Mlleller, Robert Mlch"eI: 1E ...•.... CbICago, Ill.
Mueller, WlIliam L.; Ds ....•......Latollial ICy,.
Mu~ninghoff,. Richard; D G!nc,nuat!
M11lter, Henrietta; D ....•..•........ Cmcmnatl
Mulhern, Bernard J.; 1M .....•..... Chic"go, Ill.
Mulhern.Sr.Berchmans,S.N.D. d-N.; Ds.Reading
Mulligan, Rohert W., A.B.; Ms, UM.Chicago, Ill.
Mumper, John; D ~0~woo4
Murphy, Charleen; D .....•.......... C,nc!nnatj
MurphY, Richard T.; D .......•...... C~nc!nnat!
Murphy, Robert, Jr.; D ....•..•...... CI'!01nnat,
Mllrray, John Hal; lE J~lteF, III,
Murray, Justin John; 1E •............ C!nc!nnet!
Mllrray. Kathleen; D ..•............. C!nc!unat!
Murray, Ruth; Ds ........•.......... C!nC!nnatI
Murray, Thomas Edward; 4E Cmcmnatl
Murray, Thomas Raymond; 2E, Piqua
Naegele, Joseph; D .....••......... '.' Cincinnati
Neal, Dorothy; D .......•...... Covmgton, Ky.
Neary, Roy Bernard; 4E •...•Lawrenceb'!rg,. Ind ..
Nees, C"rroll: D ........•............ C!nc~nnat!
Neiheisel, Catherine; D ..•... , •.......G!nc!nnat!
Neihelsel, Edna; D C!nc!nnat!
Neiheisel, Marguerite; D ..• , .•....... C!ncmnat,
Neiheisel, Mary Louise; D •........... C!nc!nnat!
Nellis, Ann Louise; D ..•.............Clnc!nnst!
NevilIe, James: D , Cincmnatl
Newell, William; D......•..... ~ .. Belleyuel Ky •.Newman, Alma; D ....•.............. Gmcmnatl
Nickel. Laurence R1plselI; Ds, BE I,Iaz;>i1to,!
Nicolai. Adam Ferdmand; IE Cmcmnatl
Nieberding, Robert; D.......•Fort M.ltcbelI, Ky.
N!ederschmidt,. Cyril; D ....•.... Covulg1;on, Ky,
NIedhard, Marum; D .. , ...•......... C!nc!nnat~
Niedhard, Mildred; D ......•......... Cmc!nnat!
Niehaus, Clara; D, . . . • . . . . . C!uc!nnatj
Niehaus, Joseph: DB. . . . . . . . ...•.. C,ncmnatl
Niem"n, Howard Joseph: 1E •.........C!nc!nnatj
N!enaber/ L,or,ine; D . , .••• , C!oc!nnat,
Nlesel. VIrgmla; D .......•........... C,nc!nnat!
Niesen. Edmond Henry: 3E C,nc!nnat!
Niesen, Frank Joseph; Ds, IE C!ncfnnat!
Nochack, Arthur; D ...•............. Clncmnatl
Noetzel Kenneth J.; 1M DetroIt, Mich.
Nclan. John Joseph; IE .•...••.....• St.1the.nvl11~
Nolting, Hal F.: D Cjuc\nnatl
Noon"n, Stanley; D ......•........... Cmcmnatl
Nordmeyer, Robert Martin; SE Morris, In!!.
Norris, Muy MJrgareti.,p : Cbevlo~
Northwood. Emma R.: lJ ••.••..••••• •Omc!nnat!
Norton, Jack Kennath: 1E 9incmnatI
Nowacki, C!,ment H.; Ms, 2M ChIcago, Ill.
Nunnar, Sr. M. Bonaventure, S.N.D.; ps K
Covmgton, y.
Nurre, Alvin Henry; 2E ........•..•.St. Bernard
I
I
Rack, Lawrence Edward; 4E .•........ Cincinnati
Hack, Robert William; IE Cincinnati
Rady, Kathleen; D Cincinnati
Halstin, John William: 2E ...•..... " .Cincinnati
Ran?al, Robert; D .. : ...........•Bellevue, Ky.
RapIer, Sr. Joan MarIe, S.L.; Ds ....Loretto, Ky.
Ratterman, Emmett Anthony; Ds, 3E
. LouIsviller Ky.Ratterman, PatrIck H.; 3M , Cincmnati
Rawe, Albert; D Newport, Ky.
Head, Fred; D ...............•. Covington, Ky.
Rebold, Albert; D ...••..............Cinclnnati
Rebold, Helen: D .......•.....•.... ' .Cincinnat
Rebold, William Fredcrick; IE•...... , .Cincin
Eech~in, William; D Covingtonr KyReddmgton, Andrew M.; D .••.... ' CJncmnat
Reed, John C.: Msbl M , Toled
Reekers, Ansel J.; Dayton, Ky.
Rees, James Beard; Ds, 3E Daylo
Reichel, Irene; D Norwood
Rei!, Frederick J., A.B.; UM Chicago, Ill.
Re!nhold, Eilis N'j' D Cincinnati
Remzen, Sr. M. A ansa, S.N.D.; D9
Covington Ky
Reising, Dolores; D Cine[nna
Remick, Stella; D Cincinnati
Remle, Harry: D Hamilton
Rethlake, Carl; D ......•. , Norwood
Rice, Daniel T.; 3M ,Glouste
Richards, Ernest, D Cinclnnati
H!eckhoff, Robert James; lE.. ' Ludlow, Ky.
RIeger, Charlcs; D ........•.•........Cinemnati
Hielly, Robert Edward; IE Cincinnati
Rielly, William Joscph; 4E , Clnninnoti
Ries, Ralph; D , .Cincinnati
Riesbeck, Florence E.; D ....•.........Norwood
Rieskamp, Margaret: D Cincinnati
Riestenberg, Martha; D ...•.......... Clnclnna
Riestenberg, Robert Theodore; IE Cinelnna
Riestenberg, Walter William; IE ,Cineinn.
Riley, Donald Louis; BE Cincinnat
Riley, Gordon '.rhomus: D Cinein
Risch, Albert, D Cincin
Ritter, EUQ;ene; D ......••...........Cinein
Ritter, Norbert; D Newport, Ky
Ritzie, Harold Anthony; 3E •.•....Newport
j
Ky
Roach, Vincent Joseph; 2E Cinc nna
Robbe, Edna C.; D Chevio
Robben, Bertrand Edward: IE .•..LoulsvlUe, Ky
Robers, Richard Joseph, 4E Norwoo
Robertson, Robert Henry; IE Clncinoa
Robinson, Frances; D ..•.........Newoort, Ky
Robinson, Marlc; D ..........•.••.LUdlow, Ky
Rodden, Ann; D Cine nnat
Rodden. Mary; D ............•...... Cine
Rodenfels, John Leo; 2E ...•.......... 0011\
Rodgers, Edward; Da No
Roedel, Mary K.; D Nor
Ro"lker. Hich'lrd C.; D Clneln
Ho"ll, Mary Louise; D , .Clnclnno
Hoell, Paul; D , •..........Clnelnnot
Hogert, Carl F.; D Clnclnnot.
Hoban, Howard; Ds Clnelnn9tl
Rob,m, Lawrence Francia; IE ....•.... Cincinnati
RolIes, Norbert J.: D Norwood
Holing, Gertrude; D ........•........ Cincinnati
Hall, William John Francis, Jr.; 2E.. , .. Cinclnnati
Romes, Mildred; D Clnc!nllat!
Ronayne, Martha Ann; D Clncmootl
Roney, Donald; D Glendale
Honey, Edwin J.; D Glend~lc
Rosiello, P9triek; D Cincinllati
Rost, William: D , .St. Bernard
Rotert, Jack; D Cincinnati
Roth, Richard; D , . ,Cincinnati
Obermeier, Sr. M. Lucy, D.S.B.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
O'Brien, Victor Joseph; 2E Newport, Ky.
O'Bryau, Mary; D , , , , .Cincinnati
O'Connell, Margaret; D Fort Thomas, Ky.
O'Connor, Mary rr.; D Cincinnati
O'Dowd, David Alfred; IE Cincinnati
Oechslin, Mary: D Fort Thomas, Ky.
Ogden, Marie: D Cincinnati
O'Grady, James; D Norwood
O'Hara, Mary: D Cincinnati
O'Kane, Edward J.: Ms, 2M Pittsburgh, Pa.
O'Kelly, Gregory J.; Ms Oak Park, Ill.
Oker, Hobert William: 4E Cincinnati
Olding, Hazel; D Cincinnati
O'Neill, John Bernard; IE Pittsburgh, Pa.
O'Neill, Sr. M. Josita, S.N.D.: Ds.Covington, Ky.
Ortman, Howard; D St. Bernard
Osseforth, Julia; D Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Ostendarp, Frank; D , Ludlow, Ky.
Otting, Eugene; D Cincinnati
Ottlinger, Mildred: D Cincinnati
Overbeck, Oliver Charles; 2E .. , Cincinnati
Overbeck, Thomas Jerome: IE Cincinnati
Overbeck, Walter Paul; lE Cincinnati
Overberg, Evelyn M.; D Cincinnati
Owens, Joseph P.: Ms, 4M Cleveland
Owens, Sr. Mary James, D.S.B.: Ds
Covington, Ky.
Pabst, Anna Mae; D , Cincinnati
Packham, Bettina; D Cincinnati
Partusch, Robert; D Cincinnati
Patton, James John: 4E Burnham, Ill.
Patton, John Joseph; 4E Burnham, Ill.
Payne, Thomas Edward; IE , Cincinanti
Pellman, Blanche; D Cincinnati
Pendergast, Eileen: D Park Hills, Ky.
Penker, Marie; D Cincinnati
Perrine, Ceciliaj D Cincinnati
Peters, Alberta E.: D Cincinnati
Peters, Marian; D , , , .. Cincinnati
Petricone, Evelyn; D Cincinnati
Pfeiffer, Gertrude: D , Cincinnati
Pfister, Irwin Hehert; 2E North College Hill
Pflum, Emily; D Cincinnati
Pharo, Stanley; D Cincinnati
Phillips, Elizabeth; D Cincinnati
Phillips, George; D. . . . . . Norwood
Pielage, Vincent; D , ,. ,., .. Cincinnati
Piening, Hobert John; 3E Norwood
Pieper, Lee Fredrick; 3E , .. Covington, Ky.
Pieper, Haymond Herhert: IE Hamilton
Pingstock, Robert P.; Ms , Canton
Pinkerton, Rose Anne; D Cincinnati
Plogsted, Helen; D , , , Cincinnati
Pohl, William Louis; Ds, 4E , , , , . Cincinnati
Poland, James E. j D, . , . . , . ,Cincinnati
Porter, Arthur J.: D , , Cineinnati
Posey, Steve Simon; IE Donora, Pa.
Post., Mildred; D , Norwood
Powers, George E.; Ms, 3M , IndianapoliH, Ind.
Powers, Sr. Marie Bernadette, S.N.D. de N.; Ds
geading
Prendergast, Lincoln J.; D .. , " ..... Norwood
Prickril, Rudolph A.; Ms, 2M Park Falls, Wise,
Pringle, Lillian; D. . . . . . , , .. Cincinnati
Prior, Richard Aloysios; IE. .. , St. Berna,d
Prior, Robert Lawrence; 2E St. Barnard
Pulsford, Eva; D , Bellevue, Ky.
Purcell, Theodore V.; Ms , Chicago, Ill.
Puttmann, Jeanne; D, , . , .Cincinnati
Puttmann, William Haymond: 3E Cincinnati
Quinlan, Jeremiah Joseph; IE Chicago, Ill.
Quinn, Rosellaj D Cincinnati
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tl:;rberlr, Miriam; D Norwood
Jlowek~' HO,\,ard Earl; 2E Cincinnati
..... I hmp, R
1
,chard; D Cincinnati
JlUUoP,HeenM-D C· t K'&aedeb h La -, ovmg on, Y.
•"i'{n;ema~n,:,"~ J.; D Belleyuel Ky ..
Winnifre~: D - .. C!nc!nnat!
'I t F k • '" Cmcmnat,etl, ran Edward; 3E
:Russ, Rarry James" Crescent Spri'.'gsr Ky:
.J-, William' D ,3E C!nc!nnat!'.'-II, JUlla.'D C!1lC!nnat!
'lI=ell. Thnr:.as E ..( . : '3 ; C!ncfnnatfJIwo, Julius' IE Dey, E Cmcmnat,
.!lUst M'lt 'E ' '" .Norwood
Il~": E1d On arl; IE Newport, Ky.
• ,-, ward Matthew; 3E Cincinnati.=::: ?.~~~el.Ugord; IE Covington, E;y.
•l\71ln, William p. . S!'aronvllle
·Il,yle, Mrs Kate:' ~M. " " Chlc.ag9' Ill ..
~ t· • , •••.••••.•...• CInCInnatI
Sulfeld, Esther' D P k H'll KSalJdy A th ' ....... , '" ar I s, Y.
iSalJge~, Mar °::iefH,,!If)"C; lE Yo,\ng~t0Wl!
;Sootoro, Ed;ardo D" D' " C!nc!nnat!
'Slund r' ' s, ' , , .. Cmcmnatl
.~ er]jd r:'lng Fremont; 1E , .Cincinnati'Slxt n, R W1ll R.; Ms, 2M ,Berkeley, Calif.
·s.ye~:' Ja~t,:r:6Louis; Ds, 3E , ' Cjncjnnatj
bnl' J h' F·· .. ·.. · ,· Cmcmnatl
bnl~~' Wilna~~D's; IE, C.ol~mbu~
Schaal', 'Richard j- . 1M' 'ch9mcmnat,
&:bacherer Jose h' DO' . . . . . . . . . . . ,cago, Ill.
'~haekman'n Ja!:. ' . Ii ,NewP.ort, ICy.
Schackrnann' Maresb . D' C!nc!nnatj
'Sehaeter Ge~r e' b" C!nc!nnat!
'Schaer 'R IJ:, Cmcmnat,
iScharf,e!os:sh'ljf':; D. '" ' Cincinnati
'Schat S J' S1M Lakewood
Scha:~n~' Da~:al ..R., S.N.D. de N.; Ds•.R<;ading
&he ' M d, D - Cmcmnati
"&h:mauv' ary K.; D , St. Bernard
Sclti;rer, ~I Bernard; IE Indianapolis, Ind.
&bloper, M'e,,;; D, Newport, Ky.
Sehl emer, arIon; D , ' Cincmnati
SchlOBser, JLoseph Fredrick; IE St. Bernard
Scbl::trj au};'; D .. " " Cincinnati
Schmed;'s o~~ eM:· M:' ~o~woo~
llehmedes' Ruih' b .; D ..........•. C!nc!nnat!
Sehm ' A ' , Cmcmnatl
Sch !lrl~e, Ibert George; 4E .. , Norwood
Schm!d In, ~ichard George; 2E ..•..... Cincinnati
Schmi'ddtt'RIchard Thomas; 3E Cincinnati
Scb 'tt' D ob.ert; D , Cincinnati
Seh:~tt' L::':t~';BM;s,,-4M DecCa~r,.rnd..
Seb . ' M r a ., u , " Incmnatl
Sehm!~t. T agdalen; D ' Cincinnati
SehillI t, homas John; 4E Norwood
Sd,~app" Sr. M. Mildred, R.S.M.; Ds .. Cincinnati
Sehn~~~r~ry Jane; D Cjncjnnat!
Sehneider' E~arle.sb·D cC!nc!nnat!
Sch ' . r Wn, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lllcmnatl
Sebne!der, Harold; D ' , .Bellevue, ICy.
S h ne!der, Leo; D " Dayton, Ky.
S:;hne\der, Mabel; D .. , .. 0 •••••••• Bellevue, Ky.
Sch~~~:~~~alte~; D , , :;-ro~woo<!
Schnieders' R osaha; D ' . C!nClnnat!
Schock Vi~ .o.s~ ~.; D .......•...... C!ne!nnat!
Schoen~nb gtUla, , C}nc~nnat~
SChoener Edger, RIchard; Do Cfnc!nnat!
S h ,ward; D , .Cmcmnatl
Se
h
aIle, Robert; D ,Delhi
Sehomaker, Rita; D Bellevue, Ky.
c amaker, Sr. M. Theresette, SoN.D.; Ds
Schrad L . Covlng~on, Ky ..
er, OU18j D Cmcmnatl
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Schrage, Frank J.; D ..............•.. Cincinnati
Schrameyer, A.J.; D ..•.... , .. ; .... Ludlow, ICy .
Schriever, Sr. Mary Fleuresita, G.B.B.; Ds
Covington, ICy.
Schroeder, Sr. Mary DeLourdea, S.N.D.; Ds
Oovington, Ky.
Schubert, George; D ...........•..... Cincinnati
Schuchert, Richard A.; Ms ......•........ Toledo
Schuh, John Thorman, 4E Fort Thomas, Ky.
Schuh, Mildred; D , .. , Dayton, Ky.
Schultze, Mary J.; D Covington, Ky.
Schumacher, Robert Joseph; 3E .....•.. Norwood
Schuster, George; D Cincinnati
Schuster, Joseph Henry; 2E 0 ••••••••Lynch, ICy .
Schwallie, Robert; D J;' o~woo<!
Schwartz, Florence J.; D ......•......C!ncmnat!
Schwartz, Henrietta: D Cmcinnat,
Schwartz, Ralph Joseph; IE Covington, Ky.
Schweer, Elinor L.; D Dayton, Ky.
Schweer, H. Leona; D ......•... 0 •• Dayton, ICy.
Schwegmann, Francis Xavier; 3E Norwood
Schweikert, John W.; D Newport, ICy.
Schweinefuss, Ralph Joseph; 2E Erlanller, ICy.
Schwetschena~ Eugene Louis; BE•••..• C!nc!nna~!
Scott, James!' u 0 ••••••••• Clllcmna I
Sedler, LucU e; D Lawrenceburg, Ind .
Sedler, Marguerite; D•.•..... Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Seideniaden, William Richards; 1E.Newport, Ky.
Seitz, Leo John; IE ' Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Selzer, LaMence; D, _ Loveland
Sexton, Melvin; D New8?rtr Ky ..
Shafer, Clifford W.; D•.•...... _ , !nc!nnat!
Shafer, Mary; D .....•............... C!nc!nnat!
Shannon, Rose; D , CIncinna.tI
Shay, Richard Franklin; 2E Chi~ag9' 111 ..
Shea, John; D.o ' _ 0 ••••••• Clllc,nnati
Shea, Joseph; D ...•.................. Norwood
Sheehan, Gus; D , , Covington, Ky.
Sheehan, Jamcs Gordon; 2E Falmo'!'thl Ky ..Sheeran, Edward Franics; IE .. " •....Cmcmnatl
Sheetz, Arthur William; 2E ..'. ' Chicago, Ill.
Sheetz, John Paul; 3E ,Chlqag9' Ill ..
Sheplll'd, Marie E.; D .. , ' ....•.... Cmclllnati
Shirey, Frank Stephen; 2E Chicago, Ill.
Siegel, Paul Frederick; 2E .......•....Cincinnati
Siegfried, Paul V.; Ms, 3M C!'nto'!
Siegle, Calvin: D ..............•..... C!l1c!nnat!
Siegle, Veta R.; D .............•..... C!llC!nnat!
SjlvergJ.a<!eJ Ruth .C.; D , ...•..... C!nc!nnat!Simeolll.t Marguerite; D Clllcmn.atl
Singer, ohn Joseph; Ds, 2E Re.adinl\:
Sinnott, Sheila; Ds ......•.........••. C!nc!nnat!
Slacke, Dolores; D ......•.....•....•. Clnclllnat,
Slattery, Irving Patrick; 3E , . 0 •••• Cl~veland
Slaughter, Robert; D Latolllll, ICfi'
Small, Joseph F.; Ms, 3M. 0 0 ••••••• Chl-:ago, I I..
Smith, Harold A.; D ... '0' ••••••••••• O!uc!nnatl
Smith, James Armbruster; IE .•.... , .. ClllC!nnatj
Smith, John Edward; 2E ....•.....•.. C!ncmnat!
Smith, William D.; D •.•.........•... C!ncjnnat!
Smithson, AloYllius; D .......•...••... Cmcmnatl
Smola, Gera~d Fo; 2M Fren;ont
Snyder, DaVid C.; 1M Detr01~, ¥IC\
Soellner, Paul: D .........•..•....... Cmemnat
Sommer, Joseph A.; MS, 3M ... , .. De!",oit, Mich.
Soper, Rosemary; D .....•...... COVIngton, Ky.
Speaks, Sr. Mary Boniface, G.S.D.; Ds
Maple Mount ICy.
Spcller, Marian F.; D 0 •••••• Cincinnati
Stagg, William Stanley; 3E Frankfort, Ky.
Stechschulte, Sr. Mary Laura, C.D.P.; Ds
Melbourne, Ky _
Steers, ffenrietta; D .............••.. Cjncinnati
Stefanoif, Jordan Walter; IE.. ' ... '" .CmClnnati
Stegman, Robert C.; Ms.....•. Fort ThomllS. Ky.
Rothenberg, Miriam; D ' , .. , Norwood
Rothrlng, Howard Earl; 2E ' Cincinnati
Rowekamp, Richard; D , Cincinnati
Rudolph, Helen M.; D ,Covington, ICy.
Ruedebusch, Leonard J.; D Bellevue, ICy.
Rupley, Rosemary; D Cincinnati
Rupley. Winnifred; D Cincinnati
Ruprecht, Frank Edward; :m
Crescent Springs, ICy.
l\USS. Harry James; 3E , ' Cincinnati
Russ. William; D Cincinnati
R ll. Julia; O Cincinnati
R ll. Thomas Earley; 3E Cincinnati
;Russn, Juliusj lE, D Norwood
Rust, Milton Earl; lE Newport, ICy.
R)'an. Edward Matthew; 3E Cincinnati
Ryan. George Clifford; IE Covington, ICy.
Ryan. James A.; D Sharonville
Ryan. William P.; 3M Chicago, Ill.
!lyle, Mrs. Kate; D Cincinnati
S.aHeld, Esthsr; D Park Hills, ICy.
Sandy, Anthony Dominic; lE Youngstown
Sanger, Msrgaret H.; D Cincinnati
Santoro, Edward; Ds, D Cincinnati
;,$aanders, Irving Fremont; IE Cincinnati
'SUton. Edwin R.; Ms, 2M Berkelcy, CaUl.
Saxton, Robert Louis; Ds, 3E Cincinnati
Sayers, Jack; 0 Cincinnati
S<anlon, John Francis; lE Columbus
S<anlon, William; O Cincinnati
!lehanr, Richard J.; 1M Chicago, Ill.
Sebacherer, Joseph; D Newp?rt/ ICy ..
$<!hnckmann, James; D Cmcmnati
,Sehackrnann, Mary C.; D Cincinnati
'Sehaefer, George; D Cincinnati
!ilebaefer, Rosaline; D Cincinnati
;ileharf, Joseph F;j 1M Lakew~od
;Sehatz, Sr. Jane t;. H., S.N.D. de N.; Ds. ReadlOg
',$chawnnn, Donald; D Cincinnati
,SehermauLMary K.; D St. Bernard
,Seher..er, .Leo Bernard; lE Indianapolis, Ind.
;Scl>ipper, Eileen) D N ewp.ort, Ky ..
,·Sthloemer, MarIon; D Cmclnnatl
ilehlosser, Joseph Frcdrick; 1E St. Bernard
i\ehlosser, Louis; D , Cincinnati
i!lehlunt. Joseph; D Norwood
SthmedeB, Dorothy M.; D Cincinnati
!!chIDede., Ruth; D Cincinnati
!!chmerge, Albert George; 4E Norwood
Slhmidlin, Richard George; 2E Cincinnati
Sthmldt, Richard Thomas; 3E Cincinnati
ilehmidt, Robert; D Cincinnati
Schmitt, Denis E.; Ms, 4M Decatur, Ind.
Sehmltt, Lauretta B.; D Cincinnati
S1hmitt, Magdalen; D Cincinnati
S1hmltt, Thomas John; 'IE , .. , Norwood
&hnapp, Sr. M. Mildrcd, R.S.M.; DB .. Cincinnati
&hnedl, Mary Jane; J) •••••••......•• Cincinnati
&hneider, Charles; D Cincinnati
Sehneider, Erwin; D " Cincinnati
&hne!der, Harold; D Bellevue, Ky.
Sohneldcr, Leo; D Dayton, Ky.
&hneider, Mahel; D Bellevue, Ky.
S1hneider, Walter; D Norwood
Sehnieders, Rosalia; D Cincinnati
Sobnic ders, Rose M.; D Cincinnati
Sehock, Virginia; D Cincinnati
Seboenenberger, Richard; D Cincinnati
Schoener! Edward; D Cincinnati
SehoHe, Robert; D Delhi
Scbomaker, Rita; D Bellevue, ICy.
Schomaker, Sr. M. Theresette, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, ICy.
Schrader, Louis; D Cincinnati
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Schrage, Frank J.; D Cincinnati
Schrameyer, A.J.; D Ludlow, Ky.
Schrieve.., Sr. Mary Fleuresita, a.S.B.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Schroeder, Sr. Mary DeLourdes, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Schubert, George; D Cincinnati
Schuchert, Richard A.; Ms Toledo
Schuh, John Thorman, 4E Fort Thomas, Ky.
Schuh, Mildred; D Dayton, ICy.
Schultze, Mllry J.; D Covington, ICy.
Schumacher, Robert Joseph; 3E ....••..Norwood
Schuster, George; D Cincinnati
Schus~er, Joseph Henry; 2E ......•..Lynch, Ky.
Schwallie, Robert; D Norwood
Schwartz, Florence J.; D ......•......Cincinnati
Schwartz, Henrietta; D Cincinnati
Schwartz, Ralph Joseph; lE Covington, Ky.
Schweer, Elinor L.; D Dayton, Ky.
Schweer, H. Leona; D ...........•.Dayton, Ky.
Schwegmann, Francis Xavier; 3E Norwood
Schweikert, John W.; D•.......... Newport, Ky.
Schweineluss, Ralph Joseph; 2E Erlanger. ICy.
Schwetschenau, Eugene Loui.; 8E Cincinnati
Scott, James; D ...•...............•.Cincinnati
Sedler, Lucille; D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Sedler, Marguerite; D Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Seidenfaden, William Richards; IE .Newport, Ky.
Seitz, Leo John; lE Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Selzer, Lawrence; D ................•..Loveland
Sexton, M~lvin; D •. '" ...••......New!,?rt, Ky ..
Shafer, Clliford W.; D CmclOnatl
Shafer, Mary; D Cincinnati
Shannon, Rose; D ...........•.......Cincinnati
Shay, Richard Franklin; 2E Chicago, Ill.
Shea, John; D ........••............. Cincinnati
Shea, Joseph; D ...........•.......... Norwood
Sheehan, Gus; D ............•.. Covington, Ky.
Sheehan, James Gordon; 2E Falmouth, Ky.
Sheeran, Edward Franlcs; IE Cincinnati
Sheetz, Arthur Wliliam; 2E Ch!cago, Ill.
Sheetz, John Paul; 3E Chlcago, Ill.
Shepard, Marie E.; D ........•...•... Cincinnati
Shirey, Frank Stephen; 2E ...•...... Chicago, Ill.
Siegel, Paul Frederick; 2E •..•........ Cincinnati
Siegfried, Paul V.; Ms, 3M ....•. , CantoI}
S!egle, Calvin; D .........•.....••... C!nc!nnat,
Siegle, Vera R.; D .........•....•.... Cmcmna~
Silverglade, Ruth C.; D ....•....•.... Clncinna'
S!meoni~Marguerite; D Clncinn.a
Smger, John Jos'll'h; Ds, 2E ..•...•..... Re.adm
Sinnott, Sheila; Os Cinclllna
Slac!m, Dolores; D Cinclnna"
Slattery, Irving PatriCk; 3E Clevelan
Slaughter, Robert; D ....•....•.... Lat?nia, K~
Small, Joscph F.; Ms, 3M •.•....••. Chicago, Il.
Smith, Harold A.; D CincinnatI
Smith, James Armbruster; IE Cincinnati
Smith, John Edward; 2E Cincinnati
Smith, William D.; D O!nc!nnat!
Smithson, Aloysius; D OlllcmnatJ
Smola, Gerard F.; 2M Fremont
Snyder, David C.; 1M Detrnit. Mich.
Soellner, Paul; D Cincinnati
Sommer, Joseph A.; Ms, 3M Detroit, Mich.
Soper, Rosemary: D Covington, ICy.
Speaks, Sr. Mary Boniface. a.s.u.; Ds
Maple Mount ICy.
Speller, Marian F.; D .......•........ Cincinnati
Stagg, William Stanley; 3E Frankfort, Ky.
Stechschulte, Sr. Mary Laura, O.D.P.; Ds
Melbourne, ICy.
Steers, Henrietta; D Cincinnati
Stefanoff, Jordan Walter; IE , .. Cincinnati
Stegman, Robert C.; Ms•...... Fort Thomas, Ky.
Stehlin. Vincent; D , Mount Healthy
Steidle, Vincent Edward; IE Florence, Ky.
Steim)e, Clarence; D , , . ' Cincinnati
Stein. Sr. Mary Alice, C.D.P.; Ds. Melbourne. Ky.
Stein, William Francis; 2E Covington, Ky.
Steiner, William J.; D , ' . , . Cleves
Stenger, Richard; D Cincinnati
Steuer, Clarence Jm~eph; 3E Cincinnati
Stewart, Edward Thomas; lE " .Ludlow, Ky.
Stewart, Mary; D , . Covington, Ky.
Sliclden, Vincent P.; D ,Newport., Ky.
Stienken, Armella; D. , Covington, Ky.
Stilee, Charles Earl; IE Cincinnati
Stock, Edmund; D. , " , . ,Cincinnati
Stockman, Sr. M. Augustin, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Stoke, Virginia; D Norwood
Stokes. Edwara J.; 2M Chicago. Ill.
Stoll. Rosemary; D S\;. Bernard
Stoneberger, Sr. Marie Clara. S.N.D. de N. D"
Reading
Stottman, Sr. M. Evangela, S.N.D.; DA
Covington. Ky.
Strategeier, Marcella; D ...•..... Covington, Ky.
StrategicI', Frmlk J.; D N"wport, Ky.
StraUb. Catherine; D ,Southgate. Ky.
Streicher, Florence; D Cincinnat.i
Strewing. Sr. M. Amaden, S.N.D.; Ds
Covington, Ky.
Stricker, Tillie; D . . ', , Cincinnati
Strootmann. Anna; D Cheviot
Stroth, Lillian M.; Ds, D Cincinnati
Stueve, Loretta A.; D Cincinnati
Stueve, Ruth; D Cincinnati
Stuhlreyer, Edna; D Covington, Ky.
Sull!van. Daniel J ......Ms. 4M Niles Cel!ter. IIi.
Sulltvan, EI"anor: u ,Park HIll., Ky.
Sull!van. JO.Aeph Williamj Ds. 3E, D.... Cjncinnati
Sulbvan. RIchard John; ~E .... , . , .DanVIlle. Ky.
Sullivan. Sr. M. DeLourdes. R.G.S.; Ds.Cincinnati
Summe, Melvin; D Cheviot
Summers, Lawrence George; 4E., ,Norwood
SunderhauA. Eari; D Cincinnati
Sunderman. Dolores; D .....•.......... Norwood
Suter, Jack Joseph; IE Cincinnati
Suttmiller, Raymond; D ..•...... Covington. Ky.
Sweeney, James; D Cincinnati
Sweeney, John Brian: 3E Columbus
Sweeney. Joseph Micha~l; 3E '" 011k Park, Ill.
Sweeney, Sr. Mary Ora. S.L.; Ds Loretto, Ky.
Taggart, ''rhomas Fran~iBj lE ,Cincinnati
Talhott, John Cotton; 3E Bardstown. Ky.
Talbott, William Johnson: lEo Bardstown. Ky.
Tann. Ralph; D Hamilton
Tapke, Robert G.; D Cincinnati
Tegeder, Mildred; D , .. Ludlow. Ky.
Temmen, Frank; D, , , .. Covington, I(y.
Tenkman, Herman, Jr.; D St. Bernard
Tepe, John Bernard; IE ,Covington. Ky.
Tepe. M"lvin Joseph; 3E ...•.......... Norwood
Teufen, Margaret; D , ,Cincinnati
Thale, Celia; D Cincinnati
Thale. Florence; D Cincinnati
Thompson, William Robert; 2E Cincinnati
Thuman, William Conrey; Ds. 4E. Cincinnat.i
Thumann, John Warren; IE Cin-cinnati
Thurin, Julius J.: 2M Cant.on
Tiemei"" Charles; D ' ,Cheviot
Tiettlneyer, Jerome; D , , .. , . Cincinnati
Tillman, Carl William: 4E Newport. Ky.
Timm"rding, Marcella; D Covington. Ky.
Tob~. Leo Joseph: IE LouisV,flle, Ky ..
Tobm, John; D CmCl11natl
Toohey, Martha; D Cincinnati
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Toomey, John David; 2E Chicago, Ill,
Topmoeller. Susan: D Cineinaati
Tracy, George William: IE, Cincinnati
Tracy, Robert Emmett; 3E Hamilton
Trame, Paul; D , ,.".,. ,Cincinnati
'rrauL, Williamj D , Cincinna.ti
Trauth, Albert; D .. , Newport, Ky,
Trauth, Louis; D , Newnort, Ky,
Trauth, Eiehard Paul; 3E Cincinnati
'rrPHe, Thomas E.; Ms, 2M Toledo
Tritten, Thomus W.; D " ' .. , Cincinnati
Tu(~kur, 'I'homus; D , Cincinnati
Tuke, IvInrtha; D , ,. .Cincinnati
Tukc, Robf~rt Eugel1e: 2E Cincinnati
Uchtman. Jerome Joseph; IE Norwood
U',hlein, Harry Edward; IE Deer Park
UHrie-h, Eugene! J(Jseph; 2E. . , . , Cincinnati
Umberg, 81'. M. Eloise, S.N.D.: Ds.Covington. Ky,
Vustin(~, Grace; D '.' Covin~ton, Ky.
Vaughan, James IgnatIUS; IE Chloago.lll.
Vcrhoeven, Harold; D , .Covington, Ky.
Vieson, M'lry R; D. ' Fort Thomas, Ky.
Vi"sman, Jack Paul; IE Lolli,ville. Ky.
Voelker. Ralph A.; D Cincinnati
Vogel, Rohert Alhright; 2E Colqmbu~
Volker. Albert T.; D Cinomnat,
Voll. Virginia; D Cinolnnati
Volle, Alma; D Reading
Volhnan, Marian; D Norwood
Vander Heide. Ceeilia; D Covingto
Vonder Held9. Elizabeth; D ....•.Covi
Von Holle, Alvin Robert: IE .
Von Lehman. J~seph; D Fort Mite~elll Ky,
VortkarnPJ LOU1S8j Ds, D ' C!l1cmnat!
Voes, Raymond Frank; IE , .Cmcinnntl
Wagner, Elizabeth M.; D NewJort, ICy ..
Wagner, J. Paul; D ' fnc!nnnl!
Walker, Kern; D CmolO*all
Walker. Russell; D Da~toll, 1ft'
Walsh, JOseph M.; Ms, 3M Clucngo, '.
Walsh, Laurane; D, , ,<{incinnall
Walsh, William Joseph; 4E Clll~.g~,lll..
Wait".. Charles R.; D g!no!nna:!
Walton", Peggy; D " " mOlOnOl
Ward, J!;dward James; IE Rochester, N,'i Y'
Wargo, Bernard M.: D "Ham!lto.
Warndorf, James Peter; 4E Haml ta~
Warndorf, Mary Ann: D .......•.... : .J:/0rwoo.
Washer Harry Boniface; lE LOUl8vtlie, ~l.
Waters: Harold; D , .....•LudloD, tWatrin, Eugene Lawrence; IE , 'c~y ~~
Weber, Eugene Andrew; IE ·· 'Chev!at
Weber. Fred C?: D Cinoj~~~~i
Web"r, Harry, D .. : Cincinnati
Weber, Laura Mary. D. . . . K
Weher, Robert William: 4E NewPoC,t
1
, iYt
Weber. Rosemary; D ..................•. leX;
Wehage, Ruth; D ...........•...CovIOE§on, ati
Weidner, George Earl; UE ..... " ... ,. mcmn
Weidner, Sr. M. Adelma, S.N.D.; DCS . t Ky
OVlnE: onr .
Weigand. Robert Matthew; 2E !ne!nna::
Weigel. Raymond Eugene; 2E g!netnn:U
W"iler. Nicholas Joseph; 3E•.•........ lUe nn
Weiler. Sr. M. Providentia, S.N.D·b~~ngton.Ky,.
Weimer, Mary;D g!.e!~~::i
Weinert, Ernest; D, , , , c!nci:mnti
Weingartner, Richard John; 3E , . . ,. IRc ding
Weissbrad, Paul; Ds C' ei~nali
Welch, William Anthony; 2E d~~nnaU
































Wellinghoff, Richard F'i D Cincinnnti
Welp, !larry Joseph; 2E•....... " .Bellevue, Ky.
Wellin, Romsn G.; Ms Fremont
Wern, Olga; D Cincinnati
Wernkc, Dorothy; D , , Cincinnati
Wesseling, Edward; D, . , Cincinnati
W lman, Hlta; D Cheviot
West, Ben; D Cincinnati
Westendorf, Mary; D Deer Park
Westendorf, Mnry A.; D Cincinnati
Westendorf, Orner; D Cincinnati
Westrich, John; D Hamilton
Wetherell, William; D Cincinnati
Wetterer, Charles William; 3E Cincinnati
Weltig, Thomas; D Covington, Ky.
Wiegand, Arthur; D Covington, Ky.
Wiethorn, Elmer L.; D Bellevue, Ky.
\\'letmarschen, Henry; D Reading
Wigbei" Louis; D . . . . . . . Norwood
Wilkin, William; D Cincinnati
Wilkin" F. Raymond; D Cincinnati
1 Wiilenborg, Edward Henry; 3E Newport, Ky.
Wlilett, Joseph William; 1E Bard,to:-vn, Ky.
William., Dorotha C.; D Cmcmnati
Wliling, Peter; D Cincinnati
Wiilmes
l
Joseph F.; Ms, 4M Newport, Ky.
Will" E izabeth; D Cincinnati
WI~on, Raymond John, Jr.; 3E Lockland
Wibbaeher, Albert J.; Ms, 3M Evansville, Ind.
Wlmberg, Elizabeth; D Cincinnati
Wingerberg, Clofs; D Cincinnati
Wlnslel, William; D Cincinnati
Winlorman, Roger Earl; 2E Norwood
W~her, Kirk; D Covington, Ky.
Witte, Rp~inn: D CovinKton, Ky.
Wouhlpr. Marian; D , (,in(~ir1Hllti
Woomer, Itolwrt W.; n Park Hill,. K,\'.
WOflKtman, John \Valtpr; ~~E., .Fort Thomaf-O, Kr.
Wolf, Edmund Charles; 4E.. . . . . . . . .. Norwood
Wolf, Loui!;; D ,. ,('ovingtoll, Ky.
Wolf, Sr. M. Alherta, a.S.B.; n~.. CllYingtl1lj, Ky.
",Volfe, Clifford; D , , . . . . . . . . . Batavia
Woll, Samuelltaymond; IE S!. Il>'rnard
Wood" Joseph B.; Ms JoJi"I, Ill.
Wordaman, Rita; D " Hplll'vUt" Ky.
Workman, Juhn; D. . . . .. Llltonia, Ky.
Wright, Howardi D , .. Cincinnati
Wubbolding, Jack Ferdinand; IE. .. Newport. K~·.
Wunderlich, George Victor; n~ Aurora, Ind.
Yager, Carl William; 1E. D CincinnaU
Yauch, Ellsworth Bprnard; 2E , St. BernaT
Yonker, Sr. Mary Cbarlotte, a.s.u.; Ds
Maple Mount, Kl
Young, Irwin Raymond; 1E " Deer Pal
Young, Richard Franklin; 1E Dell£
Young, Valla E.; D Newport, :
Zeis, Sr. Joseph Teresa, C.D.P.; DMelboume, ICy.
ZeiEmr, Louis Henry; lE Cincinnati
Zeitz, Raymond L.; 2M Cleveland
Zins, Eleanor; D Elmwood Place
Zins, Julian; Ds, D Elmwo?d.Pla",:
Zipperlen, William D.; D , . C!ne!nnatl
Zoeller, Lee John; 1E Clllclllnati
Zuhricky, Joseph R.; Ms, 2M Lakewood
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Wellinghoff, Hieharrl F.; D ... Cinchmut.i
Wei p, Harry JOH<:ph; 2E. . , n"ih,vue, Ky.
\Veltin, Homan (,.j f\..lH . . . . F'r('mont
Wern, Olgai U. .. . . . . . .. , Cindlltluti
"rernke, l>orllt hy: I) .. . CineillIHlti
Weaseling, Edward; lJ. . . ,CiTH'innllti
WesBelman, H..itll; J) . . . . . Ch"vioL
West] Hen; J).. .. . .Cine~lInuti
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